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The purpose of this report is to present the vailidation of the Point
Scatterincq Radar Iniaqe Simulation Model and its software. implementations developed at RSL (Remote Sensing Laboratory, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas).
The work was sponsored by ETL (Engineer Topographic Laboratories, U.S. Army,
Fort Beivoir, Virginia),
Two different instances of model validation are reported. First is validi~tinn of both SLAR (Sldrc-Lookinq Airbor-ne Radar) and PPI
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(cont.) and other flight parameters.
Second is a quantitative validation of a
PPI model specialized to making reference scenes for a terminal guidance system
(using the Correlatron*).- - ..0.
The results obtained have shown the simulated ra'ar images to be accurate
representations of the ground scenes at the microwave frequencies they modeled.
The comparisons were shown to be very ravorable.
Preliminary results of the
guidance test have been very satisfactory.
Data base construction techniques are also discussed.
Alternate input
intelligence data sources (high-resolution aerial photographs, maps, infra-red)
for feature extraction are reviewed.
A conceptual design for an interactive
feature extraction system is discussed.
*Correlatron is the name of a two-dimensional cross-correlatlon measuring
device manufactured by Goodyear Aerospace,
The ETL has a Correlatron installed in a test configuration.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this report

is

to present the validation of the

Point Scattering Radar Image Simulition Model and its software

imple-

mentations developed at RSL

(Remote Sensing Laboratory,

Kansas,

The work was sponsored by ETL (Engineer

Lawrence,

Kansas).

Topographic Laboratories,
different

U. S. Army,

instances of model

Fort Belvoir,

University of

Virginia).

validation are reported.

First

dation of both SLAR (Side-Looklng Airborne Radar) and PPI
indicator)
Images

is vali-

(Plan-Position

radar simulation models by comparison of simulations

to real

(of exactly the same ground swath) having the same look direction

and other flight parameters.
PPI model
system

Two

Second

is a quantitative validation of a

specialized to making reference scenes for a terminal

guidance

(using the Correlatron").

The results obtained have shown the simulated radar

Images to be

accurate representations of the ground scenes at the microwave frequencies
they modeled.

The comparisons were shown to be very

favorable.

Prelim-

inary results of the guidance test have been very satisfactory.
Data base construction techniques are also discussed.

Alternate

in-

put intelligence data sources (high-resolution aerial photographs, maps,
infra-red) for feature extraction are reviewed.
A conceptual design for
an interactive feature extraction system is discussed.

*Correlatron Is the name of a two-dimensional cross-correlation measuring
device manufactured by Goodyear Aero-pace.
The ETL has a Correlatron Installed in a test configuration.
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PREFACE
This document was prepared by the Kansas Simulation Aroup,
Sensing Laboratory (RSL),

The University of Kansas,

Lawrence,

Remote
Kansas,

to

report the results of a Radar Simulation Study performed under Contract
DAAG53-76-C-0154,
atories (ETL),

dated 15 May 1976, with the Engineer Topographic Labor-

Fort Belvoir, Virginia.

This Radar Simulation Study was

performed to validate the point scattering radar Image simulation model
which had been developed previously,

tn investigate terrain feature ex-

traction techniques for constructing category data bases (digital ground
model)

for radar Image simulation,

and to use the point scattering radar

image simulation model to generate radar reference scenes for terminal
guidance applications.
The work and seivices to be provided under this contract were organIzed into two separate tasks.

A summary of these tasks, collecting and

grouping actlviLkus according La their

relationships to these tasks, would

be:
Task 1

Simulation Systems Approach
The point scattering radar image sI~nulation model will be
used to generate simulations of a test site centered around
the Pickwick Landing Dam located in Tennessee.

The pur-

pose of these simulations will be to validate the simulation technique which has been developed.
be performed under this task are:

The subtasks to

(1) Perforri a study to validate the point scattering
radar image simulation model for Side-Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR)

applications by making SLAR simulations of the Pickwick test site.
The data base of

Pickwick for the simulation (Subtask (3))

Is to be

made only from maps and optical

After the

SLAR simulation Is complete,

Imagery.

it will be compared to

original furnished radar imagery and differences will
be analyzed.

(2)

Perform a study to validate the point scattering

radar image simulation model
(PPI)

for Plan-Position

Indicator

radar applications by making PPI simulations of the

Pickwick test site.
constructed
model will

The data base to use ls the one

in Subtask (3),

below.

The PPI simulation

be developed u•tng a polar coordinate scan so

that PPI radar simulations can be made

in the correct

geometry.

complete,

After the PPI

slmulatlon is

be compared to the SLAR simulations produced
and differences will be analyzed.
used because real

PPI

It

In

(1),

This approach

will
above

is being

imagery of the Pickwick site Is not

available.
(3)

Construct data bases of the Pickwick Landing Dam

Lest

slte for model valldatlon.

metric terrain features will
photography and maps.

The appropriate planl-

be extracted from optical

Investlgatlons wlll be conducted

to develop automated terrain Feature extraction

techniques.

The man hours for thls feature extraction process wlll
recorded

be

for comparlng human photo interpretation methods

for the same area when
technlqlles

interactive data base construction

become available.

and the planimetry extracted
data base will

Usin• digital

elevation d•t•

from photos only,

a digital

be produced.

Task 2 - Adwnced Simulation Methods
The point scattering radar Image slmulatlon model wit1
to generate

reference scene•

Plckwlck Landlng Dam located
Correlatron•

for terminal

be applied

of a test site centered around the
in Tennessee

for testing by the

guidance applications.

The purpose

*Correlatron Is the name of a two-dimensional cross-correlation measuring
device manufactured by Goodyear Aerospace.
The ETL has a Correl•tron Installed In a test configuration.

of these reference scenes will be to evaluate the simulation
technique for reference scene generation and to measure quantitatively the simulation results.

The subtasks to be per-

formed under this task are:
(1)

Produce PPI radar reference scenes appropriate for

terminal guidance.

The final product will be digital

tapes of the reference scene simulations.
(2)

Construct data base of the Pickwick Landing Dam

test site for terminal gu,idance studies.

The appropri-

ate planimetric terrain features will be extracted from
optical photography and maps.

The man hours for this

feature extraction process will be recorded,

comparInq

photo Interpretation methods with interactive automated
methods for the same area when such methods become available.

Using digital elevation data and the planimetry

extracted from photos only,
produced.
gery,
Obviously,

a digital data base will be

Repeat the process using existing radar ima-

maps,

and digital elevation tapes.

the work and services to be performed under this contract

were very extensive,

spanning many disciplines,

ledge and experience of geographers,
computer scientists.
fashion Is difficult.

and drawing upon the know-

electrical engineers,

botanists, and

To report these diverse activities in a coherent
The format of this document has been designed to

simplify, as much as possible,

reporting this work.

The document Is divided Into two volumes to reduce the bulk that must
be handled at any one time,

Volume

I reports the work and results with

technical deLails deferred to the appendices.
Voluime II Is a collection
of appendices containing the individual technical details of the work re-

"ported In the first volume.
be handled,

In addition to reducing the hulk which must

dividing the document

Into two volumes adds flexibility; it

is easier to turn to the appropriate appendix In Volume II for techn!cal
details while keeping the work and results desci ptlon open for reference
In Volume I.

•-|

Sv-
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The organization of Volume I is structured around the basic work
As can be seen in the summary of the work and services

being reported.

specified under this contract,
Upon Inspectio-,

tasks.

it

can be seen that the five subtasks are really

only four different activities:

Reference Scene Generation;

(3)

there are llstcd two tasks and five sub-

(2)

(1) SLAR Validation;

(4)

PPI Validation;

Data Base Construction/Feature

Ex-

Volume I is organized according to these major activThe format of Volume I and the relationships of each section to

traction Techniques.
ities.

the appropriate subtask of the work and services is as follows:
Document
Section

Statement of Work
Task - Subtask

Description of Work and Results
Introduction and summary of results

All

2

SLAR Validation

I

1

3

PPI Validation

1

2

4

Terminal Guidance Applications

2

I

5

Data Base Construction/Feature

I

Extraction Techniques

2G2

Volume II has a simple organizational plan.

It

Is an alphabetical

I

listing of the appendices required tn support the work and results reported In Volume I,

These appendices represent the technicai

Information

necessary to support the discussions of work and results in Volume I,
There are fourteen appEndIces provided In Volunle II as follows:
Appendix

+1

Technical
Report No.

Title

Date

A

TR 319-1

"Construction of a Geometric Data Base
for Radar Image Simulatiun Studies"'

July,

1976

B

TR 319-2

1976

C

TR 319-3

July,
''Baseline of Planimetric Data Base
Pickwick Site''
Construction:
''Digital Elevation Data Base Construction: July,
Pickwick Site"

"

"TR 319-4

"'Diqitliation of Pickwick Site Data Base"

February,

E

TR 319-21

"Increased Resolution of Planimetric Data
IBase: Pickwick Si te''

March,

F

TR 319-5

"Medium

Resolution Digital Ground Truth

August,

1976
1977

1977
1977

Data Base"'

Vi

'

I
G

TR 319-7

"Backscatter Data for the Diqital Radar
Image Simulatinn of the Pickwick, Alabaoia Site"
"Medium Resolution Radar Image Simulation
of Deciduous Forests: A Study of Candi-date Techniques"
"Digital Model for Radar Image Simula-

February, 1977

August, 1977

a

H

TR 319-9

I

TR 319-8

SJ

TR 319-19

"Digital PPI Model for Radar Image Simu..laon and Results"

K

TR 319-15

L

TR 319-24

M

TR 319-25

N

TR 319-26

"Investigation of an Interactive Approach March, 1977
for Radar Image Simulation"
"Automated Techniques in Feature Extraction" June, 1977
"Interactive Feature Extraction System
June, 1977
Framework"
"Image Handling and Procesiinq"
June, 1977

I

tion and Results"'::

vii

August,

1977

Aupust,

1976

PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to report the results of a Radar
Simulation Study cotiducted by the RSL (Remote Sensing Laboratory, University of Kansas) under contract with ETL (Engineer Topographic
Laboratories,

United 3tates Army,

Fort Belvoir, Virginia).

The Radar

Simulation Study was performed to test the Point Scattering Radar
2
Image Simulation Model developed and reported in previous work1
The Point Scattering Model was applied to three specific problems in
this study, and the work performed and results obtained are reported
In this document.
The three specific applications tested in this
study are:
(1) SLAR (Side-Looking Airborne Radar) Model Validation;
(2) PPI (Plan-Position Indicator) Radar Model Validation; (3) Terminal
Guidance Applications.

In addition to the implementation and testing

of these three applications of the simulation model,

much effort was

expended in peripheral activities required to support the main efforts.
Principal of these was data base construction with emphasis on feature
extraction methods and techniques.
importance to successful

As these activities are of critical

implementation of radar simulation models and

to successful utilization of these models,

the purpose of this docu-

ment is extended to report these support activities,

also.

I Holtzman, J. C., V. H. Kaupp, R. L. Martin, E. E. Komp, and V. S.
Frost, "Radar Image Simulation Project: Development of a General
Simulation Model and Interactive Simulation Model, and Sample
Results," TR 234-13, Remote Sensing Laboratory, The University of
Kansas, February, 1976.
Holtzman, J. C., V, H. Kaupp, and J. L. Abbott, "Radar Image Simulation Project," TR 234-15, Remote Sensing Laboratory, The University of Kansas, September, 1976.

vi..i

SCOPE

~

The scope of the work
this Radar
limited to testing the
Pointperformed
Scatteringin Radar
Image Simulation
Simulation Study
Model was
against one specific area.

The three applications (SLAR,

PPI,

and

Terminal Guidance) of Lhe simulation model were each tested against
this one area. The area selected for this test of the simulation model
was the topographic region in the states of Tennessee, Alabama, and
Mississippi, centered on the northwest corner of the powerhouse at the
Pickwick Landing Dam, Tennessee.

The SLAR and PPI validation work was

limited to forming a sequence of radar image simulations from two different look directions of selected subregions of the Pickwick test site
and comparing these simulated radar Images to real Images (of the same
regions) having the same look directions.
The terminal guidance work
was limited to producing reference scenes of the Pickwick site from
one altitude for running on the Correlatron.

The data base construction/
feature extraction work was limited to preparation of two data bases
of the Pickwick site:
(1) Data base for- SLAR and PPI validation work,
(2)

Data base for Terminal Guidance work.

*Correlatron Is the name of a two-dimensional cross-correlation measuring
device manufactured by Goodyear Aerospace.
The ETL has a Correlatron installed In a test configuration.
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EXErtITIVE SUMMARY
(PSM)

The Point Scatter!ng Model

for radar simulation developed at

University of Kansas,

RSL (Remote Sensing Laboratory,

Lawrence,

Kansas)

has been applied to three different problems for testing and validating.
The results of applying PSM to these three problems and testing the applications are reported In this document.

This document begins with an

overview of radar simulation where the problem of simulation is discussed.

In the introduction section

(1.0) the work performed (1.2) and

the results obtained (1.3) are summarized and,

some signifi-

limitations, and constraints of the model

cant qualifications,

In the next three (3)

discussed.

in addition,

(1.4) are

sections the simulation work performed

(3) different simulation problems, Is reported; SLAR

for each of the three

simulation and validation

(section 2.0),

PPI simulation' and validation

and reference scene simulation (section 4.0). The PSM is
A prime requisite of the PSM is
a digital approach to radar simulation.
(section 3.0),

II

a digital symbolic model of the ground (ground truth data base) of the
target area for which ,-adar simulations are desired.

The work performed

In constructing the cground truth data banes used for the simulation tasks
reported In this document Is described in Section (5.0).

Section 6.0 con-

tains the conclusions reached In the course of performing this work and
section 7.0 contains a number of recommendations,

both long range and short

range goals, which are a natural outgrowth of this work,
The radar simulation work and validations performed
different classes,
quantitative.
2.0 and 3,0)

fall

into two

The first class is qualitative and the second Is

The SLAR and PPI simulation and validation work (sections
is qualitative.

the geometric fidelity,

The results produced for this class show

textural consistency,

and relative graytone ac-

curacy of simulated images to be excellent by comparison to real
of the same scenes.

images

These comparisons were performed for simulations

representing two different look directions of areas representing approxieately 36 square miles,

each.

The Implications of these qualitative

X
-41M<-*

-'/-

-I"

,j~-

results are that not only are the PSM and its software Implementation
verified, but also the ground truth data bases and associated elevation
data, feature cateoorizations, and microwave reflectivity data are ver[fled. The reference scene simulation work (section 4.0) is quantitative and, thus, bolongs to the second class.
Five reference scenes were
produced in support of a terminal guidance test employing the Correlatron,
an area cross-correlation guidance device.
The complete results are not
yet available; however, preliminary indications are that the reference
scenes produced met or surpassed requirements.

Since this test Involved

using the Correlatron to measure the quality of reference scenes as compared to actual radar data of the same sites, it represents a quantitative measure.

Not only do the simulations look good when compared to

real

images of the same site, but also they are faithful enough to the
true characteristics of a radar image of a given scene that an electronic
"black box",

the Correlatron, can use them to derive accurate guidance

Information.
Two different ground truth daLA bases were constructed to evaluate
alternate kinds of Source intelligencu data from which to make data
bases In support of simulation.

One data base was constructed using

high-resolution aerial photographs and maps as the source Intelligence
The other was built using maps and aerial
data for feature extraction.
photographs for the qeometry of a scene and radar Imagery for feature
extractlom.
Construction time was recorded for both data bases.
It
was found that construction time did not vary appreciably as a consequence of using the two different intelligence data sources,
As a natural consequence of building ground truth data bases for
simulations, feature extraction techniques were evaluated and It was
ccj.,Jectured that construction time and, perhaps,

final data base quality
can be improved by the use of suitable interactive feature extraction
techniques.

S~reported.

A simplistic interactive feature extraction concept was

In conclusion, the results produced under this contract clearly
verify the validity of the PSM for radar image simulation, its software

k

L-1
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Implementations,

the ground truth data bases produced and feature

exLraction techniques used, and the microwave reflectivity data
(empirical ao)

used.

They also demonstrate the versatility and utility

of the PSM by,

In porticular,

thi- spectacular results from applying

PSM to a '.real-world" application,

terminal guidance,

The work per-

formed and results produced clearly suggest that radar image simulation
has become a viable tool and is ready for application to many different
present and future applications.

.!
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RADAR IMAGE SIMULATION:

AN OVERVIEW

It is the purpose of this section to try to describe radar Image
simulation and to define terms and concepts,

and to try to place into a

proper perspective all the various Individual parts.

This Is being at-

tempted in the hope that by explaining radar simulation in such a manner,
the work performed and results obtained In the Radar Simulation Study reported In this document will have greater meaning to the casual

reader.

More importantly, we hope to provide in sufficient depth an understanding
of the process so that greater appreciation for radar simulation,
needs,

problems,

and complexities,

will be developed.

Much work has been

done previously and many milestones have been achieved.
is Intimately familiar with the problems,

But unless one

the investigations,

he will not realize what has been accomplished,

Its

arid solutions,

Neither will he realize

Further, without this basic understanding of
what Is left to be done.
radar simulation, It Is very difficult to accept radar simulation for the
tool that it

is and to visualize how radar simulation can be applied to

solve present and future problems.
Ing Radar Image Simulation Model,
atory (RSL),

With the advent of the Point Scatterdeveloped at the Remote Sensing Labor-

University of Kansas,

become an engineering tool,

Lawrence,

a tool to be used.

tion had been somewhat akin to black magic:
done.

Our simulation model

dictable.

Here,

radar simulation has

Previously,

radar simula-

Whatever worked is what was

is mathematically rigorous and exactly pre-

we want to explain,

the development of the model,
them;

Kansas,

In words,

not equations,

necessarily,

and we want to define terms as we come to

terms such as data base and backscatter.

The level of discussion

is purposely aimed for readers who are not intimately familiar with radar
'

systems and the simulation of radar systems.
discussion for mathematical
rule,

rigor.

rather than the exception.

No attempt Is made in this

Tutorial explanations have been the
In developing this section we have tried

very hard to say things in such a way that they could not be misconstrued
(one is never completely successful
intentional errors,

in this) and we tried to prevent un-

either of omission or commission,

Xxvli
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I.

Radar Systems
The starting polit for this explanation of radar simulation Is the

radar system being simulated.

Before we can discuss modeling and simu-

lation of radar, we must first define what Is being modeled and simulated.
Figure I presents an Illustration of the basic components of an imaging
radar system.

The bare essentials are shown.

pieces are shown:

(1) Radar;

(2) Ground;

self represents only a single Item.
ground,

Image,

Each piece by it-

Together they comprise a radar system,

The radar system, for simulation purposes,
system of radar,

(3)

Note that three separate

and image.

Is defined to be the closed

It Is th;s complete system which is

being modeled and this model which prodluces the simulations.
Very briefly, modern imaging radars work in the following way.

The

transmitter produces a pulse of electromagnetic energy which propagates
at the speed of light to the ground,

confined by a directional antenna

to Illuminate only a narrow swath on the ground,
The pulse of energy
strikes the ground and Interacts with It. A small fraction of the power
Incident on the ground is re-radiated from the ground back to the radar
and Is received by the antenna.
receiver.
Figure I

This received power is detected by the

Refer to Figure rl.

Imagine that the radar system shown in

carried by either an aircraft or a spacecraft,

the position labeled A in Figure 1I.

Is located at

For present purposes,,let's assume

that the imaging radar we are discussing

is a SLAR (Side-Looking Airborne

Radar); the principles hold For any other radar (e.g.,

PPI),

but the geo-

metry may be different,
If the vehicle carrying the SLAR is traveling in the direction of the
arrow and if the SLAR is sensing the ground out to the right side of the
vehicle,

then the geometry is shown In Figure II.

cated at the puint A, transmits a single pulse.

Assume the radar,

lo-

This pulse of energy

spreads out in all directions within the constraints imposed by the directional properties of the antenna.

Assume the antenna allows the pulse

to spread in the direction labeled range but limits the spread of the
pulse to a very small distance In the direction laheled azimuth.

Then,

for this pulse, a narrow strip In azimuth extending from beneath the

..................
...........
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radar all the way out In range will be illuminated.

represent successively later
The point where the arc label-

centered on the radar, shown In Figure II,
times as a single pulse radiates In space.
ed R

The concentric arcs,

Intersects the ground will be illuminated by this pulse before the

point illuminated by R1 l.

The reradiated power from Rto will be received
Since this Is the case,

by the radar before the power from Rll.

the re-

ceiver will detect the signal from R10 before RlI.
The output of the receiver is a video signal corresponding to the
relative Intensities of the power received from all the points Illuminated
on the ground,

and ordered In time by the relative distance of each point

to the receiver (the Intensity of R
R1

This video signal

will be detected and output beforoi

Is used to produce the image (conceptually shown

as a block In Figure I ),

As the power from all the points on the ground

Is returned and detected,

the variations

in Intensity caused by the scat-

tering properties of the different features

In the scene can be used to

Intensity modulate the electron beam of a CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) which Is
subsequently photographed.
one.

Many ways exist to record the image; this Is

If the electron beam starts to sweep the face of the CRT at the time

corresponding to the roundtrip distance to the point labeled near range
and continues the sweep to the time corresponding to the roundtrlp distance to the point labeled far- range,

then the Intensity variations mod-

ulating the electron beam during this Interval will cause variations of
light to appear across the face of the CRT.

These variations of light on

the face of the CRT are the scene response at the radar operating frequency and,

thus,

represent the image of that narrow strip illuminated

by one pulse.
Now,

while all of the previous processing is going on,

was moving.
processed,

the vehicle

After all the desired energy from the first pulse has been
another pulse can be

processed.

Let the vehicle be located

at the point B when the second pulse Is transmitted.

The energy from the

second pulse Is processed just like the first; all previous comments apply.
The film Is moved a little bit and the Image of the second narrow strip
Is recorded on film.

The vehi:le moves to C, a third pulse Is transmitted,

xxxi
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the film Is moved a little, and the image of the third strip Is recorded
on film.

And,

so on,

until the desired strip length has been Imaged.

In capsule form, this discussion summarizes the operation of imaging
radars.

This is the system being modeled when we form simulated radar

Images.

Now we would like to go one step further and show (by verbal

arguments)

In a little bit more detail

the relationships and interre-

lationships between radar, ground, and Image.
such parameters as co

Hopefully, we will explain

In such a way that both a simple mental picture is

presented of what It does and the complexities and problems associated
with obtaining and using it

are clarified.

portant to radar simulation.
however,

are of critical

The parameters associated with the flight,

Importance and they must be properly accounted

for in the simulation model.
(1) Altitude;

(2)

The vehicle itself is unim-

Heading;

The more important flight parameters are:
(3) Flight path location;

(4)

of these parameters with time are especially Important.
define which ground spot is being image4,

the altitude,

Speed.

Variations

These parameters
look-direction,

and angle-of-incidence at which the radar views each point in the image,
and the separation between successive points on the ground.
action" Is a very Important concept to imaging radars.

'Look-dir-

It means,

given,

a particular radar image of a portion of the earth,

the direction,

tive to the image,

In Figure I,

in which the radar was pointed,

direction is from left to right:

From the radar to the scene.

relathe look-

Look-

direction is Important because radar Images of scenes having some features
higher than others (as Is true of most terrain) will look very different
depending upon the direction from which the radar viewed it.

This very

real property of radars must be Included In the simulation model.
of-incidence" is another very important concept to Imaging radars.
other things,

the angle-of-incideilce

"AngleAmong

from the radar to each point in the

Image defines the brightness of each point relative to every other point;
it

Is an important parameter.

shown as theta

(0),

In Figure 1, the angle-of-incidence

the angle between a vertical

Is

line drawn from the anten-

na to the ground (perpendicular to the ground) and a line drawn from the
antenna to the point on the ground being sensed.

Again,

this Important

property of the ground must be included in the simulation model.

Xxxxtl
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The next aspect of an Imaging radar system to be discussed Is the
mechanism by which the radar "views" the ground.

The starting place

for this discussion Is the transmitter, shown in Figure I. The transmitter produces a short burst of electromagnetic energy (a pulse)
which propagates at the speed of light confined by a directional
antenna to Illuminate a narrow swath on the ground.
Assume the average
transmitted power of this pulse to be PT watts.

If the pulse were allowed

to radiate equally In all directions (isotropically)

into free space,

the

power at a point a distance R from the radar would be reduced by the
spreading of this pulse In all directions by a factor of

The

---

power density (power per unit area) at a point a distance R from the
radar would then be given by P

.

But, the pulse Is not allowed to

radiate equally in all directions into free space.

Instead,

the pulse

Is confined by a directional antenna to Illuminate a narrow swath
on the ground,

The antenna has directivity.

an antenna gain, GT,

This can be described by

Consider what the antenna dous.

It confines the

transmitter power Lo radiate In a specific direction, Instead of allowing It to radiate In all directions.
If we pretend that we transmit
higher power, throw away the antenna and allow this pulse to radiate
Isotropically (in all directions), and have chosen the transmitter power
to give us the same power at the desired point on the ground as if we
still had the antenna,

then we can still use the expression just developed

for the power density at a point a distance R from the antenna.

The only

thine. we have to do to fix-up this expression Is put In the new transmitter power.
The new transmitted power Is Just GT times larger than

S

the previous case because that Is what the antenna does.
It makes the
power density at a point appear as If it were produced by a transmitter
having GT times the power output, GT being the gain of the antenna.
Thus, the power density at a point on the ground a distance R from the
PTGT
co
u
p
t
radar would be de crrbid by
Refer back to Figure 1."%

have Just described the mechanism

by which the radar Illuminates the ground and have argued, qualitatively, what fraction of the transmitted power would reach each point on
the ground.

•:

Look at the point In the figure at which the transmitted
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energy strikes the ground.

Arrows are pointing in all directions to show

that, after striking the ground,
tions.

this power Is scatterod In all direc-

A very small fraction of this power Is reradiated from each

point In a direction back to the radar.
back (backscattered)

The fraction of power reradiated

to the radar from each point Is defined by a,

the effective backscatter area.

The fraction of power reradiated back

to the radar (a) is an extremely complex parameter.
to write the fraction of reradiation symbolically.

It is easy enough
We have already done

that when we called it a. To find the actual number for a fixed set
of conditions is another matter,
Thli i5 an overdramatization,

for a varies with almost everything.

but it

Is intended to dispell the idea that

getting a was trivial, a notion that may have been engendered by our simplistic development.
One simplification can be made immediately, if
we normalize the backscatter to be Independent of the ground spot size.
To do this we simply write a"A
c. The parameter a" is called the
u
differential scattering cross-section, a name meaning It Is the backscatter per unit area.

The area Is specified by the symbol A and re-

presents the area of Illumination.
The parameter (W0 ) is normally used for radar return from the ground.
As can be seen, It Is a
little easier to specify backscatter now because we have normalized
area dependence out of the specification.
It Is still exceptinnally difficult to specify a", for It depends
upon an amazing list of variables.

Thls list of variables contains aouwav

combination of both radar and ground parameters.
Included In this iHsL
of variables would be the following:
(1) Radar parameter - Wavelength,
polarization, direction of illumination; (2) Ground parameters

(nature

of the category)

homo-

- Complex permittivity,

roughness of surface,

I

geneity
of surface.
tidyradar
little
the fraction of
power reradlated
bkck This
to the
fromlist
eachmeans
pointthat
on the ground varies
with transmitting frequency (wavelength), polarization, look direction,
and angle of Incidence of the radar.
If you change radars, or flight
parameters,
•

I h1=

ever,

Vý_

or both, the power returned to the tadar from each point
w ilIl ho. 41 1 Il'o
' on I - Iit- iii,
, it, w III Irýi•l, dI ( [v i on I . Hi w

iroli rll

the ground parameters yield the greatest Influence on radar Images,

for the power returned to the radar from each point on the gruund changes
as conditions nt that point change,
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Change the moisture content (drought, rain, hail, sleet, snow, Ice,
irrigation, etc.), or the backscatter category (trees versus marshes,
different crops,

new versus mature plants,

ground - summer versus winter,
trees,

leaves on trees versus no leaves on

new leaves versus old leaves,

(plow the ground,
soil plus flora,
power returned

etc.),

agriculture versus bare

etc.)

or the surface roughness

or the homogeneity

mix trees and crops,

(mix agriculture types,

mix soil types,

etc.),

and the

to the radar from each point on the ground changes;

the Image will
Recall

look different.
that what we ire trying to do is to specify the fraction of

power reradlated from a point on the ground back to the radar.

For real

radar systems, this
Illuminate
the radar,

is no problem for the answer to be automatic:
the ground and a fraction of the pQ 'er Is reradiated back to
It

s only when we want to simulate the radar response

a given scene or to Interpret

to

the radar response to a given scene that

we are faced with the problem of specifying the fraction of reradlatlon.
There are two basic approaches to this problem.
calibrated radar (called a scatterometer)
as many categories
these empliical
For instance,
frequency

The first Is

to measure the backscatter of

for as many variables as Is desired.

backscatter data

(W0)

polarizatton,

season (plant maturity),

etc.

Then,

angle of incidence,

snil moisture,

when simulating the radar image of

(these data were probably collected

the one being simulated) , as appropriate.
catalogue

catalogue

(backscatter types),

a spacific ground scene or Interpreting a specific
a" data

Then,

in a data bank versus the variables.

catalogue them versus category

(wavelength),

to use a

,O data but much more remains.

image,

use the empirical

from tarqets other than

Much work has been done to
As an aside, all the imulated

radar images presented

in this document were made from empirical o'
data.
It Isn't very reasonable to expect to measure and catalogue a*
data for every backscatter category for every combination of the varlahles.
This Is where the second basic approach to the problem of specifying a*
comes Ii,. The second approach Is to use theoretical
for a', as appropriate.
ba used.
category.

The first

model

scattering models

Two different kinds of theoretical models can
Is one which predicts a* for a given scattering

The second model

is one which will extrapolate empirical
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(measured)
though

o data across conditions (i.e.,

Jhe problem of specifying co

across frequencies).

Even

is terribly difficult, the results

presented in this document attest to the fact that much progress has
been made.
To continue our discussion of how a real radar system operates,

let's

assume that we can find o& data from either the literature or our data
bank for the categories

in a scene.

As previously stated, before we took

time out to discuss ao, we were trying to specify the fraction of power
reradlated from a point on the ground back to the radar.
use the normalized backscatter per unit area (oW)
7hus,

UJe decided to

to specify this fraction.

at a point just above the surface il the direction of the radar,
PTGTc,%A

the power will be given by

-TTR

.

This represents the power sent back

from the scatterers on the grouna.
Now,

look again at Figure I.

from the gruund.

For the moment,

Note that the radar Is a distance R
let's forget ao and pretend power being

reradiated back radiates equally In all directions.
Let's consider the
point on the ground to be a transmitter producing a power givan by PTGT
uRm2
with this power radiating equally In all directions.
Recall that
due to spreading of power equally in all directions,
dntu

,nla,a dibtance' RI ram thc (I
tiroutd, would bet

the power at the
I

trhdict.-d by

also our discussion about a directional antenna.

R

.

Re, 11i1

We can represent the

ground as a directional antenna with weighted gain a A.

Backscatter is

a very directional parameter and in our analogy, describes the directionaI

properties of reradiation from the ground and can be thought of as an
antenna nattern weighting our otherwise isotropic radiation from the
ground.
Putting this toqether then, we find that the power density at
PfGT (& A
PTGTc 2 A
the radar antenna Is given by
-.-- R isince the
ground is assumed to have an antenna pattern given by o A.The power, received by the receiving antenna Is the product of the
power density (power per unit area)

incident on the antenna with the

effective receiving area (iR) of the antenna.
area of the Antenna cam be rewritten as AR -

xxxvi

The effective receiving
G

The parameter A

is the original transmitting wavelength and GA is the gain of the receivIn the system we are discussing, the transmitting antenna Is
Ing antenna.
thus GA - GT - G.

also used for receiving,

This being the case,

the aver-

age power received (F,) by the radar is specified by

FR *T4
PR

(4 T)

(1)

3
R

which I's the famous radar equation.
Refer back to Figure 1. Up to this point, we have watched as the
We observed the Interradar transmitted a pulse of enerqy to the ground.
We followed as the ground reradl-

action of this pulse with the ground.

And,

ated a fraction of this pulse back to the radar.

power received by the radar at the antenna terminals.

we measured the
Now we need to
the

From the antenna terminals,

process this power and form an image.

The receiver amplifies,

received power Is input to the receiver.

filters,

and detects the useful signal from this input power.

Receivers are de-

signed to meet certain minimum fidelity requirements.

Techniques are

selected to optimize reproduction of the signal containing the terrain
backscatter characteristics.

let's specify the

For modeling purposes,

transfer function of the receiver symbolically as M.
represents the receiver transfer function,
may be.

Thus,

the intensity (I),

or,

The symbol M

no matter how complex it

in other words, the video output,

of the receiver is given by the receiver transfer function (M) operating
on the power Input to the receiver
I w MT where

which symbolically becomes

(

'R is given by equation (1).

For the purposes of discussing and modeling a radar system, specifyIng the receiver transfer function by the symbol,
However,

a word of caution is due.

Receivers,

M, Is quite legitimate.

in general,

are very com-

plex electronic devices which simply do not have perfect operating characteristics.

When it becomes necessary,

actually,

to obtain the trans-

fer function of a specific receiver (of a specific radar),

it will be

receiver consists of a local oscillator, mixer,
post-amplifier, detector, and video amplifier, all of

found that a typical
preamplifier,
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which must be modeled.

The combined effect of these components on the

terrnin backscatter signal may be non-linear.

Some typical non-linearitIes

encountered in radar receivers include AGC (Automatic GaIn Control),
saturation of both the amplifiers and detectors,
non-linearities in detectors.

and low signal

level

All of these components and their effects

must be accounted for properly when modeling a specific radar.
task must be performed when simulating radars.

For now,

This

we'll assume

that task has been accomplished with the result specified as M.
There remain3 one final part of the radar system to discuss:
The image. We have just defined the video (I) output of the receiver.
Now, we want to convert this video signal into an image.
avnilable.

Many ways are

We select photographic film as the image medium for this

discussion because that Is the medium used when we simulate radar
Images.

Unexposed photographic film generally consists of a trans-

parency base coated with an emulsion of tiny silver halide grains.
exposed to the video output of the radar receiver,
grains undergo a complex change.

When

these sliver halide

Those grains that have absorbed

enough energy change to metallic silver during development.

The grains

that did not absorb enough energy do not change to metallic silver
development and are washed off.
of the

during

The opacity, or photographic density (D),

developed film will bm directly related to the density of silver

grains across the transparency.

The density3

depends not only on the intensity (I)

of the resultant Image

Incident upon the film during

exposure, but also on the transfer function of the film (y Is used to
signify the transfer function of film In the linear portion of Its
dynamic range) and the photographic process used to develop the film.
This relationship can be expressed In symbols at D - ylogl0 I + loglok
where k Is a constant which depends upon the exposure time,

and the

film processing and development.
Refer back to Figure 1. We started with a pulse of transmitted
energy,

followed Its propagation to the ground,

of that pulse with the ground,

3

Goodman,

J. W.,

defined the Interaction

followed the reradlation of a small

''Introduction to Fourier Optics," McGraw-Hill,

1968.
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A
fraction of that pulse back to the radar, and measured the power recalved at the antenna terminals.

Then we discussed the transfer function

of the receiver and found the Intensity output of the receiver wau
related to the power Input by I

Finally, we reviewed a few

MPR.

general properties of film and discovered that the photographic density
of the developed film was given L,u ylog 0lI + loglOk.
Now, If we
pot all the pieces together by appropriate substitution for various
parameters, we find that the Image photographic density Is related to
Iatensity Incident during exposure by 0 a Ylog1 o(MPR) + lo 0 1 0 k where we
substituted for I.

Again, we can substitute Equation (1) for F. obtain-

Ing the final desired relationship

"lo

D

(4

0 [MPT~A

log k
,it)03

2

10

(I)0

or

Y10 1 M

r PTG•a AX
*

Ylog1 O

+y

()

log

0k

Equation (I)

represents the final model for the radar system we have been

discussing.

The relationships between the power transmitted (P), ground

interaction

(a*), receiver transfer function

(y),

and film exposure and development(k),

This model,

Equation (I1),

(M),

film transfer function

are all explicitly stated.

represents the starting point from which the

Point Scatterinq Radar Image Simulation Model is built.
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Refinement of the Radar Model for Simulation:

The Greytone Equation

In the previous section we discussed some of the basic principles of
imaging radar systems.

"Equation (II).

As it

We developed a model for an imaging radar system,
is written,

Equation (II)

accurately models the oper-

ational configuration of a radar system, but much more is needed to simulate an Imaging radar system.

Implicit in this equation,

but not explicit-

ly shown, are all the normal radar effects such as layover,
compression,

etc.

shadow, range

In the flight hardware radar system, these effects are

automatically accounted for by the fact that the system detects and records
the power returned from points on the ground according to how far away each
point is, and Equation
* iImaging

(II)

properly models this.

When we want to simulate

radars, however, we must Incorporate specific provisions in the
for each of these, and other, effects.

-•model

The first order mt business is to refine the basic radar system model,
Equation (II),

for implementation on a digital computer.

That is, we need

to build into the model convenient methods to Increase our control over the
input/output functioning of the model.
we can make to give us the added control.

There are three refinements which
First, because we are using a

digital computer, we can select the number of shades of grey (greytones) we
want between black and white of which the Image Is to be made; this Is accomplished easily by selection of the computer word length for each pixel
(picture element in the image).

Next, we can specify the radar dynamic

range which Is to be mapped into the optical dynamic range available

in the

Finally, we can calibrate the scene so that a desired point
final Image.
in the image (representinq a particular backscatter category at a specific
altitude, range, and angle of incidence) has a defined greytone (shade of
grey).
When this refinement is completed, we will have converted Equation
(II)

Into what is popularly called the Greytone Equation.

These refinements

are discussed In this section and the Greytone Equation Is reported as Equation (IV).
The second order of business Is to develop, using the Greytone Equation,
what we call the Point Scattering Radar Image Simulation Model.

The Point

Scattering Radar Image Simulation Model Is the name we give to the radar Image
[

•r
simulation computer programs which Include software realizations of the
Greytone Equation,

layover,

local angle of Incidence,

shadow,

etc.

range compression,

angle of incidence,

The Greytone Equation operates on the out-

put of all of these Interim products to produce the value of grey assigned
to each pixel in a simulated radar image.

The complete package,

not just

the greytone equation,
tion Model.

is called the Point Scattering Radar Imane SimulaWe will not discuss either the software Implementation of the

greytone equation or of layover,

shadow, etc.,

and hence,

we will not dis-

cuss the computer programs which Incorporate all of these effects.
Is beyond the scope of this section.
programs can be found In Sections (2),
We will however,

This

Details of the development of these
(3),

and (4),

and In the Appendices.

discuss the refinements of Equation (II)

which lead

to the Greytone Equation as this discussion will help Interpret Equation
(IV),

the Greytone Equation.

for each pixel

pixel and each pixel,
binary machine,
This means,

Each computer word In the output matrix represents a
therefore, consists of N bits.

meaning that a word having N bits has

then, each pixel

The computer Is a
2N

different states.

In the image can take on any one of 2N different
of course, on the data processed.

since In an image different states are different greytones (shades of grey),

this means that the image is made up of 2

different greytones.

Thus,

any

image can contain as many graytones as is desired; merely select the appropriate N (e.g., N-8 means 256 different qreytones).
If the output Image is
being formed exclusively for use by humans,
how many greytones to use In an Image.

there Is a debate over exactly

The general consensus seems to be that

at least 64 shades
This,

(N - 6) but not more thah 128 (N - 7) need to be used.
of course, presupposes that the radar and image recording medium are

capable of producing at least that many distinct shades of grey, and that
the intended image use requires that many shades.
Now,

i

Each point In the matrix is a computer word

states; the exact state selected depends,
Or,

the output,1

will be a digital matrix; one poir,t in the matrix

in the image.

consisting of N bits,

j

Since we are using a digital computer for

implementation of the point scattering radar simulation model,
a simulated radar Image,

[

let us determine how much of the simulated radar signal dynamic

range is to be recorded in the available dynamic range of the photograoh of
iii •

j

I

that simulated radar Image by defining what signifies black and white In
If we Illuminate a developed

the output simulated radar Image of our program.

we can observe that In the light areas of the image
(low photographic density, D) the Illuminatinq light, incident Intensity
image transparency,

In the dnrk areas (high density)

Is passed almost unimpeded, whereas,

0

very little light,

transmitted Intensity 0IT),

can be used to our benefit since It can b
photographic density (D) is equal to the
dent to transmitted Intensity.

This observation

Is passed.

The

expressed mathematically.

logarithm of the ratio of the Incl-

In symbols,

log1 0 (lo/IT).

this Is D-

Note

that the relationship holds regardless of whether the transparency Is a negative or a positive copy of the original.

specify values for black and

Now,

By doing this we are effectively setting

white In the film transparency.

the simulated radar gain by defining the dynamic range of the radar signal
we want to be In the simulated radar Image.

For a specific example let

black be the case when the Intensity transmitted (I)T

through the transparency

equals only one-hundredth the illuminAtinn Intensity (I ). IT (black)

10/100.

If we substitute this value Into the expression for photographic density, we
Similarly, let white be the case where the transfind that D (black) - 2,
0o
mitted intensity equals the illuminating Intensity; IT (white)
This gives the result that D (white) - 0. Thus, the total range In the
transparency for this example, would be D (black) - D (white) - 2.
we note that the total dynamic range in the image

generalize,

the previous example); O (black)

-

Now to

Is (g - 2 in

D (white) • g.

So far, we have specified the number of shades of grey In an image as
well as defined the photographic densities corresponding to black and white
the total rangn in the transparency.

and thus,

These are very useful con-

cepts because they give us considerable Improvement

in control of the design

of the simulated radar Image which Is the output product of the model we are
developing.
last tv,

Before discussing calibration of an image,

ideaq into the model.

In the final analysis,

simulation modrl will be a shade of grey (greytone)
Image.
(GR)

Thus,

the output of the radar

for each pixel in the

call the final model the greytone equation and use the symbol

to denote it.

Using the previous discussions,

be seen to be related to Equation

(L9 D

..

we Incorporate these

(II)

0 < GR

the greytone equation can

as follows:

(ll

2 _

l
½...V~'~'~~-

'~W'-

where the g is the simulated radar gain,
black/white relationships,

2N

selected to produce the desired

is the number of greytones,

and D comes from

Equation (II).
We're uninterested in Intermediate products,
result.

what we want Is the final

That Is, we want to produce a positive, not a negative, of the

Input data.
Let's see !f this expression, Equation (III),
desired result. A target having a very high return power,
should be white In the final image.

gives us the
Equation (II)

Specify white in the output of the

N1

computer to be the case where the computer word Is all one's (i.e.,
value of 2 N-

and black to be all zeroes (i.e.,

the value of 0).

real system were going directly to film with the radar signal,

the
If the

then high

Intensity incident on the film during exposure would be black in the developed transparency.

Let the simulated radar gain equal 2 (g a 2)

black has a photographic density of D (black) - 2.
into Equation (III) gives immediately GR -

2

then

Substituting this value

N-1 , which is exactlý the case

we specified for white In the computer output.

Thus,

a target having

high return power will be associated with white In the output of the computer
program- Just oxactly as we desired.

Similarly, a target having a very low

return power would not expose the film.
parency would be white.
of D (white)

-

0.

This means that the developed trans-

White in a transparency has a photographic density

Substituting Into Equation

(III) gives GR

00, which Is

exactly what we wanted the output of the computer program to he for a low

i

return power

(black)

target.

Now, we return to calibration of the Image.

Let's say we want to specl-

fy the greytone value and return power for a single point In the Image.

We

will call this a calibration point and subscript Equation (III) with "c",
standing for calibration,

as follows:

2 -__D.

Having specified the calibration point, normalize all the other pixels
in the image relative to this one.

Let the greytone of any other point In

the Image be given by Equation (III):

2-

2-1

The differencl between

D,

"R

N_

this pi el and the calibration point can be seen to be

D-u

°

--

This can be rewritten as GR

S.

r'

~A~f..w.,,

.

G* (

+(,, -,

_'9
-1 D

(D-D

0--~~,.

u

,o.

I

I
s-.bstituting Equation (I1),

as appropriate,

for D and Dc

greytone %oquation:

cR+(
\

R

log

we get the final
•

/i !iogln [PJ

+ yloglo

o

'-Z""

+

ylogl

÷I)

I

(

I

All the terms are defined in Se tlion (1.4l).
This greytone equation is quite ariImportant result.

Look at it

for

mil~nute and see how it works.
First, note that all the parameters belong..
ing to the calibration point are subs€ ipted with a "c"' and all parameters

<1

belonging to the pixel for which the greytone Is to be calculated (all other
pons nan image) are unsubscriptec,
We want to use the greytone aqua-

10[]+Nlg

All the terms_ lths dei
are

ed
I

(

S

).-

;

ona~ ~~
0.4).'

tion to calculate the greytone for the pixel which we chose as the calibra-!
tion
point as a check,
Let's see what we get.
All par~meters, for this
point, will be sub,0cripted with
giving GR-GR + ( 2 N-I)[ylOg
+c" 1 o (1) +

y lOg 1 o(I)]

(1)= 0).

?§o

0
R ;just exactly the right result ( thi s"
because loglo0
To chick other points requires a few more assumptions
Let's

-

use the Interim result GR. - Ga.
\•+(2-'I
amnd
an2 -s
th are
Fr sn

(D
Dc) for this.
Let's assume D€
otues with which we asslgn the middle

;
1

greytone to the middle of the photographic density range when the simulated
radar gain is 2.
Now, what greytone Value do we get For a low return power

"o

(black) tar-

GRR

get? Recall that a low return tar'set means that the transparency wfio have
photographic density of zero.
Substituting, gives GR
GR+ [ 2l
(D
D

-

__2N-

wanted

+ 2N-!

(D - 1)*2-

the ,-;utput

+ 2N-

(0

-

1) = 0; which is •xact•!y

of the greytone equation to be for

Similarly, a high return target means 0 (bla~r.k)
GR 21-+ 2N1
(D
1) - 2l-+ 2N(2
I)

-

2A-F-

exactly the

-right

are general and
o

greytone

-

'output

-i
for

what we

low returnc power target.

2. Substituting, gives
= 2 N-1 , whii:h, again, is

:
i

*

a high return target.

These resultsD

reindependent of the selection for the various calibratend

xl 'vi•

.

1

-VA

values; the absolute values will certainly change upon choices for calibration values but the qualitative arguments about high intensity and low Intensity targets, relative to calibration values, are valid.
Any target having a return power higher than that which results In
D -2 for g - 2 will also be assigned a greytone of all ones (GR )
Likewise, any target having a return power lower thin that which results
In D a 0 will be assigned a greytone of all zeroes (G
0). Thus, Just
as In the real radar system, signal compression occurs In the simulation
model for very high return power targets and for very low rriturn power
targets. The uncompressed dynamic range of radar signal In the simulated
radar Image, de~fined by the g In the denominator of Equatiorn (IV). can be
found from our earlier definitions of what represented black and white.
Recall that If D (black) - 2 and D (white) - 0, then, the range Is seen

to be 20 dB [This can Lbe seen by noting fmat the range IT(black)(l00]
I and IT (white
I which gives, after subtraction, IT (black) [1001
-T(white).
Or, T (white)m 100 which in decibels is 1lgoT(white)
1[T7(lc)
~~~black)
* 10og 10 (100)

*20

dB].

The dynamic range of photographic film over which

the transfer function (y) Is line~ar Is typically 20 dB. Thus, it cmn be
muon that If the simulated radar iarin term is set equal to 2 (g - 2) In the
greytone equation, this results In 20 d8 of radar signal being mapped Into
the 20 dB avsilable in film: This Is a one-to-one mapping. By selecting g
as desired, any other mapping can be implemented. This term, the q In the
denominator of Equation (IV), essentially sets the gain of the simulated
system.
Whan we select a value for g and the greytcone value (GR
return power
0
(0 c Fur the calibration point, we specify which part of Ah dynamic range
of the radar signal we are recording on film.

The selection of g effectively

sets the gain by determining how much of the dynamic range of the radar signal
is ecodedon
ilmandselctin o
an o~setthebia bysetingth
R
c
brightness level on film of a point In ihe dynamic range of the radar signal.
Therefore, appropriate selection of the gain and] bias terms result in
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calibration of the simulated radar image; the desired dynamic range and
desired portion of the radar signal dynamic range will be recorded on film.
Equation (IV) Is what we call the greytone equation and It represents
the baslc bulldlng block for our simulation model as we have Implemented it
on the digital computer.
Since we selected to calibrate the image by speclfying a point in the Image,
In Equation (II)

the film exposure and development constant (K)
dropped out of Equation (IV) [log (1cc101
K
1og 1 0() - 0;

the same Image Includes both the calibration point in addition to every other
pixel, thus, Kc M K].
Also, If 6 linear radar receiver transfer function
Is being simulated,

then the term Incorporating the ratio of transfer func-

tions will drop out of Equation (IV) for the same reason.
being modeled is nonlinear,

If the receiver

then, of course, this term must be Included.

This completes our discussion of the development of the greytone
equation. This Is the expression Implemented in our Point Scattering
Radar Image Simulation computer programs.

Of course,

as previously mention-

ed, the greytone equation Is not the complete model; just the final expression.
The complete model

Includes software realizations of algorithms for calculating shadow, layover, range compression, angle of Incidence, local angle

of Incidence,

range, local slope of the terrain, and more.
Development of
of this section; see the appropriate
these algorithms Is beyond the scope

sections and appendices

In this report.

A'.
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III.

Radar Simulation
In previous sections we have discussed radar systems and have de-

veloped the greytone equation,

Equation (IV):

We have not completely

derived the Point Scattering Radar Image Simulation Model,
beyond the scope of the discussions

In this section.

that being

In this section,

we are going to describe how we uso the simulation model and show how
It is altered to the proper configuration representing a specific radar
system.

We are going to discuss the ground truth data base and the

major problems of constructing,

storing, and using them,

line the use of backscatter data; where we get it,
what It means,

and how we use It.

We shall out-

where It comes frum,

Finally, we are going to sketch image

processing difficulties as they apply to radar simulation.
The block diagram shown In Figure III is a simplistic representation
of radar simulation; It represents our approach to radar simulation utlhuzing an implementAtion of the point scattering method on the digital
computer.

This figure shows both the Input requirements of our model

and the output product.

As can be seen,

the radar simulation program

requires three basic kinds of Input data:

(1) Radar parameters;

Ground truth data base; (3) Radar return data -a

(2)

The radar simulation

program (called the Point Scattering Radar Image Simulation Model)
tains an Implementation of tho Greytone Equation (IV).
plicit provisions for calculating the return power,
of incidence,
2, 3, and 4).

range compression,

ete.

con-

It contains ex-

shadow,

layover,

angle

(details are available in Sections

Given these capabilities designed Into the software repre-

sentation of the Point Scattering Radar Image Simulation Model,
the necessary three kinds of input data to the model,

the computer reo-

gram forms a simulated radar Image.
When a new application for radar simulation Is Identified,
Involved chain of events Is followed.

Very briefly,

and given

a fairly

this chain Is started

with specification of the radar which Is to be modeled,

and ldentlfica-

tion of the target site on the earth for which a simulated radar image
Is to be produced.
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Specifications of the radar defines a number of
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parameters which are essential to further work.

!dentification of the

target site allows preliminary work on the data base to be started.
preliminary work involves identifying,

This

locating, and acquiring source

data, such as high-resolution aerial photographs and maps,

which are es-

sential to construct the data base.
The data base is a major Input requirement of the radar simulation
program.

Sirce the radar simulation model has been implemented on the

digital computer,

the data base must be in digital format.

The data base

it. a digital representation of the different features and the elevation
variations of the terrain present in the target scene.
Typically,
data base consists of a digital matrix containlg four dimen.,Ions.
four dimensions are the range and azimuth coordinites,
radar backscatter category of each point In the scene.

the
These

elevation, ,ind
It Is this matrix

upon which the simulation program operates to calculate such parameters
as oook-direction,

range, angle of incidence,

shadow,! layover,

range

compression, etc. After calculating these parameters. tihe simulation
program obtains from the data matr'x the radar backscattei" category of
each point in the scene.
with the data base.

At this point,

the simulation p.1,ogram is finished

The program now requires backscatte,, data (Wo); the

third miajor input requirement of the simulation program.

Upon specifica-

tiorn of the transmitter frequency and transmit/receive polarization,

and

upon identification of each of thw different backscatter categories In the
target scene (from the data base work), backscatter data can be obtained.
The backscatter data measure the transmitted pulse and ground Interaction
and determine the fraction of power reradlated back to the radar.

These

data are obtained from empirical data banks, or from the literature, or
from appropriate theoretical scattering models.
Regqrdless of whu-re ohtained, the himulation program requires the co data specified by the data
base as an input; then, using the parameters calculated aiid these o data,
the simulation piigram Droduces the desired output: A simulated radar
Image of the desired scene which represents the operating characterlilics
of the specified radar.

XIvi II

This description complettes a very brief overview of our- approach
to radii simulation. The attempt In this discussion was to define the
major simulation components and to illustrate the relationships and
Interielationships between the maijor components. Nrnw, we woub.' like' to
go one ster further and develop (by verbal arguments), in a lit!Ie hit
more detail, the simulation model and Its Input ruquirements,
Review the radar simulatior; model illustrated In Figure 111. Upon
defining a n~w radar system which is t~o be modeled for simulatingi radar
Images, the radar systo-.moperat~ng parameters and chiractetistic~i are
specified. Some of thn more Important of these chhaactorIstrls are (I)
Transmitter frequency; (2)Transmitter pulse length; (3) Transmit/receiver
pclarization; (4) ,.n--tnnna pattern; (5)Anrtennia beamnildth; (6)Receiver
arid Imago. format
transfer function; (7) Image medium; and (8)Rad&ir Type.)
(SLAR, PPI, SAR, etc.). As shown In Figurt11 ''s parameters are
Input to the radar nimage simulmtIon program. The~y ar. use"'.i to set-up
the Point Scattering Simulation Model computc'r prtýraMs fv.r the specific
characteristics of the radar system being modeled and SOW! Aire used exolicitIy In the greytonm equation. The transmittcr pulse iength is used
to Identify the radar resolution In the range directicn. The antenna
beamwidth is used to spa ./ resolution in the azimuth direction. Together these parameters specify the size of th', radar resolution cell,
data used in both the greytone equatiun (parameter A in Equation (IM)
and in thr. con-itr-uction of the data base for the desired scene. More
details about resolution are Presented in Section 1.4. The transmiftter
frequency and transmit/receive polarization are used both in the greytone
and In obtaining radar return data; they
eqain(armtrX
specify two of the major parameters of a.
The antenna psittern Is very important. If real pattern data are
available and the application warrants its use, these data are impleri'nted in the computer program to convolve the antenna pattern with the
return power data. If the data are not available or if the application
does not warrant the additional computer resources required to convolve
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these data, a symbolic antenna pattern may be used.

Such a pattern would

2

be the common GaG sec e where G is the antenna gain term of Equation .(IV),

0

and A Is the angle of Incidence as shown in Figure I).

At any rate,

the

function of the antenna pattern (or gain), as previously noted, is to
account for the directivity of the antenna used by the real system, and
Is an Important simulation parameter.
The receiver transfer function can have a significant Impact on the
If circumstances warrant Inclusion of the actual

radar simulation effort.
receiver transfer function,

it

replaces the parameter M, In Equation (IV).

This is another parameter which may have a major Impact on the required
simulation computer resources,
linear.

If It

Is linear,

especially if the transfer function Is non-

then, except for super-critical applications,

it

can be calibrated out of the simulation model.
If the Image medium is to be different from photographic film, then
the model,

Equation (IV),

nseds to be altered accordingly.

The radar type and image format Impact both the radar simulation program and the data base sonstruction.

The model and data base need to be

set-up to simulate either the rectangular coordinate system image format.
Also, In the
of a SLAR or the polar coordinate Image format of a PPI.
event It Is desired to model a SAR (Synthetic Aperttlre Radar) this speciflcation would Impact, In addition to major considerations In the model and
data base,

collection of oa data.

At this point we have discussed the ramifications to radar simulation of specifying the radar system parameters for a new appl"atton.

As

shown conceptually in Figure III, specification of these parameters impacts
both the data base,

1' d~ta, and the simulation model.

Assume that the

necessary alterations are made to the computer program such that these
parameterc are prope'

Implemented.

It is not our purpose here to dis-

Suffice it to say that
cuss the details of how these alterations are made.
they are made and details car be found In Sections (2.0), (3.0), and (4.0).
Having specified the parameters and Implemented thom In the computer program,

the radar simulat~on program Is ready to form simulated radar Images.
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(I) Ground

truth data base and (2) a data'.
After specification of the radar system and simulation application
comes Identification of the simulation target scene. This Is the physical
area on the earth of which we are going to form simulated radar Images.
To produce a simulated radar Image of this specifled area of the earth,
the radar simulation program requires two kinds of information about the
features and properties of the earth In that area. First, the radar
simulation program requires a ground truth data base which contains the
relative position, the elevation, the geometry and backscattei category
of each point. Second, the program requires backscetter data for each
category Identified to be In the simulation target area, If those data
are available, the Radar Simulation Program can then be run and the desired simulated radar image can be formed.
Development of the ground truth data base is a very large problem fmcing
radar simulation. Since we Implement our radar simulation program on the
digital computer, the ground truth data base must be In digital form, compatible
with the computer. The data base can be considered to be a digital model
of the physical, geometric properties of the ground. This digital model,
as we develop It, i5 typically a four-dimensional digital matrix; two
dimensions specify the location of each ground point, another specifies
the elevation of each point, and the fourth specifies the backscatcer
category of each point. Construction of this digital ground model Is a
difficult, time-consuming problem.
After specification of the simulation site (data base area) and radar
parameters, work can be started on construction of the data base. The first
thing we do Is locate and obtain high-resolution photographs, maps, and,
possibly, other Imagery (such as IR - Infra-Red - or radar) of the site
taken during the same time of year as the simulated Imagery Is to rupresc.nt,
Then we use the radar parameters to determine the size of each ground polnt
that the ground truth matrix represents; that Is, we use the radar parameters
to determine the resolution we will build Into the data base.

-.I
• ,.,
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Once the source imagery (photos, maps,
the resolution determined,
started.

etc.) have been obtained and

work on construction of the data base can be

A photo-interpreter uses the source imagery and his knowledge and

Intuition of radar images of the same frequency, polarization, and resolution
The data base map
being modeled to construct a data base map of the area.
is typically drawn by hand; major features may be traced from either maps
or photos, or both,
the various sources.

depending upon the relative scales and distortions of
Construction of this hand-drawn data base map is A
A

accuracy, and knowledge of the area.

major effort requiring judgment,

major goal pursued In the development of the data base map is reduction of
the scene to the collection of the least number of homogeneous rAglons
possible.

We use our experience and intuition to decide where a new back-

scatter category Is necessary and then extend the new category over the
maximum area that Is possible.

For instance,

large forested areas may be con-

sidered homogeneous even though the area may consist of many different kinds
of trees.

A break In the tree cover would,

however,

be cause for adding

another boundary and category because of the great dissimilarities between
Similarly, other vegetation covers would
trees and most other categories.
New cetegorles
be considered homogeneous over as large an area as possible.
are not Added unnecessarily,

for each new category complicates later phases

of construction of tha data base.

This can 6e seen by recognition of what

must be done Lo convert it to a digital matrix;
At this point,

the data base map is,

it must be digitized.

typically,

(category map) of the simulation target scene.

a symbolic drawing

This symbolic category

mvap Is a line drawing of the boundarlas outliring major features present
In the area (such as boundaries separating forests ani vcgetation,

or bare

soil; or boundaries separating vegetation and bare soil; or boundaries
separating different bnckscatter types of vegetation; or . . .),
phaso of construction Is digitization of the category map.

The next

We typical1/

use a large table digitizer and a human operator to digitize the boundaries
In the category map.

The human traces each boundary with the cursor of the

tatle digitizer and the computer attached to the digitizer table periodically
samples and reccrds the position of the cursor.

I I

As a new boundary trace

A

is

started,

the operator specifies to the computer what categories

boundary separates.

As might be Imagined,

thi3

boundaries do not always

simply divide two categories; three, and even four, categories are
frequently divided at a single point.

This, of course, creates problems

in keeping straight exactly what a boundary represents.

More Important-

ly, this multiple category problem Is a source of real problems later
when converting these digital boundary data Into a digital matrix.
After completion of the digitizing task, we have a digital magnetic
tape containing the sampled position points, all stored serially (consecutlvely),

for each boundary in the category map.

Each record on the

tape records the position of a boundary point and the categories being
separated by the boundary.
into a digital matrix.

These serial boundary data must now be made

The desired digital matrix will be completely

filled-in, as opposed to just having boundaries present.

The size of

the digital matrix Is determined by the resolution built Into the
category map; one cell

in the matrix represents the resolution size

on the ground (e.g.,

if the radar resolution element is determined to

be twenty-five feet,

then each point In the matrix represents,

at most,

twenty-five feet on the ground; finer resolution may sometimes be desired).
Thus,

the task facing us at this point Is to read the serial boundary

data Into the computer; sort them,

for Instance,

by their x-coordinates;

and then order the y-coordinates for each constant x-dimension.
this way,

In

the boundary data points can be stored in the correct matrix

cell; what is stored Is the categories being separated by each point,
not the x- and y-coordinates of each point,

for that information Is Im-

plicit in the position of the matrix cell.

At the completion of this

activity,

we have a digital matrix which Is a symbolic map of the ground.

Each cell

in this matrix represents a specified number of feet on the

ground and lists the backscatter category of thMt point.

One last task

remains to be accomplished before we have a completed ground truth data
base:

We must obtain elevation data for the scene and add it to this matrix.

I
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Fortunately,

for the data bases we made under this contract,

digital

elevation data were provided to us by ETL (Engineering Topographic Laboratories,

U.S. Army,

Fort Belvoir,

Virginia).

One digital magnetic tape
ted States

of elevation data was provided per standard 7 1/2' U.S.G,S.
Geological Survey) Quadrangle map of the target scene.
get scene covered six of these maps,

thus,

The desired tar-

to obtain elevation data for

use in the data base, we had to extract the appropriate set of data from
each tape and then merge them into one orthogonal
merging alone required

matrix.

This task of

,ich effort because each map had been dig-itized

independently of every other with no apparent thought given to combining
data from different maps.

We combined these elevation data prnvided us

into one digital matrix and then merged the category and elevation matrices
into one,

new four-dimensional matrix which became the required ground

truth data base for the specified target scene.

This task was made easier

by judicious selection of the size of ground spot each matrix cell repr'e-.
sented (the size was rmade Identical for both the category and the elevation matrices) and of the coordinate systems of both matrices
both set-up to be In the same coordinate sy3tem).
this activity,

(they were

Upon completion of

the ground truth data base was ready for Input to the radar

simulation program.

The data base Is a digital model of the backscatter

category features and elevation variations present In the target scene.
One last task remains to be done before we are ready to use the simulation model to form a simulated radar image of the target scene; we must
obtain the backscatter data For each category Included in the ground truth
data base.

Recall that the backscatter parameter,

a

determines how much

of the transmitted power which illuminates a point on the ground will reradiate back to the radar.

The parameter,

& , models the transmitted

energy Interaction with the g round,
Acquisition of co data Is a major obstacle facing radar simulation.
lot of empirical
In particular,

(measured) a

data presently exist In the literature and,

in an agriculture/soil moisture data bank being developed

at the RSL (Remote Sensing Laboratory).

liv

These dato,

as much as there are,

A

]I
represent just the first step,

Much more a

for many more of the vari..hles (recall
such as frequency,
season,

etc.).

polarlz.,clon,

Empirical

data needs to be collected

that co varies with many parameters,

vegetation type, soil type, soil moisture,

data are not enough,

It is not reasonable to

expect to measure o° for every conceivable variable In the terrestrial
envelope

In a finite period of time.

Theoretical electromagnetic scatter-

Ing studies need to be developed to extend and extrapolate these measured
data for the cases which are not measured.
for these theoretical date.

There exists a genuine need
the concept of radar

Without these data,

simulation is basically limited to what can be done with the empirical
data which are available.

Enough philosophy for now.

A

We search the literature and examine our data bank for empirical ao
data we can use for the radar frequency and polarization,
egorles included In the ground truth data base.

and for the cat-

We also examine exist-

Ing scattering models to determine their potential applications for- obtainlng io data for some categories.
We use our knowledge of the scattering properties of the kinds of categories identified in the data base to
wid this ;earch.

It may not be possible to find exactly the data for a

particular category,

but It may be reasonable to substitute another a

category which is available because our knowledge and experience

leads us

to conclude they are "similar" at the desired frequency and polarization.
We recognize that this is not being rigorous but we are making-do with
what Is available.
successful.

In fact,

far from making-do,

we are being Immensely

After obtaining the o° data we pltn to use for each data

base category,

we fit curves to these data to put them Into a form compat-

ible with the simulation program.
Typically,

empirical o° data are presented In the data bank and liter-

ature for each frequency,
of Incidence.
•

polarization,

and category,
0

Our simulation program requires a

for only a few angles

data to be Input as a 0

verus angle of Incidence (0) for each frequency, polarization and category.
otversus A trend for each category and then

We fit a best curve to the

00

use these curves to Interpolate for other points.

Frequently,

the ao data

Iv

........~
......
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we wish to use does not span the range of angles of Incidence we need.
In those cases, we must complete the trends, calling upon our knowledge
and experience with those kinds of categories.
At this point, the o0
data have been obtained and put into the desired computer-compatible
format. All of the work preliminary to forming simulated radar images
have been completed.

j

We are finally ready to use these data for fcrming

Images.
This completes the discussion of the simulation model, how It Is
altered to the configuration of a specific radar system, Its Input data
requirements, what these data are, and how we obtain them. All necessary
requirements have been satisfied to produce radar image simulations using
the operational characteristics of the radar being modeled and of the
specified test site. It remains only to run the radar simulation program. This is a good point to halt this discussion of an overview of
Uur approach to radar simulation embodying the Point Scattering Padar
Image Simulation Model.
Additional specific Information about any facet
of our modal or approach can be obtained by reference to the rest of this
document.
We would like to complete this section by listing a few problems assoclated with radar simulation anid postulating approaches to solutions, or
future studles to be conducted.
First is the problem of trying to manipulate very large data bases In the digital computer. Vast amounts of
data must be processed for all but trivial applications of radar image
simulation. As presently structured, data bases consist of at least one
point in a matrix for each pixel (picture element) In the final simulated
radar image. This means that most data bases for operational systems are
exceptionally large (inore than ten million points) and even the most tr'vI&l
Image handling is inordinately complex. Simple things such as rotations
of data bases t,-alter the look direction (flight line) are tremendously
time consuming and expensive.
It Is recommended that techniques for both
data compression and alternate methods for Inforrm.tion storage and retrieval
be Investigated.
7he great potential value of radar Image simulation for
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many present and future applications argues that this investIgation
needs to be conducted.
Another major area where significant Improvement is necessary Is
the area of data base construction:

Feature extraction Is the proper

term.

The techniques we used to produce our data bases are basically
manual techniques.
The utility and versatility of radar Image simulation is depondent upon automating the problems of ground truth data base
construction, of feature and elevation data extraction.
Classical techniques for feature extraction are manual techniques.

Typically, a photo-

Interpreter scans the Intelligence data and draws upon hs .interpretation experience to decide what information to transfer manually to the
data base under construction.
These decisions are mado with as few digital computer Image enhancement techniques as possible.
This reticence
to use available enhancement routines Is caused, in part, by the very
nature of the automatic routines.
They are not generally applicable to
iny but specific,

well-structured,

test cases.

In addition,

use of these

techniques requires that the interpreter also be a co,mputer expert.

More-

over,

the interpreter loses control and visibility of what he Is trying
to accomplish when he enters the computer world of automatic land-use

classification,
Infinitum.

or pattern recognition,

or region definition, or ad

These reasons have serious ramifications for feature extraction

and consequently for data base construction;

they cost money.

They

cost money in the sense that it

takes a much longer time to extract
the features manually for a data base than might otherwise be necessary;

data are manipulated by hand and the best Information may not be obtained.
Clearly, a tremendous Improvement of the product developed, resources
expended, and time required could be obtained If a workable marriage between computer and interpreter could be arranged.

The computer Is very

good at manipulating vast amounts of data In short periods of time; the
human is not.
The human Is beyond comparison when It comes to drawing
upon learning experience to make decisions.

The computer excels at clear-

ly defined repetitive tasks, at statistical analyses,

Ivil

at image enhancements.

A cooperative approach in which the human Is use#',.-") Odecisions and
guide the processing direction of the softwar., or1, th. computer Is used
to manipulate the data rapidly and easily and tt, remove the drudge from
the human would be optimal - optimal

in the sense of maximizing the re-

turn for resources expended and minimizing the time and effort.

This

cooperative approach Is called interactive feature extraction or automated feature extraction (not automatic feature extraction since this is
impossible with the state of the art available today),
The concept of Interactive feature extraction uses the human for his
specific strengths and the computer for its specific strengths,
active feature extraction,

In Inter-

the computer Is used to display, enhance,

ma-

nipulate, and otherwise aid the human interpreter as he performs hip
function.

Viewed another way,

to guide the computer

the human is used to make decisions and

In real-time as the programs run.

Interaction can

be accomplished by giving the Interpreter a few basic tools with which
to communicate his decisions to the computer; a keyboard for commands,
joystick for direct spenification,

a

and an Interactive graphics display

are probably the minimum to be provided.

Given these capabilities,

the

data base can be built directly as the feature information Is processed
and decisions are made,

Boundaries separating different reylon3 can be

specified directly by the interpreter and, while the human Is analyzinqi
the next problem area,

the computer can build the symbolic data base Im-

mediately anrl display the results.

Depending upon the level of sophisti-

cation of the Interactive software and of the computer and display complex,

tremendou5 savings of resources and improvements in eff icincy and

quality of the finished product are hypothesized,
Given an Interactive
feature extraction system, special emphasis could be built-in to maximize
the use of the Intelligence data normally available from which to define
the geometry,

dielectric properties, and elevation data which are re-

quired to support radar image simulation,
The last philosophy to be discoursed upon here concerns the need
for empirical backscatter data and theoretical
port radar simulation.

scattering models to sup-

Backscatter data needs to be collected for as
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much of the terrestrial envelope at as many microwave frequ:-ncles and
polariz-tions as required by the uses for which simulated radar images
are desired.
ly,

If radar image simulation Is going to be used Increasing-

reliance on existlig small programs and the mission obJectives of

many agencies to collect data for specific programs is

It

Ill-founded.

will require many years and good luck for this need for backscatter data
to be fulfilled

In this way.

A program to collect the data required by the radar Image simulation problem Is needed.

Radar image simulat~on needs empirical back-

scatter data For a multitude of Frequencies and polarizatlons of all
classes of terrestrial

features.

These data should be collected for

as many seasonal variations of each category as is practical.
tion to collecting the data,

In addi-

the program must also process the data.

These data will have to be organized,

catalogued,
Theoretical

Empirical data are not enough.

and filed.
electromagnetic scatter-

Ing studies should be developed to extend and extrapolate the measured
data for the cases which are not measured.

It Is not reasonable to ex-

pect to measure backscatter data for all permutations nf the variables
There are too many combinations.

This is where theoretical studies show

tthe i r value.
These data and studies are essential to support present and future
radar simulation applications.

It Is our belief that radar simulation

will be an Important engineering tool in future defense programs.
this becomes the case,
and priority.

If

these data and studies will attain high Importance

We possess,

today,

the opportunity to exercise a little

foresight by starting this work.
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SUMMARY AND RESULTS

1.1

Introduction
A Radar Simulation Study was performed to test the Point Scattering

Radar Image Simulation Model devoloped and reported in previous work 1 ,2
An Implementation on the digital computer of the Point Scattering Model
was applied to three specific problems in this study, and the work perThe three
formed and results obtained are reported In this document.
specific applications tested in this study are:
(1) SLAR (Side-Looking
Airborne Radar)

Model Validation;

Model Validation;

(2) PPI

(Plan-Position Indicator) Radar

(3) Terminal Guidance Applications.

In addition to

the implementation on the digital computer and testing of these three
applications of the simulation model,

much effort was expended In peri-

pheral activities required to support the main efforts.

Principle of

these was data base construction with emphasis on feature extraction
methods and techniques,
tance to successful

Since these activities are of critical

impor-

Implementation of radar simulation models and to

successful utilization of these models,

the contents of this document

are extended to report these support activities, also.
The scope of the work perforned In the Radar Simulation Study was
Ilmited by budgetary and manpower resources considurations to testing the
Point Scattering Radar

Image Simulation Modal against one specific geo-

graphical area.
The three applications (SLAR, PPI, and Terminal Guidance)
Tho
of the simulation model were each tested against this one area,
area selected for this test of the simulation modol was the topographic
region in the states of Tennessee,

Alabama,

and Mississippi,

centered

on the northwest corner of the powerhouse at Lhe Pickwick Landing Dam,
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'Radar Image Simulation Project: Development of a General Simulation
Model add an Interactive Simulation Model, and Sample Results,' TR
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Project," TR 231i-15, Remote Sensing Laboratory,
Kansas, September, 1976.
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The SLAR and PPI validation work was limited to forming a

sequence of radar Image simulations from two different look directions
of selected subregions of the Pickwick test site and comparing these
simulated radar images to real Images (of the same regions) having the
same look directions.
The terminal guidance work was limited to producing reference scenes of the Pickwick site from one altitude for Input
to the Correlatron.

The data base construction/

feature extraction work

was limited to preparation of two data bases of the Pickwick site:
(1)
Data base for SLAR and PPI validation work- (2) Data base for Terminal
Guidance work,
The Point Scattering Radar Image Simulation Method rigorously
models the relationships and Interrelationships of the radar system,
ground scene, and image medium.
The general model, as reported and
implemented on the digital nomputer by Holtzman, et al. 1' 2 can be
used in a wide variety of applications.

It can be used to simulate

the Image products of different radars and the radar return properties
of different scenes.
Both SLAR and PPI image formats can be simulated.
The general simulation model Is mathematically rigorous and, therefore,
is applicable to simulate the image products of an Imaging radar for any
scene providing only that the transfer Ounction be known (and modeled)
and providing that the geometric and dielectric properties of the ground
scene are adequately modeled.
The simulation model Incorporates the operating parameters (frequency, polarization, resolution, scan format, etc.) and transfer

Holtzman,

MCorrilatron

J.

C.,

V. H. Kaupp, R. L. Martin, E. E. Komp, and V. S. Frost,
"Radar Imago Simulatio,i Project: Development of a General Simulation
Model and an Interactive Simulation Model, and Sample Results," TR
234-13, Remote Sensing Laboratory, The University of Kansas, Feb., 1976.
2 Holtzman, J. C., V. H. Kaupp,iad J. L. Abbott, "Radar Image Simulation
Project," TR 234-15, Remote Sensing Laboratory, The University of
Kansas, September, 1976.
is the name of a two-dimensional cross-correlation measuring
device manufactured by Goodyear Aerospace,
The ETL has a Correlatron

Installed In a test configurAtion.
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function of the system wvhose image products are to be simuiated.
The
Is
that
terrain
the
of
nmodel of the system operates on a representation
a digital model of the ground scene.

The ground scene model

re~erred to as a ground truth data base or, simoly, as

&

(hereafter

.ata b3se)

required in this work was a digital matrix which specified the backscatter category (radar return category) and elevation of .ach point cn
The data base contains all the basic scene
the ground in the scene.
specific dpta the simulation model requires.

1A

The data base nr)vides

.1
I.
i-

the necessary information for the simulation model to calcuilate all
the imaging patameters (range, angle of inciduocz, slope, local er.OAe of
incidence, etc.).
It also specifies the backscatter category of each
point on the ground.
To comTplete the calculation,

the model requires backscatter data

for each category Identified in the :.cene.

Typie-lly,

simulation work using the Point Scattering Model,

In all the

this data requrrrnment

is satisfied by theoretical scattering models, or by empirical 1; .or-ential scattering cross-sect;on •(•') data.
ihe empirical data come
either from existing data banks such as the agricultural/soil
moisture
'S4
backscatter d.'a bank beifg developed at RSL or from the literature.
Radar imagvs, themselves, have not been tapped as a source for these
data for several reasons:
response; (2)

(1) The necessity of calibrating the

Most work done has been aimed at estabilishin9 the validity

of the model and techniqiies,

and it was deemed Imprcper to use a radar

image of a particular backsk.atter
category.

receiver

category to "simulate" that same

After presenting the simulation model

(of a specific radar)

with both the data base (of a speciric scene) and backscatter data
the categories In that scenc) the model calculates

(for

the fraction of

energy reradiated back to the radar, processed by the receiver, incident
on the image medium (film), and finally, the density, (transmittance)

Bush, T.F. and F.T. Ulaty, "Fading Characteristics of Panchromatic Radar
tackscatter from Selected Agricultural Targets,"
IEEE Trans.
Geosci.
Electon., Vol. GE-13, Otoi'er 1976, pp. 14I-157.
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between black and white (called greytone),
ment)

of each pixel

(picture ele.

In the image (simulated radar Image of that scene).
The Point Scattering Radar image Simulation model

is applicable

equaily well to scenes of terrain having little or no relief as well as
to scenes having significant relief.

The model is applicable over a

This range extends from high resoluwIlde range of radar resolutions.
tion to very coarse.
The necessary provisions are only that there are
enough independent scatterers on the ground In each resolution element
of the radar being modeled for the averaging properties of the radar
equation 5 to hold and provided also that proper account be Included In
the software implementation of the model of the dependence of the image
on adjacent resolution elements (resolution cells).
Is the necessity to model,

Equally Important

commensurate with the radar resolutoonq

topography and dielectric properties of the ground from which it
sired to produce a simulated radar image.

the
is de-

Most topography can be model-

ed as collections of homogeneous regions which are typically larger than
the reaolution element of the radar system being simulated.

Regions of

this type ar-e called distributed targets.
Distributed targets are simulated very well by the point scattering method and have several very important practical considerations.
They
simplify the task of constructing ground truth data bases and are the
basis for using empirical data banks of differential

scattering cross-

sections (backscatter data - o') as the input data to completely specify
(within the limitations of the accuracy of the data and satisfaction of
the statistics controlling their use) the dielectric properties of the
objects and features on the ground.
Typically, for the radars of
interest in this study,mian-made objects and features can not be modeled
as distributed targets; they are called cultural targets.
cannot be modeled as distributed targets,

Just as they

neither are they easily

simulated by the point scattering simulation method.

Cultural targets

Reeves. R. G., A.Anson, and Ilovid Landen, Manual of Remote Sensin , Vol.
R
!, Chapter 9, American Society of Photogrammetry, Falls Church, Virginia,
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are more amenable to simulation by the Area Spatial Filtering simulation

6

method reported by Frost, et *i

K

An optimum radar Image simulation

.

model would be a hybrid combination of the point 6cattering method for
distributed tairgets and the Area Spatial Filtering method for cultural
targ.

However,

testing and validation of the area spatial filterlng

method is not reported here.

In this work,

cultural targets have been

included symbolically In the ground truth data bases and have been simulated symbolically.
Implicit In all of our previous work, whether or not explicitly stated,
was the fact that the systems being modeled were "ideal".

,

Th• radar

system was modeled as though It were a perfect system; the Antenna pattern was "•deal'" it was a collectlen of "perfect" homogeneous rigions
wh!ch Ideally fit the simulation model and backscatter data requirements,

These homogeneous regions reradiated

plus cultural targets.

energy exactly as described by ao.

The Image medium was modeled as

linear over its entire dynamic range.
more,

I

All of these assumptions,

and

have been made In previous work in the interests of computational
As can be seen,

efficiency,

The

they Are not restrictive assumptions.

results produced using these premises were generally better than if "realworld" processes had been modeled exactly.

The test of a model

the degree to which each subcomponent matches the ''real-world",
the degree to which final
systems.

Up to now,

represent a good starting poin.t

arrlng

that "per-

fnr radar simulation.

the radar simulation work has concentrated on refine-

ment of the model and efficient
processes being modeled.
transition

but is

results resemble the actual products of real

The result-, produced have been excellent,

fect" systems

isn't

software

implementations of the real

With the work presented

is made from development

in this report,

the

to validation and to application.

A

V. S, J. L. Abbott, V. H. Kaupp, and J. C. Holtzman, "A Mathematical Model for Terrain-Imaging Radar and Its Potential Application to Radar image Simulation," TR 319-6, Remote Sensing Laboratory,
The University of Kansas, November, 1976.

6 Frost,

•N"
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Implicit In all our previous work, whether or not explicitly stated,
was the fact that the systems being modeled were "ideal".

The radar system

was modeled as though it were a perfect system; the antenna pattern was
"Ideal"

with no distortions,

was linear.

degradations, or sidelobes, and the receiver

The ground scene was modeled as though It were "ideal";

It

was a collection of "perfect" homogeneous regions which Ideally fit the
simulation model and backscatter data requirements, plus cultural targets.
i!"

0

These homogeneous regions reradiated energy exactly as described by a0 .
The Image medium was modeled as linear over Its entire dynamic range.
All of these assumptions,

and more,

have been made in previous work in

the Interests of computational efficiency.

"restrictive assumptions.

As can be seen,

they are not

The results produced using these yiemlsos were

generally better than If '"real-world" processes had been modeled exactly,
The test of a model Isn't the degree to which each subcomponent matches
the "real-world",

but is the degree to which final results resemble the

actual products of real systems.

The results produced have been excel-

lent, arguing that "perFect" systems represent a good starting point for
radar simulation.
Up to now,
o*+•:

the radar simulation work has concentrated on ref ineiment

of the model and efficient software implementations of the rmal prnce,.es
being modeled.

With the work presented in this repu.rt, the transition

is made from development to validatilon and to application.

4ith this

transition comes the necessity for sophistication aiid, where required.
the system configuration being simulated is included in,the model,
goal of the work reported in this document has bnen to

The

-ecc and validatu

the point scattering simulation method by direct applicitions of the
model

to specific scenes end comparison of the resgilts

of the same scene.

'ith rea!

Imagery

All activities have been directed toward attaining

that goal.

1.2

Summary of Work
SSuccessful

completion of the Radar Simulatioio

Study requi'-ed coer-

dination of many different activities and interdlsclplinnr'
Many diverse talents were required by the different

6

cn,)peretlun.

f3cets cf the work.

These talents were found Ir,geographers,
and computer scientists.

electrical engineers, botanists,

The results produced are a tribute to the

team of Individuals who, together,

performed this work.

The complexity

of the work performed Is shown in Figure 1.
This figure shows the intorrelationships amcnq the types of work
done and It shows the flow of work.
shown In this figure.

Five different kinds of work are

First, the effort required to develop data

bases Is shown ronceptually In the lower right hand corner of the
figure.

Next,

in a clockwise direction,

It the work performed to

obtain the backscatter daha which were required to model the radar
in the lower left hand corner,

return properties of the ground.

study of automated and Interactive feature extraction techniques
shown.

Fourth,

in the upper left nand corner,

software implementation work.

Fifth,

the
Is

Is the modeling and

In the upper right hand corner,

Is

the work performad to produce the radar Image simulations and validations,

and the Correlatron tests.

Figure I Is a conceptual

block diagram

of all the work performed and the relatlonships between disciplines
and types of work.

This figure Is designed to give a mental picture
of the work and services provided under this contract so that in
succeeding sections, when a task Is referred to, a mental image of that
task and its relationships to other tasks Is visualized.

The figure

Is not designed to Impart more information than that.
In p.ýrticular,
this report is not structured according to Figure 1. The report Is
structured according to results,

not work performed.

In fact,

It will

be seen in the sections that follow that most of the work shown in
Figure 1 Is required to produce each different set of results.
as a conceptual model,

Figure I represents

Thus,

the flow of work for each

task pe,'formed.
Recall that the purpose of the work performed under this contract
was to apply the Point Scattering Radar Imaqe Simulation Model to three
specifi. applications:
(1) SLAR Model Validation; (2) PPI Radar Model
Validutlon;

(3) Terminal Guidance Applications.

The report is organized

to report the results of these three tests plus the dat. base construction/
feature extraction work.
distinct activities,

Since the report Is organized elong these four

the work if summarized also along them.
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1.2.1

Summary of Work

-

SLAR Validation

The general Point Scattering Radar Image Simulation Model was
validated for the specific case of a StAR having medium resolution.
The simulation model was modified as required to simulate the Image products of a SLAR.

Normally,

when modeling a system, calibrated system

data and transfer functions are used to develop the characteristics
which approximate "real-world" events.
able.

In this case this was undesir-

For validation, It was desirable to model a "perfect" system,

the best results obtainable.

Modeling a "r'eal"

for

system (i.e., one having

performance deficiencies) would only degrade the results produced.
To stress the point, we want to differentiate between validating the
basic simulation method (which Is what this task is all about) and
validating the model of a specific radar (which can easily be done after
this first step).

Therefore,

the general simulation model was trans-

formed to the system configuration of a "perfect" SLAR:

Antenna pattern,

transmitter, receiver, ground and film were all assumed to be "ideal".
For validation purposes, the antenna pattern was assumed to have
constant gain in the azimuth direction out to the "3 dB" points and to
lack sidelobes.

The transmitter was assumed to produce "perfect" pulses,

and the receiver was assumed linear,

The ground,

for data base purposes,

was modeled as a collection of "'perfect" homogeneous regions which reradiated energy exactly as described by co

data.

The film was assumed

to be linear over its entire dynamic range with "perfect" exposure and
development and without compression at either high or low densities
within the linear portion of the dynamic range.
istics were incorporated

into the simulation model and an Implementa-

tion was designed for the digital computer.
Imposed by modeling a "perfect'" SLAR,
The digital

All of these character-

Within the limitations

complete generality was retained.

.omputer program realization of this model was structured

to allow rapid alterations to be made in the specification of radar, or
other, parameters (so long as the modeled radar was a SLAR) and, therefore, is most useful For radar image simulation studies.
This computer
proqram, when it

includes the necessary parameters forl a particular

radar flying at a specified altitude over a desired ground track, and
when it

Includes the parameters of the mechanism by which the visual

9

record Is to be produced, and when It includes the backscatter and geometric properties of the scene to be formed, becomes the vehicle for producing the simulateJ inage products of a specific radar system. The valldation of the SLAR simulation model was performed on Images produced by
this computer program.
A qualitative validatioii was performed on these results. Validation
was accomplished by comparing the simulated SLAR Images to real SLAR images
of the same site. The forniat of the validation was straight-forward. A
site was selected for which real SLAR Imagery of satisfactory resolution
could be obtained. A data base was constructed of this site for Input
to the SLAR simulation computer program, The data base was rotated
as necessary to match the flight I1nes of the real imagery. Images
were produced from the data base of the validation site by the simulation computer program with the model parameters set to simulate
the response of a medium resolution radar having the same operating
frequency and polarizations as the real system. Empirical backscatter
data were used to model the dIelectric properties of the distributed
targets in the data base. These simulated radar Images were then compared to the real Images and the quality of the simulation model was
qualitatively measured. The comparisons established a baseline of
In short, the validation
quality for the radar Image simulation model.
phase of the SLAR simulation model was very successful. The model produced Images which compared, in general, in a superior manner with the
real images. Specific discrepancies occurred. These discrepancies

1

were generally attributable to one of four elasses: (1) Features
not Included or incorrectly specitind in the data base model of the scene;
(2) Backscatter categories which cannot be imodeled simply by the differential scattering cross-section, angle of incidence, and resolution
cell; (3) Differential scattering cross-section data (backscatter - oy)
not available for specific distributed targets; (4) image processing
Items
differences between the real Images and the simulation images.

.

.

<....
....

(1)and (2) account for nearly all the discrepancies noted.

These four

classes of "error" are not limitations of the quality of the images
which can be produced by the simulation model.
They are errors of Input
data specification.
They Indicate that more input information is required, and, given these data, It Is reasonable to expect the model to
produce results without these errors.
In general, the comparisons were very favorable.
in fact, we have
noted on numerous occasions that people with real radar image familiarity
and experience believed that they were seeing an image from a real system.
They were surprised when told it was a simulated image produced on a
digital computer.
This comment speaks more eloquently for the quality
of images produced by the point scattering simulation method than the
attempts to objectively measure the quality. The validation work an
the SLAR simulation Is reported In Section 2.
1.2.2

Summary of Work

-

PPI Validation

The general model of the Point Scattering Radar Image Simulation Model
was validated for the specific case of a PPI radar having medium resolution.
The simulation model was transformed as required to simulate the image products of a PPI radar. A computer program was built incorporating the
realization of the PPI radar and the model was validated in the same way
that the SLAR was. Just as the SLAR model was constructed for a "perfect" radar system, so was the PPI configuration modeled after a "perfect" system. All the comments about the model, the data base, and the
backscatter data made In the case of the SLAR (1.2.1) apply here.
Several differences existed, however, in the PPI validation.
'he
principle difference is that real PPI irrages of the validation site did
not exist. Thts protipted a different approach for validation, an Indirect approach. Validation was accomplished by comparing the simulated
PPI

!mages to both the real

and simulated SLAR images.

This approach

was mutually agreed upon by both the RSL and ETL in view of the lack of
real comparison PPI Imagery.
This comparison could be performed only
for small sectors of each SLAR image at a time Since only a small angular
range Is coincident.

All the basic steps outlined for the SLAR validation

1
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were performed for the PPI validation.

A number of simulated PPI Images

were produced from the same data base of the validation site as was used
for SLAR.

The only differences were caused by the necessity to convert the

rectangular SLAR data base into a polar PPI data base.

The simulation

computer program was set-up to simulate the image response of a medium
resolution PPI having the same operating frequency and polarization as
Images were produced by this computer
the real and simulated SLAR Images.
program operating on the polar data base of the validation site and using
empirical backscatter data for the distributed targets.
These simulated
radar images were then compared to the real and simulated SLAR Images of
the same site and the quality of the simulation model was qualitatively
measured.

The comparisons established a baseline of quality for the radar

Image simulation model,

albeit the comparisons were less direct for PPI

than for SLAR.
The model produced Images which compared extremely favorably with the comparison images.
The discrepancies Identified fit Into
the same four general classes enumerated for SLAR.
All of the basic comments made for SLAR apply.

The point scattering method produced simulated

PPI radar Images which compared extremely well,

within the limitations Im-

posed by a lack of real PPI Images for comparison,

with the real and siniu-

lated SLAR images.
It should be pointed out that the reason the simulated
PPI images were compared to both the real and simulated SLAR Images was
to better qualify differences.
2

HAd a difference arisen in comparing the

simulated PPI to the real SLAR Images, it would not have been possible
to conclude very much about the PPI simulation model.
No such instances
were detected,

With these Images,

It was concluded that the simuintion

model performs exceptionally well.
simulation is reported
1.2.3

The validation work on the PPI

in Section 3.

Summary of Work - Terrain Guidance Applications
The general Point Scattering Radar Image Simulation mod"] was applied to

a Terminal Guidance problem.

The problem selected was a guidance

device which used area correlation between a stored simulated raaar
Image (called a reference scene) and a "Ilya" radar Image of the same

12

The device which produced the area correlation was an elec-

scene,

tronic "black box" called a Correlatron 7 ,

This meant that reference scenes were formed

work was located at ETL.
at RSL,

The Correlatron used In this

stored on digital magnetic tape,

and sent to ETL.

reference scenes were read from the tapes,
converted

formatted properly, and

Into the right reference scene storage medium (35mm fIlm),

Input to the Correlatron.
run.

There the

As of this date,

and

Finally, the area correlation test was

final results of this test are pending.

Pre-

liminary results indicate very satisfactory operation.
This application of the radar simulation model was Important for two
basic reasons:

(1) The results of the area correlation test would

represent a quantitative,

not qualitative, measurement of the ''goodness"

of the Point Scattering Radar Image Simulation Model;

(2)It represented

the first application which requiL red departure of the model configuration from the '"perfect" system model of all previous work.

The results

would be quantitative in the sense. that the determination of quality
('goodness'') was to be made by the Correlatron, not by Image Interpreters or by comparisons to other Images made by humans.
Up until this
application, quality assessments of the images formed by the radar
simulation model were all subjective,
They railed upon qualitative
comparisons to real
good"

imagery and appealed to visual assessments of "how

they were for determination uf quality,

As of this juncture,

at least one quantitative validation of the simulation model has been
performed.
The system being modeled for this application consisted of the radar
system,

the ground scene,

storage medium.

the Correlatron,

and Image (reference scene)

This task represents the first application of the

radar simulation method to model ''reai-world"' processes.

Modeling "real-

world" processes was necessitated by the nature of the system being

7 Klass, Philip J. , ''Guidance Device Set for Pershing Tests,'' Aviatior,
Week and Space Technology, May 12, 1975.
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mode led.

The Correlatron measures the two-dimensional cross-correla-

Linn bL-ween the reference scene (simulated radar image) and the real

"scene.

By definition, the cross-correlation is a measure of the degree
that one scene is similar to the second (in this application, that is
what the cross-correlation measures).
This means that the radar simulation cunfiguration needed to model, as closely as possible, the "realworld" processes of the operating system to minimize differences.
Not all operating parameters and characteristics of the real system
were known.
Only the most important, basic, set of parameters were known.
Throughout this work the success criteria built into the Correlatron
were unknown by us.

The barest of essential information was available

This task has largely been
to us about the terminal guidance system.
one of Inferring second-order effects and operating specifications given
a few first-order effects and prime parameters. What this means Is that
the reference scene model Implementation developed only departed from
the ''perfect" system configuration for a limited set of ''most important
effects. The reference scene software Implementation was not developed
to be an exact replica of the real system.
The reference scene model developed for this task accounted for
the Important "real-world" aspects of the radar, ground scene, and
Correlatron system. The radar used in this system was a PPI with several
'I)The Image scan format was set at a full
unusual operating features:
3600, instead of the usual 900 sector associated with PPI; (2) The
near range angle of Incidence was set at 35" and the far range at 650;
(3) The resolution of the radar was purposely set very coarse (the antenna
beamwidth was very wide and the pulse was very long) requiring special
resolution considerations and averaging- (4) The polarlation selected
was one for which little empirical data were avallablei (5) The data
were recorded In the ground range mode. These special characteristics
were Incorporated into the simulation model, All the rest of the radar
parameters were chosen as a ''perfect" system. These included:
(1) The transmitter was assumed to produce "Ideal" pulses; (2) The
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receiver was assumed to be linear;

(3)

The antenna pattern was assumed

to be "ideal'" with no degradations and no sidelobes.
The reference scerie format was dictated by special considerations
of both :he radar system, center and omni-directional

approach of the

"live"' PPI video data with respect to the referenrce scene, and the Correletron.

These "real-world"

considerations were modeled and implemented
Among

In the digital computer program developed to form reference scenes.

(1) The reference scene was made larger

these effects were such items as:

than th9 real PPI scene to allow for centering errors;

(2) The reference

scene was continuous and did not have the '"altitude hole" present In the
real PPI data; (3) Anqles of Incidence (radar angle of incidence) In the
reference scene were strictly kept in the range

of 39O to 656

regard-

less of what the actual geometry dliczated,
The data base was constructed fore basic resolution much greater
than the apparent resolution of the PPI system seemed to warrant.

This

was done because so little was actually known of the true operating
It turns out that this was a wise decision.
parameters of the PPI.
(these results were photographs,

When first results were produced

not Correlatron results), an Immediate problem was apparent to u,.
scene,

for simulation purposes,

The

had been degraded to the size of radar

resolition cells (determined by antenna beamwidth and pulse length)
and these ccl l

were assumed to represent 1i f'ic ient

of the scare, just as in all previous work.

independent sp Iples

The problem which rapidly

manifested itself was that the resolution of the PPI was "coarse'' while
the previous systems modeled had '"medium" resolution.

This approach to

samples of the scene, while It works

determine the size of Independent

well for "medium" resolution radars (Section 1.4), breaks down for
''coarse" resolution radars; It undersamples the scene.
Since the basic
data base had been constructed for much finer resolution than at first

F

The angle of incidence referenced is the angle formed by the local vertical from the antenna to thr qround and the ''effectve"' boresight to
each resolution cell.
This is the angle which was kept In the specified
Local variations of the slope of the terrain altered this angle
range.
to the effective ''local angle of incidence,'' as is normally done.
iA

F-I?

seemed warranted given the apparent radar resolution,

it was possible

to mo'ify the reference scene software to simulate the scene at a finer
resolution and then to average a specified number of these new,
pendent looks."

''Inde-

We did not have an antenna pattern for the PPI to

incoroorate into this change,

so a "perfect" pattern was assumed.

reference scenes were produced and photographed.

New

These photographs Indi-

cate that, within the limitations imposed by the assumption of a rectangular azimuth and csc 2 B cosS range antenna pattern,
scen,3s are qualitatively correct; they "look''
"Inally,

the backscatter data (a"¢)

the reference

good.

required to model the "radar

return properties'

(dielectric properties) of the various "microwave (or

radar) categories''

identified to be in the test scene and specified In

the dita base were obtained.
o

These data were obtained from empirical

date bank,4 and from the literature,

Images of the test site or oF any other,

They were not taken from radar
sin!lar, site!

Exact matches

in the co data available versus what was requ;red for the frequency and
polarization used by the PPI were ont alwayr, posihle.

Mitch effnrt was

expended to produce (obtain) uo data having the backscatter characteristics inferred from the types of scatterers Identified to be In the test
Theory, empirical data, and knowledge
site and Included in the scene.
and intuition were all brought to bear on the problem.

The result

of

this effort was the set of ob data used to form reference scenes of the
test site.
Reference scenes have been produced for the Pickwick Landing Dam
test site. These reference scene3 have been properly formatted, stored
on digital magnetic tape, and these tapes have been sent to ElL for
These test results are pending.
testing on the Correlatron.
The work
Preliminary results indicate very satisfactory performance.
on this application of the Point Scattering Radar Image Simulation
Method is reported in Section 4.

Bush, T.F. and F.T. Ulahy, ''Fadinq Characteristics of Panchromatic Radar
GeoscI.
IEEE Trans.
Backscatter from Selected Agricultural Targets,''
Electron., Vol. GE-13, October 1976, np. 149-157.
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1.2.4

Construction of Data Bases/Feature Extraction Technioues
The work achieved

In the three basic activities performed under

this contract required construction uf several

new data bases.

These

data bases were built for the topographic area In the states of Alabama,
Tennessee, and Mississippi
Several

surrounding the Pickwick Dam in Tennessee.

reasons motivated construcLing new data bases.

First, existing

data bases at RSL were not adequrate for the task of validation of the

point ,ýcatterinq radar image simulation method.

They were neither repre-[

sentative of a significant ,ariety of features and objects whiclh might
generally be expected to occur In radar images,nor complex and detailed
enough for comparison to real

radar Images.

Second,

multiple real

radar images of dlfferernt looks were unavailable for our existing data
bases.
It was decided that an adequate validation test could be eccomplished
by simulating the image produLts of medium resolutior SLAR and PPI radars
(resolution cell size approximately sixty feet by sixty feet).
looks of the same site by a real radar were essential
our simulation results,

Multiple

for comparison to

Since our existing data bases were neither repre-

sentative of the "average"' radar scene nor complex enough nor contained
sufficient resolution and,

since multiple looks of the scenes of our

existing data bases were not available,
special

validation data base.

the decision was made to build a

The geographic

location of the data base

was determined by thc sipport activities of the terminal
(i.e.,

guidance task

Section 4).

The terminal
over-all,

effort.

guidance task we performed was part of a much larger,
The larger effort had already settled on tne Pick-

wick Landing Dam area as one prime test site.
to construct
was decided

Since it wa,

necessary

a dat" bane for this site for one phase of this study,
to use the same site for

tains sufficient

illphases.

The test site con-

topographic and cultural developmental

be appropriate for the validation phase.

Also,

it

complexity to

multiple looks of real

ir~iagery were obtained for this area.
Another goal existed for constru'ction of data hises for this study,
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evaluation of alternate input data sources and construction time and problems.
To accomplish the first part, two versions of a data base were to
be built. One version was LO be constructed using only optical photographs
and topographic maps,

the other using only radar images (to determine

categories) and topographic maps.

The second part of the goal (construc-

tion time and problems) was to be accomplished by keeping records and documenting the problems.
Evaluation of the quality of data bases prepared from competing
data sources was to be accomplished by comparing the resultant simulated
radar images made from them to each other and to real Images of the same
scene.
In general, It was determined that the best data base would be
built from a synthesis of radar imagery, optical photographs, and maps.
The closer the resolution, operating frequency, and polarization of the
source radar imagery to the system being simulated,

the better the data

base in the sense that data contained in the photographs which would
not be necessary for the data base (as indicated by the source imagery)
could be eliminated easily.
Conversely, regions arid boundaries that do
not appear on the photographs and maps might appear on the source radar
Imagery.

These could be added as necessary to the data base.

Again,

it

must be stressed that the radar imagery is used only to delineate boundaries and categories, not as a source for greytones.
Bases constructed From optical photoqraphy provided the best source
m--terial for the principal reason that geometric distortion was minimizpd.
Geometric distortion in radar images presents a real problem which must
be treated.

When constructing a data base by mianual Lechniques,

this

problem is severe; with automated techniques and a diqltal computer,
this problem is expected to become more tractable. At any rate, it was
concluded that the optical photoqraph", was the preferred source material.
The fidelity (both geometric and dielectric) of the ground truth
data base is the basis upon which f;nal success is dependent.
The final
simulated radar image cannot be better than the input ground truth data
base; It can only be a degraded version.
Constructing data bases for
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the necessary fidelity Is the biggest single problem facing increased
usage of radar Image simulation.

The term most often appl!ed to this task

Is feature extraction.

Classical

techniques for feature extraction

are manual techniques.

Clearly,

a tremendous improvement in the time

required to build data bases is needed.

Part of this study focused upon

the application of Interactive processing techniques
data bases.
tigated.

in constructing

The marriage between computer and Interpreter was inves-

The computer

Is very good at manipulating vast amounts of

data in short periods of time and the human Is
drawing upon experience to make decisions.

Incomparable when

A cooperative approach

In which the human is used to make decisions and guide the processing
direction of the software,

and the cnmruter' is used to manipulate the

data rapidly and easily and to remove thL drudge from the human Is
desired.

Such a system Is being designed at RSL.

The First phases

have been initiated under this contract.
Data bases were constructed and competing sources of input data
and feature extraction techniques were evaluated.

A study was initiated

to evaluate the application of interaction to data base construction.
The details of this work are reported in Section 5.

SJ
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1.3

Summary of Results

Up to now, our radar image simuatlon wok his been ;oncentrated
on rnflnement of the model and efficient software implementations

of the real processes being modeled.
report,

With. the work preseste'd In this

the transition Is made from pure developmental

validation of the model and to apolication of. it

research to

to present problems.

With this transition comes the necessity for sotphistication In using
the model and in applying it to describe roalistic systems and "realworld" prucesses, and the door has opened to a complete new set of
problems.
These are the proliems associated with modeling & complete
imaging rarar system, with constructing ground truth data bases of real
terrestrial scenes,

with forming simulated radar ;magos of large srenes
containing many data points, with obtaining backscatter data for many
different kinds of microwave categories, etc,
These problems have been
encountered and either iolved or worked-around In the work performed
under this contract,
This report should form a good baseline of effort for application
of radar image simulation (and, in particular, the point scattering radar
Image simulation model) to present and future problems.
The goal of the
work reported In this document has been to test and validate the point
scattering simulation method by direct applications of the model to
sper.ific scenes and comparison of the results with real

Imagery of the

same scene,

The results of these tests and validation teský. have shown
the superior nature of the point scattering radar image simulation model
The simulations produced clearly show that our model and our radar
simulation app;oach produce results beyond the state of the art.

In fact,

as of this Juncture,

it

radar image simulation Is no

longer an art,

is a science, an engineering tcl. a tool to bc used.
The polnL scattering radar image simulation mode)
in thrpr different applications:

has been tested

(1) Validation of a SLAR model by

comparison of simulated imagery to ree.l SLAR Imagery of
(2) Volidationof a PPI model by comparison of simulated
simulated and reii SLAR imagery of the same scene (done
PPI imagery of tha validation site were not available);
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the same scene;
PPI Imaiery to
because real
(3) Quanltitative

testlng of the appilcationof a PPI model to a terminal guidance problem
using the Correlatron7.

Superior performance of our radar simulation

mudel has been reported in each phase of these tasks.
these tests of our model,

In addition to

data base construction and feature extraction

tasks and studie 4 have been conducted.
Clearly, the data base construction work was accurate, as attested by the simulation results. From
this work and our knowledge of radar Image simulation, a philosophical
concept for an interactive feature extraction system is discussed,
A brief summary of the results produced, the work performed, and the
philosophy developed follows.
1.3.!

Summary of Results - SAAR Validation
An assessment of the composite of tasks involved in simulating
Side-Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR) Images has been accomplished through
comparison of simulated images with Goodyear APD-1O Synthetic Aperture
Radar Imagery. The geometric fidelity, textural consistency, and
relative greytone accuracy of the sinulateO images have been shown
to be excellent. The Implication of the results is that not only are
the Point Scattering Model and its software implementation verified,
but also the ground truth data base and its associated elevation and
backscatter content faithfully represent a discrete sampling of the
Pickwick site.
The capabilities developed as by-products of the validation tasks
may be extended In their usefulness. There may be applications In the
areas of ground truth data base construction, scene modeling, image
handling, and backscatter data acquisition to which these capabilities

may be well suited.
There are potentially many present and future problems in which
radar lmoge simulation In general, and our model and approach, in
particular, should be used. Without knowing the details of any of
these potential applications we can infer fronm our research to date
some problem areas In need of development if radar simulation is, in
fact, to be used. This validation of our model has had a prime goal
of testing the model, but a by-product of this work has been to show
the utility and versatility of our model and its potential range of
Klass, Philip J., "Guidance Device Set for- Pershing Tests,'' Aviation
Week and Space Technology, May 12, 1975.
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and,

applications,

as a result of performing the work,

has

in future radar

the kinds of problem areas we expect to be encountered

These serendipitous results should not

image simulation applications.
be ignored.

They should be Implemented and additional

these problem areas should be Initiated.
discussed In Section
1.3.2

identified

research

into

Many of these studies are

(7.).

Summary of Results - PPI Validation
The geometric fidelity,

textural

consistency,

tone accuracy of simulated Plan-Position

Indicator

and relative greyImages have

(PPI)

been validated

by comparison to both simulated and real SLAR Imagery of

the same scene.

Validation of the PPI simulations by comparison with

imagery was forced by the unavailability of real PPI

SLAR

Imagery of the

The simulated PPI radar parameters were estaLlished to

same scene.

produce terrain radar images In the PPI scan
and bias set to match SLAR image quality.

format but with the gain

Most of the coriments made

about the SLAR validation In Section (1.3.1) apply here, to the PPI
val idation.
In addition, the PPI model was used to make reference scenes, so
all

the comnnents about quantitative validation of the model made In

Section

(1.3.3) apply here.

This fact demonstrably

Improves the quality

of the validation performed for the PPI model.
1.3.3

Summary of Results - Reference Scene Simulation
Five reference scenes have been produced of the Pickwick Lending

Dam Test Site.

These reference scenes have been properly formatted,

stored on digital magnetic tape,

and these tapes have been shipped to

ETL for testing on the Correlatron.
yet available;

however,

preliminary results

preliminary

The complete test results are not
results are very satisfactory.

indicate that In tnis test application

of reference scenes for terminal guidance)
model meets,
developed

our radar image simulation

or exceeds the success criteria.

for this test are, at least,

The success criteria

threefold:

(1) Degree of cross

correlation between our reference scene and the "live"
greater than some threshold;

(2)

The

(production

PPI data

Difference between cross correlation

peak and the "1known" center of the "live" data

less than some maximum

2
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value ("centering" error);

(3)

Repeatability of results.

know the exact criteria values that were used by ETL.
however,

We do not

We do know,

that preliminary results indicate that we meet or exceed

these criteria.
The first criterion, degree of cross correlation,

Is Important

td the validation of our simulation model.
Since preliminary
results show that our reference scenes meet the criteria, even without
having the details of the test results for presentation here, we can
Infer that the degree of cross correlation between our reference scene
and the "live'

PPI data of the same scene always exceeds the threshold

'.epeatability

Infers ''always").

This is an Important result.

It

means that our reference scene of the test site Is very much like the
real PPI image of that site.

This claim is further substantiated by

knowledge that the "centering" error between our simulated image and the
real image is equal to or less than the criterion,
ments, degree of cross correlation,
and repeatability,

These three measure-

location of the correlation peak,

toqether represent a first quantitative validation

of our model.

This quantitative validation coupled with the subjective
validations reported earlier (1.3.1 and 1.3.2) combine to demonstrate
that not only is our model a superior one, but it Is available and
can be applied to solve present and future problems.
This is emphasized by the nature of the task summarized here.
task Is a real,

present problem.

The

The problem, of course,

is to use
radar image simulation to produce reference scenes for guidance applications.
This problem has been researched for some time now, but
results haven't been repeatable.
Our radar Image simulation model was
applied to this problem and the results Indicate success has been
achieved.
We wish to Interject a note of caution at this point.
results have been produced only for a limited set of conditions:
test site, one altitude, one radar system model.

Our
One

More conditions

need to be tested before it can be claimed that the problem is solved.
In fact, our model lends Itself exceptionally well to these kinds of
studies.

Now that we have achieved preliminary success,

the virtues

of our simulation model should be utilized (ease of parameter change to
test step-wise degradations,

etc.)
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and it should be applied to many

studies about this concept of guidance and the particular hardware
involved.

Doing this would maximize the Information return for the

resources Invested

and would also produce quantitative answers to

questions which are presently a puzzle.
1.3.4

Summary of Results

-

Data Base Construction/Feature Extraction

The work performed in the three basic simulation activities performed under this contract required construction of two new data bases.
These data bases were built for the topographic arem in the states of
Alabama,

Tennessee,

Tennessee.

and Mississippi surrounding the Pickwick Dam in

These data bases were built using high resolution aerial

photographs and maps as the Input source intelligence Information and
were built using manual

feature extraction techniques.

The simulation

results produced attest to the quality of the data bases built.

This

Is not to say that better data bases couldn't be built, for they certainly could.

It Is to say,

however,

that our analysis of the level of detail

to include in the data bases, our feature extraction techniques,

and the

data bases produced served admirably the purposes for which they were built,
A study was performed to evaluate data bases nonstructed from alternate kinds of source intelligence data.
during this study.

Two data bases were constructed

one using optical photograohs and the other using

radar images as the source Intelligence data for feature extraction.

(Note:

At no time during the contract has radar imagery been used as a source for
either oa data or greytone data for input to any of our simulations even
though they were used as source intelligence data for constructing data
bases).

Construction time was recorded for both data bases.

It was found

that construction time did not vary appreciably as a consequence of using
the two different intelligence data sources.
ever,

It has been concluded,

that the "best" data base :;ould be constructed

of Intelligence data (i.e.,

maps,

imagery,

etc.) were available.

infra-red imagery,

If many sources

high-resolution aerial photos,

optical products or radar products,

though,

radar

If limited to either

we concluded the geometrical

distortion problem inherent in radar Imagery decides the question In
favor of optical products.
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how-

As a natural consequence of performing this work, the study of
feature extraction techniques we performed has led us to conclude that

*
*

construction time And,

perhaps,

final quality of data bases for radar

image simulation can be Improved by use of interactive techniques.
A simplistic Interactive feature extraction concept has been developed
and Is reported in Section 5.

As we visualize it,

interactive feature

extraction means combining the photo-interpreter and computer into a
workable,

real-time data base construction "team",

The value of this

team can be brought into natural focus by development of an Interactive
processing station devoted solely to this task.

The results produced

under this contract indicate that radar Image simulation has become
a science and Is ready for application to many different problems.

To

support the potential proliferation of radar Image simulation applications, serious consideration needs to be given to the problem of constructing data bases.

We think that an interactive feature extraction

approach Is optimal.
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1.4

Qualifications, Limitations,

and Constraints of Model

The point scattering radar Image simulation model rigorously treats
qround scene,

properties of the radar system,

relationships and Interrelationships

and image medium.

The

between these various aspects of a

radar Image are rigorously modeled and mathematically expressed.
model,

et al. 1,2
'2,

as developed and reported by Holtzman,

general

and comp'ete.

The modcl,

in this form,

properly simulates medi-

um to coarse resoluticn SLAR's (Side-Looking Airborne Radars)
(Plan-Position

Indicators)

Implic;t in all of our previous work,

or not explicitly stated, was the

All

Fact that the systems being modeled

radar system parameters,

(no sidelobes and no distortions),

antenna pattern

The ground was modeled as a col-

homogeneous regions

(distributed targets) which

reradiated energy described exactly by ermplrical differential
section data (no) plus ideal

'isotropic)

specular

targets) which were treated symbolically.
(-y-

were

the transmitter produced ''perfect"

and the receiver was linear.

lection of "perfect'

for simulation purposes,

The radar system had a "perfect'

assumed to be ''Ideal''.

as linear

whether

The radar system was Ideal as was the ground scene and,

were "Ideal".

pul•es,

and PPI's

depending upon the details of the software

Implementation of the model.

the image,

The

is completely

The

reflectors

cross(cultural

image (film) was modeled

1) over its entire dynamic rainge with "perfecL"

exposure

and development and with compression neither at iow nor high densities.
All of these ideal assumptions,

and more,

They were necessitated not by the model,

previous work.

the simulation software

implementation of the model.

forced For computational efficiency and,
necessary to model a "real"
other (and more efficient
to now,

the radar

Holtzman,

have been necessary

J.

C.,

but

That Is,

since up to now

In all
Instead,

by

they were

It has not been

system; an ideal system was as good as any
for computational

purposes)

for modeling.

Up

Image simulation work has concentrated on refinement of
V. H. Kaupp,

R. L. Martin,

E. E. Komp.

and V. S. Frost,

"Radar Image Simulation Project:Development of a General Simulation Model and an Interactive bimulation Model, and Sample Results.''
TR 234-13, Remote Sensing Laboratory, The University of Kansas. Feb.,
Holtzman, J. C., V. H. Kaupp, and J. L. Abbott, "Radar Image Simulation
Project," TR 234-15,
Kansas,

September.

Remote Sensing Laboratory,
1976.
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The University of

1976.

the model and efficient (and correct) software implementations which
were representative of the ideal processes being modeled.

An opera-

tional system on the other hand will require specialization, some of
which will require mcre detail, some less, to produce an overall costeffective Implementation.
With the work presented In thts report,

radar image simulation makes

the transition from Infancy to a first stage of maturity.
in this work
the model, software Implementation, ground truth data base concept,
use of empirical differential cross-section data, etc., are validated
through comparisons to real radar Imagery of the same site and lookdirection. This work Is reported In Sections 2. and 3. for SLAR and
PPI models, respectively.
In these sections, the software are setup to model medium resolution radar systems.
tions of the basic model are satisfied.

All the necessary assump-

"Perfect" system models are

Justified.

In Section 4., another step Is taken. The point scattering
radar Image simulation method is structured to accurately model "real-

world" processes where such modeling is made necessary because the system
being modeled (radar, ground scene, and Correlatron) eliminates some of the
generality of the basic sirm|ulation model.

Changes therefore are
required to represent accurately the system configuration being simulated.

The important point to be stressed Is that the point scattering

simulation model is general

and rigorous, and has a number of basic pre-

mises upon which it

Insofar as these premises are explicitly

rests.

satisfied by the radar system being modeled,

minimum changes are re-

quired in the software implementation of themodel as changes of radars
being modeled occur, just as in the work reported In Sect ins 2. and 3.
When these premises are not all explicitly satisfied,
reported in Section 4.,

as In the work

then the software implementation of the basic

model

Is altered to account for the variations and eegradations fromii
the ideal system.
In order to evaluate the work and results presented in this report,
the basic assumptions, limitations, and constraints upon which the
qeneral point scattering radar image simulationmodel re~tsare
enumerated and discussed.
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An appropriate starting point for this discussion is the final
computational algorithm (equation) of the Point Scattering Method.
After the ground truth data base (terrain feature model)
to be simulated has been specified,
the various categories

of the site

the reflectivity (W) data for

Included In the data base have been obtained,

and the complex geometry relating the radar platform to the scene has
been determined, the greytone equation is used to calculate the power
reradlated from the ground back to the radar for each pixel
element)

in the image.

(picture

It calculates the intensity of the ground-re-

turn signal exiting the receiver, and the conversion of this intensity
Into the appropriate density of silver grains in the exposed and developed
image.

This algorithm determines the shade of grey of each pixel In the

Image, and hence,

Is called the graytone equation.

The greytone equation

produces the final result, drawing upon all preceding data and calculations.
It relates the ground to the radar and to the image.

The greytone equation

predicts the power reradlated from each resolvable ground element (resolution cell).

The size of a resolution cell

is determined in the range

direction by the pulse length and In the azimuth direction by the directional properties of the antenna.
lation,

For the purposes of radar image simu-

let us assume that the ground can be modeled as a collection of

homogeneous regions each at least. the size of a resolution cell
distributed targets).

(i.u.,

The power reradlated from all the scattering centers

located within a resolution cell combine at the receiving antenna to produce one value for the resolution ceil and we designate it

the return

power (PR).
In reality the return power is not a deterministic process as this
might Imply.

The amplitude of the return power received by the antenna

mounted on a moving vehicle fluctuates widely because cf variations In
the phase of the reradiation from the different scatterers in the illuminated area (resolution cell).
nature ("grainy'

appearince)

statistics of a 'fading"

This phenomonon accounts For the speckled
of radar images and is called ''fading."'

signal have been well-documented for most
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The

I.

homogeneous targets and It has been shown that the signal amplitude
can be described by a Rayleigh

probability distribution

5

If we assume square-law detection In the radar being modeled, then
the postdetection signal Is a random variable having a chi-square proba-

4 where

bilty density function with 2NS degrees of freedom
the number of "Independent

samples" being averaged.

NS specifies

The minimum width

of a backscatter lobe In the azimuth direction is specified as L/2 where
L is the antenna length.

A real-aperture SLAR (Side-Looking Airborne

Radar) has an azimuth resolution given by BR where B Is the diffractionlimited beamwidth given by A/L (the Illuminating energy wavelength divided
by the antenna length L) and R is the range distance from the antenna to
the resolution cell on the ground.

From these two concepts of resolution

we can determine the number of "Independent

samples" which are effectively
combined to produce the Instantaneous average return power (P R from a
resolution cell:

BR

(1

2RA

In a fully-focused synthetic-aperture
beamwidth is L/2,

radar the synthetic azimuth

so there ;s but one sample of the random process

(NS = 1)

used and, hence a grainier appearance In the radar Image,

The Rayleigh probability distribution Is Just one of several feasible
probability models which cnn be used to describe the signal amplitude variation [8,91.
Use of a different probability model would
modify the resulting "fading" per cell somewhat.
However, for medium
to coarse resolution radars, final averaging yields similar results.
5Reeves, R.G., A. Anson, and David Landen, Manual of Remote Sensing,
1, Chapter 9, American Society of Photoqrammetry, Falls Church,
4

Vol.
Va.

Bush, T. F. and F. T. Ulaby, "Fading Characteristics of Panchromatic Radar
Backscatter from Selected Agricultural Targets,'' IEEE Trann. Geosci.
Electron., Vol. GE-13, October 1976, pp. 149-157.
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Averaging a larger number of "independent8
and,

thus,

smooths

samples averaged also degrades the final
It

resolution cell

increasing the number of

But,

the Imaqe appearance

After detection,

samples" reduces signal Fading

image resolution.

can he shown that the return power from each

9

is estimated by

(BR)(

(2)

where PR is the expected value of the return power from a resolution cell,
Y is a random variable with a standard chi-square distribution having 2NS
and NS is the number of "Independent samples" averaged
being averaged is
When the number of Independent samples

degrees of freedom,
1).

(Equation
(2)

large,

becomes (3)

P"

Cl

+ fN)

(3)

where RN is a normalized Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit
variance.
For terreln that can be modeled as a collection of homogeneous,
targets the value of P

tributed,

calculated from either (2)

or (3)

disis the

best estimate of return power after detection that can be made when each
resolution cell
modeled

Is treated as a single point.

If

the terrain cannot be

In this way the location and reradiation properties of each of

the numerous scattering points within a resolution cll are modeled,
amplitude and phase of the return from each point is calculated,
the resulting phasor sum at
the estimate of return power,

the antenna (magnitude)

but the latter is computationally

L.,

is chosen to become

either approach Is possible

inefficient and requires Investment of

a vast amount of time to properly model the ground.

J.

and

For high-resolution and synthetic aperture

radar applications of radar Image simulatlon,

Porcello,

the

Norman G. Massey,

For medium resolution

Richard B. Innes,

a-id James M. Marks,

''Speckle Reduction In Synthetic - Aperture Radars,"' J,Oot. Soc. Am,,
Vol. 66, No, 11, November 1976,
9 Fr•st, V.S,, J.L. Abbott, VH. KauIpp, JC. Holtzmnan, ''Derivation of the
General Fadinq Characteristics for Radar Image Synthesis and Analysis,'
TR 319-29, Remote Sensing Laboratory, ihe University of Kansas, Sept,,

1977,
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applications such as those reported here, Equations (2) and (3)
very good estimates of the post-detection return power.

represent

Usually after detection the Intensity of the video signal exiting
the receiver is recorded on Film.
D

This can be expressed by

(41

ylog1 0 PR + ylogloM + logloK

(4)

where PR is given by either Equation (2) or (3);

D Is the density of

metallic silver grains in the exposed transparency corresponding to the
intensity of the illumination; K Is a constant depending upon the exposure
time and th,. film processing and development timen; y Is a positive constant
representing the slope of the linear portion of the film curve of density
versus logarithm of exposure (the Hlurter-Driffield curve 3 ) where logloK
Is the extrapolated Intercept of this line; M is the transfer function
of the radar receiver (including all appropriate linear and non-linear
effects such as AGC,

Automatic Gain Control,

or saturation) such that

the v~deo intensity incident on the film during exposure Is specified by

MP R.

!

When Implemented on a digital computer,
be quantified.

the simulation process must

The return power calculated for each resolution cell

coded into one pixel

is

in the simulated Image.

Each pixel In the Image
will represent one precise shade of grey between black (no return power)
and white

(saturated signal,

high return power).

Thus,

Equation (4)

for

the film density must be altered to reflect digital data processing reThe shade of grey (grejtone) for each pixel In an image can
2V-1
be shown to be specified by GR
()D where D is given by Equation
(4), 2 is the number of discrete levels of grey available In a computer

quirements.

word having N bits, and g Is the base 10 loqarlthm of the dynamic range
of the radar signal being mapped into the linear portion of the film
dynamic range.
The general Point Scattering Method radar Image simulation
model, as given earlier and reported by Holtzman, et al.1, uses this result

Goodman,
1968.

J. W.,

"Introduction

to Fourier Optics,'' McGraw-Hill,

Inc.

Holtzman, J. C., V. H. Kaupp, R. L. Martin, E. E. Komp, and V. S. Frost,
"Radar Image Simulation Project:
Development of a General Simulation
Model and Interactive Simulation Model, and Sample Rasults," TR 234-13,
Remote Sensing Laboratory, The University of Kansas, Februory, 1976.

to describe imaging radar mathematically.

The complete derivation of the
and so the result will

greytone equation has been reported previously
not be repeated here.
Image density,

GR

G

the greytone equation can be seen to be given by:

+,Ylog[
2

R

R

As previously reported and using the result for

PTC
_
_

Zc
____

_

COc)

+ log1(_L)
+ ylOglo
c
+

_k

2

2

G (F,)X R~

c

Cc

CC c Cc

(5)
4-Y Iog
1 (

+

RN

)

where:
GR

-

The Instantaneous greytone,
for each pixel

GR

including fading, to be calculated

in an Image;

The calibration greytone value added to the value computed for
each pixel to calibrate the image according to a Known calibra-

C

tion point;
y = A property of the image medium (in

this case,

film, I.e.

imaqe

medium transfer function);
PT ' The transmitter output power of the radar being simulated;

rT

w The transmittor output power of the calibrator;
c

c (oZ=-

The scattering coefficient

foJr each ground point;

The scattering coefficient

for the calibration point;

C,

a ac (o ) A

Area of the ground spot
pixel

1 Holtzman,

J.

resolution cell

illuminated for each

by the radar beinq simulated;

C.,

V. H. Kaupp,

R. L. Martin,

E. E.

Komp,

and V. S.

Frost,

"Radar Image Simulation Project:
Development of a General Simulation
Model and an Interactive Simulation Model, and Sample Results," TR
234-13, Remote Sensing Laboratory, The University ol' Kansas, Feb., 1976.
Reeves, R. G., A. Anson, and David Landen, Manual of Remote Sensing, Vol.
I, Chapter 9, American Soclety of Photogrammetry, Falls Church, Va.
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Ac

=

Area of the ground spot resolution cell illuminated by the
calibrator;

G

=

One-way gain of the antenna of the radar being simulated
(In the direction of A);

Gc

One-way gain of the antenna of the radar being simulated (In

-

CC
the
direction of A)d;

N

-

The number of bits assigned to each Image pixel for greytones
(i.e.,

g

-

the computer word length used);

The log1 0 of the ratio of a bright return to a dark return
(I.e.,

simulated radar gain - one-to-one mapping of radar signal

onto film occurs when g - 2);
A-

Wavelength of the electromagnetic energy transmitted hy the
radar being simulated;

Ac- Wavelength of the electromagnetic energy transmitted by the
calibrator;
R

-

The distance from the antenna of the radar being simulated to
each ground resolution cell

Rc

(pixel);

The distance from the antenna of the calibration system to the
reference ground spot;

k,k

Constants which depend upon the exposure time and on the film
processing and development;
Constants of proportionality relating the return electromagnetic
power received by the antenna to intensity on the film;

M'm
NS

*

The number of Independent samples contained in uncorrelated
resolution cells;

RN = A Gaussian distributed random number with zero mean and unit
variance.

S~r

where substitution for D and P
ibrated.

has occurred and the result has been cal-

Calibration Is shown In two phases.

The first phase of call-

bratlon Is accomplished by calculating the photographic density of a
point In the Image.
,,

This Is accompllshi viA the parameteý's subscripted

("c'' stands ior calibration) and by selecting a value for g.
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The

I

second phase is setting GR

the greytone of that point,

level

Together these calibration parameters have

(between 0 and 2N-1).

to a desired

the effect of determining how much of the dynamic range of the radar
signal will be mapped into the 17-20 dB dynamic range available In
ordinary film, and exactly what portion of the dynamic range of the radar
signal will be displayed.
In the development leading to Equation (5),

the power reradiated as

a result of the illuminating-energy/terratn interaction was not specified.
An excellent model for the return power reradiated from distributed tar5
gets is given by the radar equation

(4•)
R

3R

where the average transmitted power Is represented by P

(6)

the two-way

gain of the transmitting/receiving antenna (a function of the elevation,
and azimuth angles)

is given by G2 ; the transmitted wavelength Is given

by X; the reflectivity model,

(a 7unction of wavelength and local angle

of ;ncldence, among others) is oa; the element of area on the ground being
sensed (a function of the qro'ind slope, pulse length, antenna beamwidth,
and altitude) Is A; and the range from the antenna to the element of area
being sensed is R.
Certain conditions must exist for this form of the radar equation to
be valid.

First,

distributed target

the area being sensed must be a distributed target.

A

Is a homoqeneous region of a specific radar reflectivl-

ty category

In which there must be a large number of individual scatter-

Ing centers

located within a resolution cell and they must be positioned

randomly

[41.

Second, It must ht assumed that all the parameters of the

radar equation are constant across a resolution cell. When theýc conditions
are satisfied by both the terrain being simulated and radar being modeled,
then Equation (6) a particularly tractable form of the radar equation, can
be used in the greytone Equation (5) in conjunction with either Equation
(2) or (3) to estimate the return power from each resoiution cell.
Implicit in equation (5) are all the normal radar effects such as

34

layover,

shadow,

range compression, etc.

These and similar effects depend

only on the specific implementation of the model.

That Is,

the software

realization of the point scattering simulation model must include specific
provisions to account explicitly for these effects.

The responsibility

for precision of treatment of these effects rests solely with the specific
software Implementation of the model.
Also implicit in equation (5) are a number of assumptions upon which
the model

rests.

These assumptions are basic to the model and cannot

necessarily be eliminated through software by careful

Implementation of

the model although their impacts can definitely be minimized.

These assump-

tions are discussed in the following soctions.
Just as all mathematical

models are abstractions of reality,

the point scattering radar image simulation model.

so Is

The point scatter-

ing simulation model attempts to describe, in closed form, the "realworld' processes of the radar imaging system as a closed system consisting of ground scene,

radar processor, and image medium.

this model rests on some basic premises.

As Just noted,

These premises may be viewed

both as the necessary assumptions to make the model work,

and as the

limitations and constraints of the model.
Depending upon the applications
for which the model is Intended to be used, these limitations and constraints
may be of no significance or they may be of critical

importance.

It is

important that these limitations be recognized and accounted for in order
to Insure that the model
general model,

is appropriate for a specific task.

For the

the more important of these premises can be succinctly

stated as:
(I)

Validity of the radar equation for simulation;

(2)

Validity of using empirical differential scattering crosssection (backscatter) data (on)

to model the electromagnetic

propertles of the ground (ground return data);
(3)
(4)

Validity of the ground model (data base) concept;
Validity of the radar receiver model;

(5)
Validity of the Image medium model:
The impact each of these pr~mlses has for simulation Is discussed In the
next sections.

In particular, the premises are defined a.id how they affect
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I

simulation is explained.

The ultimate test of any model once imple-

mented Is the correlation of its results with real world events.
can be seen by reference to the later sections of this report,
results produced by the Point Scattering Method are very good.
practical treatment of these limitations and constraints

As

the
Thus,

is shown to

be valid by appeal to the results produced.
1.4.1

Validity of the Radar Equation for Simulation

1.4.1.1

Return Power Model

The greytone equation (5) has been developed to be specifically
applicable to distributed targets.

Recall that a distrihuted target

is a homogeneous region of a specific microwave scattering category.
This homogeneousreogion must be at least as large as the resolution
element of the radar being modeled,

the Individual scatterlng centers

located in a resolution cell must be positioned randomly, and there
must be a large number of them.

With these qualifications about dts-

tributed targets, an average value of the scattering cross-section can
be used (Instead of the actual scattering cross-section associated
with each scattering element) and it can be assumed that all the parameters of the closed system model are essentially unchanged from one
part of the resolution cell

to another.

When this Is true, the radar-

equation assumes the following particularly tractable form5 in the point
scattering model:

r

PTGý'X "o"A
(14,n

where:

P

r

(7)

3

) R"

- Average power returned measured at the antenna terminals;

T - Average power- transmitted;

5Reeves, R. G., A. Anson, and David Landen, Manual of Remote Sensing, Vol.
1, Chapter 9, American Society of Photogramnmetry,
'alis Church, Va.
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G - Gain of the antenna (assumed to be equal for both •rzsmission and reception)

in the direction of the target;

R - Distance from the antenna to the target;
Effective differential

a0

scattering cross-section of the

distributed target;
X

-

Carrier wavelength of the transmitter.

The notions of homogeneity of distributed targets and their size
If these constraints
compared to a resolution cell are very important.
are not satisfied for certain applications, the simplifications resultIng in Equation (7) may render the point scattering simulation method
using Equation (5)

invalid for those applications.

If the cell Is assumed

to contain only a few scattering centers and phase can be Ignored,
5
radar equation has the following form :
T I

12

r
where:

( ) ,

1

the

(8)

i

4

The summation Is over the N scattering centers located with-

(1)

in the resolution cell;
The subscript I Illustrates that the power transmitted,

(2)

antenna gain, and distance will be different F(-

each of

the scatterers;
c I is the scattering cross-section for each of the scatter-

(3)

ing centers

located within the resolution cell,

If the resolution cell

Is assumed to contain a large number of

scatterers but the radar parameters vary across the resolution cell, the
summation can be replaced by an integral using an average value of the
scatter!ng cross-section per unit area and then integrating over the area
of the resolution cell5 :
PTG2

Sf

r I4n

r

2

a(A)d A

3R4_a_

Scattering Area

Reeves, R. G., A. Anson, and David Landen, Manual of Remote Sensing,
1, Chapter 9, American Society of Photogrammetry, Falls Church, Va.
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I
wher,':

dA

A differential element of ground area.

Equation (7) represents a special case of (9).
An additional
assumption is made that all of the Darameters in (9) are unchanged
acro,;s the resolution cell.
When this is true, the integral in (9)
can he replaced by the product of the factors and this simplifies directly to Equation (7) which is used whenever possible In the point
scattering simulation model, Equation (5).
Thus,

It has been shown that the point scattering radar image simu-

lation model using equation (7)

to calculate the retturn power in the grey-

tone equation (5) rests squarely upon the requirements of the concnpt
of reisolution ceil, the number of scattering centers and their distribution within the resolution cell, the validity of using ar, average
value differential scattering cross-section instead of the cross-section
of individual scatterers, anýd constancy of the parameters across the
resolution cell.
If these conditions are not met, the basic model must

be changed to Incorporate either Equation (8) or (9), whichever Is appropriate. This change would have a dramatic Impact upon the computational
efficiency of the resulting computer programs, but It would provide for
simulation of scenes which would otherwise be Impossible.
It should be
noted that the assumptions resulting in Equation (7) are almost never

exact, but the approximations are generally good enough.

In fact, ex-

periunce has shown the approximation to be good enough over a considerable
range of different radar resolutions and microwave categories.
1.4.1.2 Resolutinn Cell Size
Figure 2 Illustrates the geometry for a pulse radar for which Equation
(7) is valid. Reference to Figure 2 will show the concept of resolution
cells. The resolution cell is the area on the ground defined by
the range resolving capability of the radar In the y-directioll (range
direction) multiplied times the half-power beam width of the antenna beam
(real or synthotic) In the x-dlrection (azimuth direction).
In a real
aperture system image resolution In the azimuth direction (x-direction),
w, ;s essentially determined by the angular width ght of the antenna beam.
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A diffraction-limited antenna has a far-field angular half-power beamwidth of

where:

A

(10)

(Radians)

Bh

Illuminating wavelength;

-

D - Antenna length.
Provided that Bh 4< 1 radian, this expression (10)
the width of the (level)

can be used to define

ground In the azimuth direction of the antenna:
(11)

w -R1h
where:

R - Distance from the antenna to the target.

This distance Is depicted in Figure 2.
tion Is shown In Figure 3.

Ground slope in the azimuth direc-

Figure 3 is a two-dimensional

plot of only

the xz-plane showing ground slope In the azimuth direction (p)
the simple geometry depicted In 2.
3.

added to

As can be seen by reference to Figure

is assumed that the beamwidth doesn't narrow appreciably on one

if it

side and expand appreciably on the other,
resolution cell

then the ground distance of the

In the azimuth directlon (when ground slope In the azimuth

direction Is present) can be specified simply as
ROh

h:co

(12)

cosp

Image resolution on the ground In the range direction (y-directlon),
i,

can be shown to be approximately:
CT

(13)

2s--n where:

c

Speed oF light;

0

Angle of incidence between antenna and local vertical;
A

T

Pulse length In a short-pulse radar system.

This distance Is also shown In Figure 2, but It can be seen best by
reference to Figure 4.
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Pulse-Length Resolution

If the assumption is made that RI and R2 are essentially parallel,
01

then

02 = 0 and It can be seen that:
(14)

22sin
where It should be obvious that the higher the altitude,

the shorter the

pulse length,

the better this

and the larger the angle of incidence (0),

approximation Is.
q.

Ground slope In the range-direction

is shown In Figure

This figure Is a plot of only the yz-plane showing qround slope in

the range direction (6) added to the simple geometry of Figures 2 and 4.
Reference to Figure 5 will show that the ground distance In the range
direction of a resolution cell

is given by

Aeference back to Figure 2 will show that the area (A) of the radar
resolution element Is approximated by
A

Ui
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(16

I - Length of the resolution cell

where:

In the range dimension

(Equation (15));

S- Width of the resolution cell In the azimuth direction
(Equation (12)).
This result (16)

is computationally efficient and is used In appli-

cations of the point scattering simulation method developed to date.
Alternative expressions for the resolution cell area can be developed
Including expressions which are exact.

However,

the computational ef-

ficiency of such expressions Is typically very much worse than that
possible through the use of Equation (16).
tic aperture system,

In a fully focused synthe-

the resolution in the azimuth direction

is given

for a flat earth model by D/2 where 0 is the physical antenna length.
Since the application of this model was intended for only a medium to
coarse resolution system,

the synthetic aperture system would logically

be incoherently averaged to reduce the image speckle.

That is,

if one

is modeling a 60 foot system, either a 120 foot antenna Is used (hardly
likely) giving one independent sample per cell or a much smaller antenna
is used and degraded to the appropriate final resolution.

Since film

is the final image medium and is equivalent to square law detection, the
incoherent averaging to a resolution a, is equivalent to a real aperture
system of that same resolution with ý--independent samples averaged.

This

is essentially what is done in the point scattering model in the final
greytone computation.
1.4.1.3

Alternate Method

Resolution Cell Size:

The preceding method for determining the size of a radar resolution
cell

is computationally efficient but Is a good estimator of the resolu-

tion cell size only for simulating narrow beamwidth,
radars over fairly even terrain.
between

short pulse length

It requires a one-to-one correspondence

radar resolution cells and ground truth data base points.
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This Is

accomplished by sampling the terrain reflectivity data once per resolution cell.
were flat

Sample spacing comes from modeling the ground as if
in the region of interest.

the earth

Then the relative elevation varia-

tions contained in the data base are used to correct the size of this
"flat-earth"

radar resolution cell via equation

area contributing to the return power,
of incidence for determining
scattering cross-section)

(16)

for determining the

and to determine the local angle

the value of backscatter

(oa-

differential

used for this.

An alternate method which is more accurate for determining
of a resolution cell
base)

from a digital ground truth data base

has been developed.

the size

(called data

This approach requires that the data base repre-

sent sampling of the terrain reflectivity categories and elevation variations on a finer scale than the radar resolution cell.

A good mininium

ratio for data base points to resolution cells is five

(5) in both the

range and azimuth directions.

then the follow-

When this Is

satisfied,

]

-

Ing method can be invoked for determining exactly which data base points
contribute

to the return power from each radar resolution cell, what
backscatter categories are physically present within the resolution cell
thereby allowing simulation of multiple categories
for determining such parameters as range,

of incidence,
Assume
beamwidth,

shadow,
it

layover,

per resolution cell,

size of the cell,

and

local angle

etc.

is desired to simulate the images produced by a narrow

short-pulse radar.

This Is not a restriction,

It

merely allows

us to specify the resolution element of one kind of radar in the range
CT

d!rection by,ý--where T is

the pulse length and c is the speed of light,

and in the azimuth direction by 1hR the half-power antenna beamwidth (6h)
multiplied times the range (R) to each resolution cell.
Assume also that
the data base rupresents much finer sampling of the terrain than the radar
resolution cell and that each point
tuple of range and azimuth location,
(XyzC),

respectively.

in the data base consists of the fourelevation,

For computational

and backscatter category

simplicity,

further assume

that the size of the resolution cell can be modeled as though It's
pendent

!,

In both range and azimuth directions.

.- . . . . .
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This is

not exact,

indebut is

a reasonable appFsoximation.

st

Figure 6 shows the typical geometry in the range direction for a
short - pulse radar system.' For such systems the range resolution Is
Figure 6 shows a terran profile with arcs of equal

specified by-.

range Increments of Y2.superimposed on it. The first return signal
it

Is desired to process Is that one labeled Ro and the last is labeled

RN.

Each succeeding arc is farther from the origin than the preceding

The ground distance between consecutive arcs
by CT (eg., R n R + £-).
Y,
6
5 2
represents the length on the ground of the resolution cell in the rangedirection or, alternatively,

the separation between the arcs specifies

which (and how many) data base points lie in the Increment.

The ground

distance between arcs (R5 , R6 ) is shown In the inset of Figure 6 and
Arcs (R5 , R6 ) can be seen to be specified as,

is labeled D6 ,

y2,

+ Z2

y2

+ Z2j 6

iJ5

IJ5
R6

R

2

5
(17)

R6
R + c

where the coordinate system Is set-up such that x

-

0, values for R and

5

R can be determined from system and mission parameters such as pulse

6

the (YIJ 5 Z1 j 5 )
(Z) coordinates of

altitude, near range angle or Incidence, etc.,

length,

Z 6 ) are the range (J) and elevation
In this scheme the data base
data base points satisfyinq the criteria.

and (Y.

Is oriented orthogonal

to the flight - direction so that the antenna

bore-sights down a column of constant azimuth (x

-

0) thereby allowing

variations only across range (Y = J) and In the elevation (Z) dimension.
It Is easily determined via equations (17)

Thus,
K,.

which data base

for a given azimuth column, are closest to where R5 and R6 Inter-

points,

sect the terrain profile. The data base points belonging (in the rangedirection) to resolution cell A6 are those plus the ones falling between
them. The ground distance in the range - direction for resolution cell
A6 can be approximated by the straight line connecting the points (Y 135 ,
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Z1J 6 ).

Z115 ) and (Y1 j 6,

ij

6
In general,

The length of that line (d 6 ) Is specified as:
ij5)2 + (Zl1J6

-

(18)

2

for a given azimuth column in the data base (I),

coordinates of the bounding points of resolution cell
specified as (x-0, Yijk-l'

(Ak)

the

can be

ZIJk-I) and (x-O, Yljk' ZlJk) where K Is used

to denote which radar resolution cell

Is being evaluated.

The appropriate

points can be selected from

!

Yjk-1
k-I *
+ ZJk-I
Z2jk "
m

(-9
(19)

2
N'
+Z 2
m R2
Uk + ijk
k

(20)

"R w Rk

(21)

k

k-

+cT

2
-(1

dik - •/(Yljkl"

YlJk-I)2

+

(Zik

" ZJkl-)Y

(22)

where the results are subscripted with an I to denote that these data
all come from a column of constant azimuth,
Figure 7 illustrates the geometry for a radar system employing a
narrow beamwidth antenna.

For such systems the half-power azimuth resolu-

tion Is specified by f hR.

Figure 7 shows the half-power contours plot-

ted in the (y,-h)-plane.

The terrain bounded In the range-direction by

the arcs

(R5 ,R6 ),

bs previously discussed,

by the half-power contorir Is shown.

and In the azimuth-direction

The half-power antenna contours de-

fine the azimuth extent of the radar resolution cell.
Previously, we located the data base points coinciding with the arcs

0( 5 9 R6 ) as (yIJ 5 0 ZU 5s) and (Y j6'
(x=0),

Z J6) for a particular azimuth column

Now we want to fix range at those points and search across rows

of azimuth (both in the + x-direction,

Increasing as well as decreasing I)

for the Intersection of the half-power antenna contour with the terrain.
The method Is straight forward.
Start with the data base point (X1 J 6

0 Yi 6, ZIJ 6 ), which Is the intersection point of R6 with the terrain (XIJ 6.0 ). Fix J * J6 so that YiJ6
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V
V

IK

will not be allowed to vary,

and test data base points In the -x-

of the J6 row (row of constant range ),

direction

We know that the Intersection of

the half-power contour with the terrain will be a distance (dLJ6) from
R6 as shown in Figure 7 and will be specified by

dLJ6

(23)

where RLJ6 is the range from the radar antenna to the terrain In the J6-th
azimuth data base row corresponding to the outer boundary of radar resolution cell

A6 .

We don't know RLI6 but we can find it and,

having done this,

determine where the half-power contour of the antenna pattern intersects
with the terrain.

To do this we test each data b=se point In the -x-direc-

tion (azimuth, or decreasing I).
Figure 7 shows that a vector (ViJ6) can be constructed from the radar
antenna

(0,0,0) to each data base point (Xij6, YIJ6'

(x1 1 6 )A + (Y1 j 6 )9 + (zi 16 )1

ViJ6
(X1 j 6 , YIj 6, Z1 J 6 )

where

ZIJ 6) as follows

u

6 0O)

(24)

Coordinates of each point to be tested;

(X,Y,Z) - Unit vectors in the X-,Y-,Z-directlons,
The magnitude

(XiJ

respectively.

of this vector iS Just the range (R) from the radar to

the ground
R

IVii 6

-

I/Xlj
6r-

(Ymij6Y

+ (Z(25)

Calculate the half-power distance (d-.6) this range would predict If
RLJ6

-

R in equation (23)

and compare to the distance

(dm)

from the R6 arc

to this point

dm

lx

J61

m- L,R

(26)

where the x-coordinate of the Intersection of the R6 arc with the terrain
is,

by definition,

equal to zero, and X J6 Is the x-coordinate of the point

being tested,
Subtract di (equation 25) from dLJ 6 (equation 23) and decide
whether the point under test represents the boundary of the antenna pattern
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as follows
If

dLJ6 - di > 0

test next point;

If

dLJ6 - di - 0

half-power contour point;

If

dLj6

outside the half-power contour point.

dI < 0

-

(27)

This test allows determination of the data base points and the
coordinates which define the boundary of the antenna pattern half-power
contour in the -x-directlon, call them (XL, ZL).
Repeat the test In the
+X-direction (increasing

I) for determinat!on of the data base points

which define the boundary on that side, call them (XR,
In this way It Is easily determined via equations
points,

for a given row of range (J)

ZR).
(27) which data base

In the date base, are closest to

where the antenna pattern half-power contours, In 30th the + x-directlon
(i), Intersect the terrain. The data base points belonging (in the azimuth
direction) to resolution cell A6 are those plus the ones falling between
them. The ground distance In the azi.iuth-dlrection can be approximated by
I(XR5

di

d16

XL
5 )2 + (ZR

R5.

1

L5

-

ZL5

(28)

R

XC
L6 )2 + (ZR6 - ZL6) 2

6

-

ILU

In general, for a given range row In the date base (k), the coordinates of the bounding points of resolution cell (J) can be specified from
dmJk
R-

m - L,R

R

-

2

CXm lk)2

+ (y

Xmjlk
d.

mjk

)2 + (Z

)2

mjk

IXj]

m=L,R

(29)

mLR(9
mmL,R

and the test

I:k

if

dmjk

-

di > 0

test next point;

If

dmjk

-

di W 0

half-power contour point;

if

dmjk - d1 < 0

(30)

outside half-power contour point;

where maL,R.
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The distance across the cell at each edge can be specified by

d lk "
If it

(XRK-

XLK),

+ (ZRK

-

ZLK-)2

(31)

Is desired to determine the area represented by the radar

resolution cell

Instead of simulating multiple categories within the cell,

this can be accomplished
from the trapezoidal
tions (29),

(30),

in many ways.

One way is

to calculate the area

shade described by successive applications of equa-

and

(31)

for both range edges of a resolution cell.

Another way is to find the azimuth extent only for the middle of the resolution cell

(eg.,

for the point (

the distance across the cell

s

ijj

, Z1 1 )).

If

we do this,

(32)

This situation

The area of the resolution cell
A

call

In the ailmuth direction SI where

d (k+•(kl-)

as given by equatior, (31).

in Figure 8.

is given by

(33)

ik]i

d lk ' Given by Equatlon

(22);

s

(32).

,, Given by Equation

(Ak)

is deolcted

s

u d

k
where:

+ Y'ik-i

In terms of the coordinates of the bounding points,

this can be re-

written as:

(34)
Ak
where:

m4

(vijkyik. )2 + (zijkzijk

xLK)2 + (ZKK

ZLK)2

Ak is the area of the kth resolution cell,

This expression for the area of a resolution cell
to the real area but
But,

[(RK -

)2

it

for this expression

is again an approximation

Isn't as gross as the approximation of Equation (16).
to be reasonably accurate,

It

is nc,.essary that the

slope of the terrain not change much in either the range or azimuth directions
from that calculated

for the center of the cell.
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Figure 8.
Resolution Cell with Arbitrary Slope (Plane Facet)
Figure 8 shows an Illustration of the idealized resolution cell.

It can

be seen that the cell is modeled as a plane facet having sides of length
From the geometry of Figure 8 It can be

and, thus, area Ak.

dik and s

shown that the local angle of Incidence (6L)
*

where:

M cos'I

P[PaNx

is given by

(Dot Product)

(35)

P a Unit vector pointing from the center of the resolution cell
through the antenna boresight;
N

-

Unit vector normal to the resolution cell.

Also, It can be seen that the unit normal is given by
N
xyz

where:

(36)

dik

s
-

Ilk -*y+ (tan6)z - "Tilt" In the range direction;
"Tilt" in the azimuth direction.

sj = x + (tanp)z

P
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This important result was derived previously

It Is Important because

,

the point scattering simulation model basically uses empirical backscatter
data to model the electromagnetic properties of the ground and these data
are a function of the effective local angle of incidence (0o) of each patch
of ground,

resolution cell,

with respect to the antenna.

These results can be extetnded to cases requiring finer resolution
than the fundamental
Basically,

limits Imposed by the resolution cell concept.

they involve terrain prufile following In two dimensions.

"Instantaneous"
the ranges,

(much smaller) resolution cells can be determined and

areas, and angles of Incidence can be calculated.

data can be used to determine the "instantaneous"
each little resolution cell.

These dato,

power and phase from

power, and phase,

added Appropriately (as in synthetic aperture radar).
approaches can be used successfully.

However,

ulation and data base construction become.

can then be

Or, many other

as a qeneral

more precisely the terrain profile Is followed,

These

rule, the

the more expensive sim.'

For these reasons,

most

data bases, and thus simulations produced from the point scattering
method,

are made using as many simplifying assumptions as possible.
Validity of Differential Scattering Cross-Section Concept

1.4.2
1.4.2.1

Explanation of Empirical

no Data

The point scattering radar imaqe simulation riethod uses both empirical
backscatter data (differential scatterinq cross-section,
results to model the radar return from terrain.

a0 ) and theoretical

Empirical data (ao)

are

used wherever possible because the return from terrain Is very complex
and extremely difficult to model theoretically,

These empirical o" data

are taken from an extensive agricultural/soil mositure bank under development

1 Holtzman,

J,

C., V. H. Kaupp,

R. L, Martin,

E. E. Komp,

and V. S. Frost,

"Radar Image Simulation Project:
Development of a General Simulation Model and an Interactive Simulation Model, and. Sample Resulti,"
TR 234-13, Remote Sen%ing Laboratory, The University of Kansas, February, 1976.
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This data bank consists of o measureat the Remote Sensing I.aboratory
ments stratified by frequency, polarization, soil moisture, agricultural
type, plant height, and growing season. It Is the availability of this
data bank which has made possible the wide raiige of applications for
which the point scattering method has been used. Supplementary data
have been taken from the literature and theoretical models have been
examined to extend and extrapolate the available empirical a* data to
other frequencies, polarizations, scattering categories, dnd look directions. To complete the other side of a circular argument, the successful
simulation of radar images by the point scattering method speaks eloquently
for the great value of empirical data banks and argues emphatically for a
greater effort to build these data banks. Availability of such data banks
will to a large extent determine the applications for which radar Image
If there are large programs waitsimulation can be used In the future.
Ing in

the wings, so to speak, to use simulation, a o° data collection
program needs to be started to measure the differential scattering crosssections of the various scattering categories experted to be in the terrain
envelope or which this program will operate.
The radar return from terrain varies with a large number of parameters
of both the radar system and the properties (dielectric and geometric)
of the terrain. These parameters Interact to produce the radar return
from each portionof the ground. Some of the more Important oF these parameters are listed in Table 1. These parameters and their interactions
must be modeled accurately in order to simulate the radar return from
terrain. The model used to describe the ground parameter interaction
is the differential scattering cross-section (oa) rather than the total
cross-section (a) used for discrete targets. The differential scatter-

Bush, T. F. and F. T. Ulaby, "Fadinq Characteristics of Panchromatic
Radar Backscatter from Selected Agricultural Tarqets,'' IEEE Trans.
Geoscl. Electron., Vol. GE-13, October 1976, pp. 149-157.
10 Peake, W, H., and T, L. Oliver, "The Response of Terrestrial Surfaces at
Microwave Frequencies", Technical Report AFAL-TR-70-301, Air Force
Avionics Laboratory, Wright Patterson AFB, May, 1971.
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Table 1.

A.

Radar System/Ground

Return

Interaction

Pa.'ameters

Radar System Parameters
1.

Transmitted Power;

2.

Wavelength of Illuminating Energy;

3.

Polarization of

4.

Illuminated Area (Related to the duration of the pulse

Illuminating Energy;

of illuminating energy and the geometry of the tran-mit/
receive antenna);
5.
B.

Direction of the Illuminating Energy,

Ground Return Parameters
I.

Complex PermittivIty (Conductivity and permittivity);

2.

Roughness of Surface Relative to Wavelength of Illuminating Energy;

3.

Roughnass of Subsurface

to Depth where Amplitude of

Illum-

Inating Energy Is Attenuated to Negligible Amount;
4.

Shape and Orientation of Surface and Subsurface Structure
Relative to Wavelength and Direction of
Energy.

5

Illuminating

I
ing cross-section

Is normally used because it

in6opendent of the area of illumination.

describes the radar return

The total cross-section

terrain varies with the area of illumination.

For the most part,

(a) for
the

total cross-section is used for discrete targets which, at normal radar
ranges, are smaller than the resolution element of the radar.
For
discrete targets,
a

a is a reasonable model.

For terrain,

tKe variation of

with the area of illuminatton makes a an intractable model

electromagnetic properties of the ground.
cross-section

The differential

for the

scattering

(ao0 is defined to he a description of the radar return

per unit area thereby eliminating dependence of the groudd model
area of illumination.

Use of o°

on the

is necessary to make radar image simu-

lation of terrain tractable
1.4.2.2

Application of Empirical a

to Distributed Targets

The point scattaring model for radar

Image simulation has been de-

veloped to be specifically applicable to simulation of the radar return
from terrain.

The model

ulation forte.

is not limited to terrain,

in particular,

the model

terrain Is

is especially applicable to ter-

rain which can be modeled as collections of homogeneous
lorge compared with the radar
areas,

etc.

regionF which are

resolution element such as fields,

Such areas are called distributed targets.

targets as the model for the terrain,

forested

With distributed

the point scattering simulation

model

reduces to the particularly simple form of Equation

1.4.

This simplification of the model

Ing to the use of Equation (7)

Its sim-

(5); Section

is produced by the arguments

;nstead of either (8) or (9),

Section

lead1.4.1.1,

"Note:

rhis discussion does not Imply that the power received at the
antenna which was reradiated from the terrain is Independent of tnw
area of Illumination.
In fact, the return power is proportional to
the summation of the differential scattering cross-section multiplied
by the differential area of each scattering center (P aN
What
th;s discussion means, Instead, is that one degree of freedot, (dimension) has been removed by the use of oa Instead of a in the ground
return model.
Specifically, oa is independent of item AM listed in
Table 1.
However, this dependence Is properly accounted for by the
point scattering radar image simulption model; see Section 1.3.1.1.
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for the equation governing the radar system and ground Interaction
Those arguments will not be repeated here.

problem.

Only the salient

points of Interest are discussed.
The notions of homogeneity of the distributed targets and their
size compared to a radar resolution cell are Important.

With these

qualifications and the statistical property of random location in the
ground cell of a large number of scattering centers, an average value
of the differential

scattering cross-section can be used (instead of the

actual oa value for each scattering center within the resolution cell).
The importance of these requirements are immediately obvious upon noting
that all empirical oa values contained in the RSL data bank and most
reported in the literature have been measured in accordance with these
properties.
a° of all

They (the empirical data)

represent the average value of

the scattering centers located within a homogeneous region

which Is larger than the resolution element of the measuring radar system.
For this very Important reason, empirical differential

scattering cross-

section data are an exceptionally good model of the radar return from
terrain for radar Image simulation.
The empirical data are valid representations of the radar return from terrain until one of the necessary
assumptions (homogeneity,

cell size, number of scatterers,

scatterers)

This means that empirical data can be used for

is violated.

I

placement of
1

simulation over an extremely wide range of radar systems and terrain
types.

For a number of cases where one or more of the necessary conditions

is violated,

an evaluation of the radar system ground properties,

use of the simulated image may show that it

and

is reascnable to use empirical

data to approximate the scattering properties of the jcene.

Other situa-

tions may show that cleverness of implementation of the simulation model
will allow use of empirical data where it otherwise would be unsuttable.
These comments aside, the point to be made is that empirical a0 data are
exactly the right model to use for the ground radar returns from the
scenes to which the point scattering radar imaqe simulation model is best
applied.

No general rules have yet been identified which relate resolu-

tion cell size or homogeneity,

number,

and placement of scatterers to

the suitability of using empirical data for the ground return model.

..

5I

2

This is not to say that empirical data are a panacea for the radar
image simulation problem.

It is not reasonable to expect to measure

for all possible combinations of frequency,
types,

seasonal variations,

problem are too large.

polarizations,

growing seasons,

In addition,

o

scattering

etc.; the dimensions of the

variations In calibration techniques
0

used by different researchers results In variations In the accuracy of 0
reported in the literature.
Theoretical scattering models are very much
a necessity to extend and extrapolate the data that are measured to other
conditions,
1.4.2.3 Accuracy of Empirical oI Data
One final question needs to be examined In this discussion of the
validity of using differential
radar ground return:

scattering cross-section data to model the

The question of accuracy of the empirical data.

This

is a very difficult question to assess because there are rarely clear and
unambiguous definitions of accuracy.
results to be realistic,

Certainly,

for radar Image simulation

the a' data must be accurate.

means two different things:

But accurate here

(1) Accuracy of the empirical data,

of specification of the scattering tYnes in the scene.

(2)

accur-

The first type

of accuracy Is the one of Importance tn this discussion.

The second type

Is controllable by the exercise of care i'nbeing meticulous in specifying
terrain types and boundaries when ground truth date bases are built as
well as acquiring good nround truth when empirical n0 data were nrininally
collected.

This accuracy of specification of the scattering categories

in the data base Is directly related to the time, effort, and resources
expended to construct each dnta base.
The question of the accuracy of the empirical data is another matter.
Generally,

accuracy can be separated Into two part:

accuracy.

Relative accuracy Is here considered to be represented by the

Relative and absolute

bias error (offset) between the measured value and true value of

solute error is considered to be the statistical
sthred data.

With these definitions

In mind,

o,0 Ab-

fluctuations of the mea-

then,

the relative error

would be the difference between the mean value (central tendency) curve

:•
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and true value curve while the absolute error would be the variation of
each average value from the central tendency.
On the assumption that, given the definitions,

the absolute error

of the empirical data Is strictly less than the error of specificatton
of scattering types and boudarles In the data base,
On the other hand,

Is insignificant.

this type of error
If

relative error is significant.

all empirical data used in the simulation of a scene were measured b,
the same system,

then the relative error could be easily calibrated out
or,

of the simulated Image,
could be safely Ignored.

If a calibrated Image Is not necessary,

it

If empirical data collected by different systems

are mixed to produce a simulated Image,

It will be necessary to evaluate

the results against some standard having the proper radar parameters
such as a real

image of a scene containing the suspected categories.

This comparison can be used to identify empirical data sets having bias
errors.

These bias errors can then be traced to the source and the mat-

ter resolved.

this evaluation of ao data has been done for

In fact,

some of the empirical data sets used to produce simulated radar images
In the work reported in this document.
Therefore,

It needs to be reiterated that empirical differential

scattering cross-section data together with theoretical scattering
studies form a very good model for the microwave electrogmagnetic properties of the ground.

Absolute Accuracy of co

Relative errnrs can be either removed by cal-

to data base-accuracy.
ibration,

Is insignificant compared

or safely Ignored for some applications,

or identified and

corrected.

IV
-
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f.4,3

Validity of the Data Base Concept

The point scattering radar image simulation model is ideally suited
For implementation on the ditgital computer. This Implementation of the
model explicitly means that a continuous process (operation ot imaging
radar) is being approximated by a discrete process (simulation by digital
The ramifications of this approximation must be evaluated on
computer).
a simulation by simulation basis.
Short-pulse-length imaging radars are continuous processes. A short
pulse of energy traveling at the speed of light and having a wavelength in
the microwave portion of the electromagnetic spectrum is radiated to the
ground confined by a directional antenna to Illuminate only a narrow strip.
This beam of energy is confined in the azimuth direction by the physical
width of the antenna and in the range direction by the length of the pulse.
A fraction of this energy Is reradlated from the ground back to the antenna.
The receiver processes the received energy by the time of arrival; the
energy reradiated from closer features will be received and processed
The output
sooner than the energy from features which are farther away.
of the receiver is a video signal which represents the intensity profile
versus time (and, thus, distance) of the energy reradlated from the
ground. This video signal can be used to Intensity modulate the electron
beam of a cathode ray tube (CRT) for a real aperture system and the
radar Image can be built pulse by pulse. The process Just described
Is continuous in the range direction and Is discrete In the azimuth
direction. Each pulse of energy illuminates the entire length of the
swath being Imaged In the range direction. The reradlated energy
returning from a given range sweep is continuously processed versus
time and the resultant video signal represents one sweep across the
CRT (one range sweep),
The width in the azimuth direction of each
2,

range sweep Is defined by the physical length of the directional
antenna,
Entire scenes are built up of the range sweeps corresponding to
a large number of Individual pulses as the aircraft (or satellite) carryIng the raear moves across the scene. The rate at which individual pulses
are transmitted, received, and processed Is known as the PRF (Pulse
The PRF together with the velocity of the vehicle
Repetition Frequency).
defines the number of samples per unit distance (number of range sweeps)
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In the azimuth direction which are collected.

The sampling rate is nor-

mally quite high meaning that the vehicle moves only a very small Incremental distance between pulses (range sweeps) and the scene is thus
over-sampled. This Is the process which Is being modeled by Lhe point
scattering simulation method.
(To simulate a SAR - Synthetic Aperture
Radar - the appropriate steps would be taken to achieve sufficient
azimuthal sampling.)
The basic simulation model hinges around the concept of a minimum
resolution element.

For short-pulse radars,

the minimum resolution

distance in the range direction Is defined to be proportional

to the

length of the transmitted pulse of energy.
For narrow beamwldth radars,
real or synthetic, the minimum resolution distance In the azimuth
direction Is defined to be proportional to the physical length of the
antenna.
The minimum resolution element, or cell, is then defined to
be the area on the ground described by the product of these two resolution distances (range x azimuth) 5. This concept of a resolution cell
relates to real Imaging radars and Insofar as the pulse length is short
and the antenna beamwidth narrow,
good approximation to reality.

the resolution cell concept is a

The resolution cell concept lends

Itself very nicely to the problem of modeling a real, continuous, process.
The specific details of calculating the cell size for simulation
purposes were discussed in previous sections

(1.4.1.2 and 1.4.1.3).

Having discussed the validity of using resolution cells to properly
model the operation of real Imaging radars, It is now necessary to discuss
the ramifications of modeling the scene as a collection of discrete cells.
Recall that the point scattering model Is ideally suited to simulate the
radar returns from distributed terrain.
This means that the terrain is
modeled as consisting of homogeneous regions which are larger than the
radar resolution cell.

Given this as the situation,

then it can be seen

that it is entirely reasonable to model the terrain as discrete cells so
long as each cell is at least as small as the radar resolution cell.
If
either condition is not met for specific cases (terrain can be modeled

dReeves,

R. G.,

A. Anson,

and David Landen,

Manual of Remote Sensing, Vol.
I, Chapter 9, American Society of Photociraitietry, Fall1 Church, Virginia.
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as homogeneous regions, and resolution cell is smaller than an homogeneous region) then the point scattering simulation method may not be
applicable for those cases. However, a case-by-case evaluation will
show whether It is reasonable to go ahead and use the model to approximate the actual situation, or to modify the model,

or to salvage the

situation in some other way.
Over the range of resolutions that the basic model and supporting
data (a") are valid,

It Is reasonable to model the ground as a matrix

of Independent homogeneous regions which are at least as small as the
resolution cell of the radar being simulated.

This matrix of data Is

called a ground truth data base and includes (at least) the scattering
type, and position and elevation for each cell.

This simple model of the

ground (ground truth data base) works well over the middle range of radar
resolutions.
In this range, the resolution cell size is sufficiently
small that the scene Is adequately sampled to permit complete visual restoration of the scene.

It needs to be emphasized that complete visual

restoration means that the simulated scene has data points spaced close
enough relative to the wavelength of the transmitted energy and relative
to changes In the terrain that the resultant Image "looks'" continuous
Just as does a real radar Image of the same scene.

Toward either extreme of

resolution (either very fine or very coarse) this model breaks down.
At the coarse resolution extreme, the sampling of the scene becomes
spaced too far apart and the simulated radar Image takes on a very blocky
appearance.

The answer to this problem Is to make each element of the
ground truth data matrix smaller than the size of the radar resolution
cell and then combine the returns from (weighted by antenna pattern) an
appropriate number of cells to make up a resolution cell.
This approach
was utilized to great effect In Section (4.0) and,
for simulating any resolution radar.
resolution,

in fact, can be used

At the other extreme,

very fine

the problems of constructing a data base with the requisite

fineness become enormous,

And, at the far extreme,

the model

begins

to breakdown because one or more of the basic tenets are violated; for
Instance,

the number of Independent scattering centers In a resolution

cell become too few for Equation (7) to be valid.
But, for the vast majority of cases, the concept of modeling the ground by a ground truth
data matrix remains valid.
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1.4.4

Validity of the RadarReceiver Model

As was previously stated, the point scattering radar image simulation model was derived from the closed system model consisting of ground
radar system, and image medium.

scene,

The dleiertrlc properties of the

ground are essentially modeled by the differential scattering cross-section
(Section 1.4.2) and the location, elevation, and scattering type of each
point on the ground are modeled by a ground truth data matrix (Section
1.4.3). The radar system and ground property parameter Interactions are
modeled by the radar equation (Section 1.4.1). The next step is to model
the actual transfer function of the radar receiver It Is desired to
simulate.

Once this step is performed and the receiver transfer function

Is Incorporated Into the software Implementation of the basic point scattering model, the model is then designed for a specific application. For
the purposes of this report It was assumed that the receiver transfer
function was linear. That Is, It was assumed that the average power returned to the antenna terminals as calculated by the radar equation differs from the power out of the receiver only by a constant which can be
seen to be a scaling factor. Another way of saying this same thing Is
that the Intensity (I) out of the receiver Is given by:
I
where:

(37)

HP

PR " Value of the return power referenced to Lhe antenna
terminals (F.quation (2) or (3));
M - Constant - Receiver transfer function (same as M in Equation

(5),
This simple model most certainly Is not exact,

But,

for the work

reported here It was an unnecessary additional expense of computational
complexity and computer costs to model, explicity, the receiver transfer
function.
Incorporation of a real receiver transfer function would
be very straightforward.
No significant degradation of these results

3',

was caused by using a linear model for the receiver.

In fact, the

receiver transfer function really only becomes important where the recelver significantly departs from linearity.
64
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For the most part,

the results reported here were produced for 20 dB of the center portion
of the dynamic range normally available

in an Imaging radar.

region where the linearity assumption Is most valid.

This is the

To take the argument

one step farther, a real receiver transfer function becomes Important in
e~ther highly non-ilnear receivers (or those portions of their dynamic
range) or in cases where it

is necessary to produce calibrated,

simulated

radar Images with a specified absolute accuracy.
1.4.5 Validity of the Image Medium Model
Discussion of the image medium will complete this discussion of the
limitations, and constraints of the point scattering

assumptions,

radar image simulation model.

This Is the final portion of the closed

The basic model can be
system model referenced In Section (1.4.4).
set-up for any Imaging medium. But, the model reported in Equation (5)
Is set-up for film to be the final product.
This Is a very reasonable
imaging medium In the light of the fact that all the results reported
In this report are photographs.
The basic properties of rilm
and the relationship of film to power are taken from Goodman3 . The
Intensit, (I) of the radar signal out of the recniver is related to the
density (D) of silver grains In the emulsion of film by:
D
where:

*

(38)

ylogloI + log, 0k

Y =Film gamma - Transfer function of film;
k - A positive constant which depends upon the exposure time and on
the film processing and development.

With the result of Section ( 1.4.4),

the radar receiver transfer

function (M) can be incorporated Into Equatiton (38) by using Equation (37)
and substituting for the Intensity (I) as follows:
D

rioodman,

Ylog 1 0 Tr + ylog oM + logok

J. W.,

"Introduction

to Fourier Optics,"' McGraw-Hill,
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(39)

inc.

1968.

This relationship Is true only In the linear portion of the transfer funcThis condition is easily met by scaling

tion of film,

the return power

to the linear portion of the dynamic range of the Film, and by bracketIng each scene with a sufficient number of exposures to Insure that a
good one was taken.
A penalty

Is Imposed on the model by the selection of ordinary film

as the Image medium.

The dynamic range of film Is something less than

20 dB while the dynamic range of a typical
dB and possibly as much as 80 dB,
medium,

scene of terrain may be 60

Obviously, with film as the image

at most 20 dB of this range Is attainable.

The 20 dB of Inter-

est can be selected by proper adjustment of various constants in the
model.

(eg.,

GR,

g,

and the return power from a point: Equation 5).

For present purposes,

the model

Intersity out of the radar receiver
In the film emulsion is

reasonable.

Implemented relating the detected
to the density of the silver grains
Any other Imaging medium can be

used with the point scattering model providing
function Is

the appropriate transfer

Incorporated.
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2.0

SLAR SIMULATION AND VALIDATION
The purpose of this section Is two-fold:

(1)

Enumeration and des-

cription of the activities at RSL within the contract year resulting In
simulation of side-looking airborne radar Images, and (2) Validation, both

L

quantitative and qualitative, of the point scattering method and its software Implementation.

The scope of the work Is limited to two validation
scenes (simulated radar Images), produced from two sets of flight parameters,
one radar system model,

and two data base sites.

Real

Imagery purchased

solely for the validation task was obtained In a SLAR format (Soodyear,
model number APD-IO, synthetic aperture radar, resolution 10 feet by 15 feet),
The effort Involved in
but not for PPI (Plan-Position Indicator) format.
SLAR validation is

thus a one step process (i.e.,

to the real radar Imagery).

compare the simulated

The result of the validation will be discussed

later In Subsection 2.5.
2.1

Work Plan
The successful completion of the SLAR tasks depended upon several

inLerrelated activities:

(1) Selection of a sultable terrain slte; (2)

Production of a data base; (3)

Formation of a sufficient catalogue of

empirical Or theoretical ground return data (C0 );
refinement of the digital
and (5)

(4)

Development and

Implementation of the point scattering method;

Simulation of radar imagery.
The first category of work., selection of a test site, depended upon

the satisfaction of several criteria by the site. Since the validation
was envisioned to consist of a comparison between real and simulated imagery,
it was krnown that the flight and system parameters of the real and simulated radars should coincide to the greatest degree possible.
The foremost criteria for the selection process naturally became:
(I) Real radar
Imagu data of the test site must exist; (2) The test site should be representative of a wide variety of radar categories;

(3) Elevation and plani-

rietric date should be obtainable; (4) A resource for ;dentifying the radar
categories within the planlmetry map must exist (e,.g., aerial photograph);
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and (5)

Empirical differential scattering cross-section data (or theoretical

scattering models) for the categorized scattering types within the test site
should be available.
The Pickwick Dam site met the criteria (1) through
(4),

and was selected for the year's efforts.

logue of differential

Though an insufficient cata-

scattering cross-section data waE found to exist in

the RSL data bank for the categories within the Pickwick site,
was resolved lby appeal to the literature, theory,

empirical data, and in part by Intuition.

this problem

and extrapolation of

Although the current catalogue

of a data is considered far from the most desirable set, it has allowed
experimentation and validation to proceed with good results.
Prior to Initiation of efforts toward the second task, production
of a data base,

the real radar system being used for validation was considered. For verification purposes the system, resolution and flight
parameters of the real radar were being mimicked to a reasonable extent.
However, simulating the very fine resolution of the real radar was regarded
to be computationally and time-wise unwieldy and neither elevation nor planimetric data were available at the resolution of the APD-10 system.

The un-

known factor Involved in construction of the data base was the number of
data points whose properties should be combined to determine the properties
of a resolution cell. The decision was made to take full advantage of the
available elevation data (a rectangular grid matrix with a resolution In
both dimensions of 6.25 meters or 20.51 feet).
The simulated resolution
was chosen to be 60 feet x 60 feet so the planimetric detail In the ground
truth data base was designed to be fine enough so that the simulated imagery
would contain the same category Information that would appear In Imagery
gathered by an actual 60 foot resolution system.

The matrix method of sym-

bolically representing terrain for simulatlun purposes Is a discrete sampling,
and the digital simulation of radar Imagery is a reconstruction process.
Future studies must determine the sampling Interval needed for the terrain
properties of elevation and backscatter response.

Tho lower bound of data

1 1 Abbott,

J, L., R. L. Martin, M. McNeil, V. H, Kaupp, and J. C. Holtzman,
"Backscatter Data for the Digital Radar Image Simulation of the Pickwick,
Alabama Site," TR 319-7, Remote Sensing Laboratory, The University of
Kansis, February, 1977. Included In Appendix G, Vol, II, ETL TR-0118.

h'Note the use of square resrlution cells, Independent of radar range.
assumption is oxplalned in Section 1,4.1.3,

This
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point density has not been determined,

but it has since been observed that

the current practice of using approximately nine data points per resolution
cell is more than adequate, based on the quality of simulated Images.

With

the expectation that 6.25 meter data base resolution woula be fine enough
for the ultimate goal of simulating a 60 foot resolution system, the production of the data base resumed.
Elevation data stored on computer-compatible digital magnetic tapes
were obtained from ETL.

Extraction of the radar planimetry data from maps

12

and aerial photographs was pursued.

This effort consisted of delineation

and categorization of homogeneous areas (at microwave rrequencies) of the
test site.

Both cultural targets (those Incapable for various reasons of

being characterized by a differential scattering cross-section) and areaextensive,

"distributed" targets were Identified.

planimetry and data was organized
with the elevation data.

A digitized form of the

Into a two-dimensional matrix compatible

The digital13planimetry and elevation matrices were

merged and stored on magnetic tapes.

The Information contained on the

tapes is referred to as the ground truth date base because the matrix
describes both the geometric and electromagnetic properties of the terrain
(in sampled, discrete form),

and the point scattering method uses only this

Information about the terrain to describe the "radar version" of the scene.
Simultaneously, goals (3) and (4) were achieved, that Is, the microwave reflectivity data were gathered and the Implementation software was
refined.

The majority of a

data deemed useful was generated at RSL, where
4
an extensive agriculture/soil moisture data bank exists. The resources for
theoretical scattering models were also found at RSL.
The computer package
which was produced by the Kansas simulation group was structured for computational and trouble-shooting efficiency.
The point scattering method
embodied in the programs is general
model,

in the sense that for any radar system

any flight parameters and any ground truth data base,

12 Davison,

E.,

V. H. Kaupp,

J.

C. Holtzman,

"Increased

imagery can

Resolution of Plani-

metric Data Base: Pickwick Site'", TR 319-21. Remote Sensing Laboratory
The University of Kansas, March, 1977.
Included In Appendix E, Vol. II,
FTL TR-0118.
13 Komp, E., J.L. Abbott, V.H. Kaupp, J.C. Holtzman, "Improved Resolution Digital Ground Truth Data Base: Pickwick Site", TR 319-21,
Laboratory, The University of Kansas, August, 1977.

Remote Sensinq

Bush, T.F0 and F.T. Ulaby, "Fading Characteristics of Panchromatic Radar
Backscatter from Selected Agricultural Targets," IEEE Trans. Geoscl.
Electron., Vol. GE-13, October 1976, pp. 149-157,
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be generated.

In an operational environment,

it

is advantageous to adapt

the general simulation package to the specific application.
To accomodate
a certain radar and data base, the computer software can be greatly slmolifled,

resulting in time and cost savings.
Upon the successful achievement of the goals (1) through (4), the
remaining goal was to produce simulated Imagery In the form of strip maps
and to Judge Its performance.
Within the test site two large swaths were
"imaged" by the simulated radar, and these areas correspond exactly to two
swaths imaged by the real radar for which Imagery was purchased.
The
simulation process consists of running the computer programs and supplying
the ground truth data base as an Input which Is read into the computer.
The
final output of the computer programs Is a magnetic tape containing "Image
data''.

The images produced are reported

in Subsection 2.5 in addition to

the validation Imagery and brief analyses.
2.2

SLAR Validation Data Base
A ground truth data base was constructed of the topographic area In

the states of Tennessee,

Mississippi,

and Alabama for a square

centered on the northwest corner of the Power House Building at the Pickwick Landing Dam across the Tennessee river.
After specification of the
test site and radar system parameters, rOLirce data were acquired from which
tOn ground truth data base could be built. Construction of the data base
was separated Into two halves.

The first half was acquisition of elevation
data which accurately modeled the relief present in the topography of the
test site.

The second half was construction of a feature map which accurately

represented the geometry and radar return (dielectric) properties of the
objects and features, natural and man-made, present In the test site. The
cunstruction details of making this data base for SLAR validation are discussed In Section 5.

These details will not be repeated here.

Within the boundaries of the ground truth data base were several
swaths imaged by the APD-1O radar.
For verification purposes some of the
terrain common to the Imagery and data base was used as the SLAR validation
base with which radar simulations were produced.
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two areas were chosen for validation of

From this larqr.' dnta base,

the point saLtering m~ethod and it,, computer implementation.
and t0 illustrate

with the appropriate dimensions,

the terrain of interest,

distances to ground tracks and altitudes

Figures 9

included.

SLAR Simulation Model

2.3

Cognizant of the purpose (validation) and scope
two data base test sites, two radar

flight paths)

(one radar system,

of the SLAR task,

the

members of the simulation group adapted the general point scattering model
in the simulation solt qare (without affecting the basic

through alterationtheory).

A special

simulation computer program was grnerated for each radar

flight parameters were Incorporated Into
I1.4
the program for each swath); a copy of one version is reported In Volume
look direction

(i.e.,

the specific

is a subjective comparison of

The outlined method of validation
real

(APD-lO)

freqluency,

and simulated imagery,

polarization,

be dup!'cated

(Io effect)

thus

it

receiver transfer

is onderstandable that the

Function and Image medium should

by the simulated system.

Both the real and simulated
polarization.

systems operate at X-band with HH (transmlt/recelve)
near range-to-far range power difference correctiun
is accomplishe'd by aotennapattern weighting
2

sec u, where 0 Is the incidence angle.
was set to be a constant,

in the

The

for both side-looking systems
vertical dimensio'i

by

The azimuth antenna gain function

which may be assumed for a very narrow beamwldth,

for example the synthetic beamwldth of a focused SAR.
process which is of great

One aspect of the validation

the shape of resolution cells for the real

and simulated

Interest

Imagery.

is

The

3imulation programs implement the scanning of the data base such that no
sidelobe effects are accounted for.
widen with Increasing

range, which

real

Rather,

aperture radar.

14 Martin,

R. L.,

J.

L. Abbott,

Also,

the azimuth resolution does not

is opposed to the case for the standard

the simulated radar takes on the appearance,

M. McNeil,

V. H. Kaupp,

and J.

C. Holtzman,

"Digital Model For Radar Imaqe Simulation and Results," TR 319-8 Renmte
Included
Sensing Laboratory, The University of Karnsas, August, 1976.
in Appendix I, Vol.11, ETL TR-0118.
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and produces

Imagery that has SAR

(Synthetic Aperture Radar)

The resolution cells are rectangular,

qua]lties.

similar to the synthetic aperture

case where the synthetic beamwidth narrows as 1/R so that the azimuth
resolution does not degrade with range.
which are a natural
aperture,

The contribution of sidelobes,

consequence of any antenna,

whether real

are not Included as a first order effect

may be Irmplemented
by 15 Feet

later.

respectively),

has 60 feet x 60 feet resolution.
from the real

Large ireas of homogeneous

in the simulation but

The resolution of the APD-1O radar is

(azimuth by range,

be dis,:erned

or synthetic

whereas the simulated radar

Therefore,

imagery that will
radar categories

10 feet

a great deal of detail
be absent

may

In the simulation.

siould be similar between

the two sets of imagery daspite resolution discrepancies.
The transfer

function of the optical processing of the real radar

signal film has not been modeled.

The return signal

and phmse on signal film and optically processed
the h111h resolution characteristics.
power which is
receiver.

Signal

to retain

in the ntodeied linear

is directly propor-

The gross radar phenomena are equiv-

alent for the real and simulated systems,
(slant range mode),

SAR)

The simulated radar records only

the magnitude of the video signal

tional to the average ,eturn power.

cnmpression

(focused

the output of the square law detector

Thus,

Is stored as voltage

e.g.,

layover,

shadow,

range

and scattering behavior of the terrain.

fadlng and multipath which are apparent

also phenomena comnnn to any rad,'

imagery but

in SAR imagery are

the extent to which they

are Osible in Imagery depends upon the resolution of the system (governIng the amount of averaging)

and of course upon the number of scatterers

in the resolution cell,
Signal

fading has been

implemented in the simulation to model

the

9 ; however, due to
statistical fluctuations of the average return power
-rrost,

V. S., J. L. Abbott, V. H. Kaupp, J. C. Holtzman, "Derivation of
the General Fading Characteristics fnr Radar Imaqe Synthesis and Analysis,'
TR-319-23, Roemote Sensing Laboratory, The University of Kansas, Sept,
1977.
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the number of independent samples averaged,

its presence Is less notice-

able than in the real radar imagery.
The radar platform was modeled as traveling at a uniform velocity
and remaining stable throughout the flight (no yaw, pitch and roll
problems).
The compensation for flight variations In the real Imagery
is accounted for in-flight, so the comparison should remain %alld with
the aspects
count.

(flight parameters) of the overall problem taken Into ac-

In the two validations being presented,

altitudes,

the simulation and real

near range distances and swath widths have been assured to

be equivalent.
The dynamic range and contrast of the real and sirulated imagery
will appear different because the simulation utilizes a full 20 dB range
In which the photographic mealum Is a linear intensity recorder.
The real
Imagery has a compressed dynamic range so that the fieId-to-fiaPId
variation in greytones Is not as apparent.

Rather than suppressing the

information content In tree simulations, advantage has been taken of the
full linear dynamic range of film so that L,,e discrimination ability of
the simulated system can be observed.
The pulsed nature of the simulated signal Is implemented through the
resolution cell concept.
The direct relationship betwuen the range resolutiorn and the pulse width (in time) can be used to show that the pulsed
nature of imaging radars had been Implemented in the simulation. Previously
stated,

the operating center frequencies are very close within the X band.

The linear FM rate or chirp of the real radar Is implemented

in effect,

also

through the resolution cell concept because the range resolution Is directly
related to the pulse width, and Inversely proportional to the RF bandwidth.
As a conclusion to the previous paragraphs about similarity between
the radar systems, flight parameters, terrain, and imagery being scrutinIzed, a good deal of effort has been made to arrange a fair test (subjective though it may be).
The major obstacle In the comparison is the difference in resolution between the real and simulated systems,
Allowances
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must be made for the details which will exist In the real

imagery but

The ne-xt topic of dis-

will be averaged out of the simulated Imagery.

cusslun Is the choice of empirical microwave reflectivity data for the
radar categories within the Pickwick site, upon which the point scattering method depends heavily.
2.4

Microwave Reflectivity Data
The point scattering method of radar simulation relies foremost

upon implementation of the greytone equation (5).
ferential

The term co

(dif-

scattering cross-section coefficient) appearing in that ex-

pression Is a key elentent In the understanding of microwave-terrain
Interaction, and is Intimately related to the frequency and polarization of the measuring system plus the physical state and electromagnetic
Upon the specification of frequency
response of the target scatterer.
and polarization of the simulated system, and as the list of distinct
categories within the Pickwick site was being compiled, a search was
begun to find curves of co versus 0 (Incidence angle) for distinct
Two major classes of scatterers were

radar categories within the scene.

delineated at the outset of this task, distributed and cultural targets.
The distributed targets may be envisioned to be area extensive regions
with a specific, microwave scattering response.

The homogeneous region must

bc at least as large as the resolution element of the radar (or scatterometer)
being modeled,

the Individual

be randomly located,

scattering centers located In the cell must

and there must be a large numher of scattering centers

within each resolution cell of the larger homogeneous region.
faction of these criteria allow precise

The satis-

(repeatable) measurements to be made

"of u* versus a (assuming the target characteristics are %table) for the
distributed target because the return signal consists of the contributions
Just as the data can be gathered (power

of many independent-phase signals.
measurements)

and o' versus theta calculated by an expression similar to

the radar equation,

the reverse is possible.

The average return power for
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a distributed target can be found through simulation with the aid of oc
versus 0 data, and with the use of the greytone equation from the point
s~attering method.

The Pickwick site was dissected and analyzed to determine

radar return categories,

and to deterr-?n3,

for instance,

what types of

vegetation should be characterized separately by their respective differenEmpirical data were found in the literature

tial scattering cross sections,

and In the RSL data bank to account for the behavior of the majority of
categories. 11 Interpolatlon of empirical o° data was used to derive a*
trends for the categories for which measured data does not exist; this does
not include cultural targets. The backscatter data employed In the SLAR
validation task are presented
Cultural

targets,

In Volume II.

referred to earlier, will be defined within the

context of radar simulation to be man-made objects and features.

Their

radar returns are characterized by the high probability of specular reflection, which Is obviously dependent upon the construction geometry, orientation with respect to the radar platform, antenna beamwidth and system
resolution.
target

An example of a specular reflector which is not a cultural

Is a pond.

The fact that radar returns from cultural

so highly dependent upon orientation,

targets are

and the fact that cultural targets

do not ordinarily satisfy the criteria of the previous paragraph Illustrate
that c* data for cultural targets are not ordinarily obtainable nor applicable to digital radar stmulation.

An alternate means of Indicating the

existence of a cultural target

is a symbolic representation of

isotropic +20 decibels.

for any flight path and data base orientation

the cultural

Thus,

target behaves the same.

0°

as an.

The rationale for this type of treat-

ment Is probabilistic estimation of the cultural target return strength,
based on the knowledge of the types and orientation of a majority of the corner
reflectors,

boathouses,

homes,

and various other structures

validation strips of the ground truth data base.

in the SLAR

Hypothetically speaking,

Abbott, J. L., R. L. Martin, M. McNeil, V. H. Kaupp, and J. C. Holtzman,
"Backscatter Data for the Digital Radar Image Simulation of the Pickwick,
Alabama Site,' TR 319-7, Remote Sensing Laboratory, The University of
Kansas, February, 1977. Included in Appendix G, Vol. I1, ETL TR-0118.
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as the density of cultural

targets Increases,

a higher probability of specular reflection

one would normally expect
(backscatter direction),

and in

effect,

this Is exactly thc result of Implementing cultural target average
return power as a spatially Isotropic constant value.
SLAR Validation Scenes

2.;

Once the validation terrain site had been selected,the ground truth
data base produced, the radar system operating parameters specified, the
catalogue of empirical o3 data formed, and the software implementation
refined, simulation of radar Imagery for two sites was begun.
The sequence of events In the formation of simulated Images includes:
(1) Input radar system and flight parameters, e.g., operating frequency,
polarization,

resolution cell size,

flight altitude, ground track location,

flight heading, etc.; (2) Input the ground truth date base, a rectangular
matrix symbolically representing elevation and backscatter properties;
(3) Run the computer programs.

Important computations within the body

of the program form data such as local slopes,
local angle of Incidence,
cells.

resolution cell areas,

radar angle of incidence,

range to resnlution

These intermediate results are used with the microwave reflectivi'
0

data, c , to compute the average fraction of power backscattered

to the
The formation of greytones for each resolution cell in the Image
is the final step, and these values are stored on magnetic tape and then

antenna.

displayed.
The computer programs which comprise the simulation package are
discussed In some detail In Volume 11,
where a coov of nn, verslon nf
the package Is available.
2.6

Results
Preliminary validation studies were performed on the SLAR model and
Implemented. 14 Those investigations were made with a geometric data

Martin,

R. L.. J.

L. Abbott,

M. McNeil,

V. H. Kaupp,

and J. C. Holtzman,

''Digital Model for Radar Image Simulation and Results," TR 319-8
Remote Sensing Laboratory, The University of Kansas, August, 1976,
included in Appendix I, Vol. II, ETL TR-0118,
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base,

that is,

Istic objects.

a computer generated site of three dimensional,

The very specific purpose of the tests were to judge the
I.e.,

accuracy of geometrical/propagation phenomena,
layover.

determin-

radar shadow and

The type of validation perfc'ioid was quantitative, as opposed

to the subjective reporting here,
parameters,

becalje with known radar and flight

and a deterministic grou'd truth data base,

shadows and distances of layover can be calculated.

the lengths of

The results of the

initial SLAR studies using the geometric data base Indicated that the
simulation package very accurately implemented these types of phenomena
with good success.

The quantitative aspect of the validation studies are

reported In Volume II and,

In addition,

the simulation software are

discussed.,11
The more difficult task of subjective validation is now at hand.

It

is appropriate to question what the results of this comparison actually
infer about the point scattering method,

the many assumptions associated

with making feasible the software Implementation,

and the assumptions

about the resolutions of the real and simulated Imagery.

This test will

reflect the validity of many simplifications and assumptions,
(1) Parameters and transfer function of the real
optical processing;

(2)

for instance:

radar and its associated

Parameters and transfer function of the simu-

lated radar; (3) Validity of the empirical differential backscatter crosssection coefficient data; (4) Accuracy of the ground truth data base
(elevation,

planimetry,

radar categories) and the source material

which It was constructed;
point scattering model;
(7)

(5)
(6)

Software

from

Implementation of the general

Validity of the point scattering model; and

Comparison of high resolution images with less detailed simulated

Images.

Though these assumptions are simplistic,

phy ical reallzability of the test.

However,

they are necessary for

the verification of a model

lies In Its ability to faithfully predict the real-world phenomena,

not

In how faithfully each and every subcomponent of the phenomena is reproduced.

This is obvious because the implementation of a model may,

for

instance, compute intermediate data out of the chronological order of
the actual phenomena,

withtiut becoming

invaild,

Martin, R. L., J. L. Abbott, M. McNeil, V. H. Kaupp, and J. C. Holtzman,
"Diqital Model for Radar Image Simulation and Results,' TR 319-8
Remote Sensing Laboratory, The University of Kansas, August, 1976.
Included in Appendix I, Vol. I1, ETL TR-OIIO.

The next major difficulty which arises is what are appropriate features of simulated Imagery by which, Its "quality" can be judged? Four
criteria which may serve as starting points In this analysis will be
the similarity of shadow, greytone and texture between the real and simulated Images, and the geometrical fidelity of the simulation. This
list Is Intentionally Incomplete because one wisely would avoid putting
words In the mouths of more experienced Image Interpreters.
Figure 11 is a side-by-side comparison of a real image and a simulatel
image for the 297.9) heading (true magnetic north), 29,200 foot altitude4
(above mean sea level),
upper strip map,
by an arrow.

with an X-band,

HH radar.

The Image is the

and the look direction (same for both Images)

Is Indicated

The swath width represents 3.23 statute miles, with the

distance between the near range and ground track being 10.0 statute miles.
The renolutIon of this real image Is 10 feet x 15 feet and for the simulated Image it

is 60 feet x 60 feet.

These images correspond tc the

flight 7nd test site situation of Figure 9,

Several prominent features

are Identified on the real Image for validation purposes.
The areatest microwave return In the real
targets sur;h as the dam, boathouses,
Cultural

Image is from 'cultural"

locks, and an Industrial complex.

features compare well on the basis of greytone and location be-

tween the real and simulated Images,

In addition,

multipath from the

water Increases the return from the far shore, defined as the land masses
preceded by water as viewed from the perspective of the radar platform.
This muiltipath effect is often referred to as "far shore brightening".
The textural quality of the simulation
of the real

Image.

For Instance,

is quite comparable to that

the texture of the cultivated lowlands,

which is in part due to the actual smoothness of the vegetation canopy, and
in part due to the averaging of fading In this category,
pared to texture In the real Image.

Is favorably com-

The deciduous trees of the lowlands

and highlands have been assigned heights according to a Gaussian distribution In the simulation for the purpose of realistically modeling the actual
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151
growth pattern.

The effect of the normal distribution with its

associated mean and standard deviation is to increase the variability
thus making the simulated images

of qreytone within forested regions,
very similar to the real

Images.

Judging the simulation on the basls of greytones In distributed
target regions, there is seen to be a great deal of agreement overall
The low graytone (dark) crop
between the Images with two exceptions.
of the lower left hand corner of the simulation,

was modeled as corn.

The discrepancy can be accounted for by the misrepresentation of the
The source material for
radar category In the ground truth data base.
categories was aerial photography,

thus this error can be traced to

Interpretation of the vegetation in this region.
golf course shows that it

is too dark,

Close scrutiny of the

but for another reason.

Between

adjacent fairways the deciduous trees are not apparent in the simulation.

This is caused by the averagnmg of the backscatter properties

of the smooth short grass and the deciduous trees.

Since the resolu-

tion cells are larqer than the width of the stands of trees,
normally high return is not visible.
The geometric fidelity of the simulation Is good.

their

The locations

and elevations of prominent features such as the river, dam, reservior,
Inlets, islands, settling ponds, and hills (which In turn governs the
lengths of shadows and amount of layover) are observed to be accurate.
The best area for comparison of shadow is in the forested highlands.
Figure 12 Is a side-by-side comparison of a real
a simulated image for a heading of

1160 (true maqnetic north), 29,100

foot altitude (above mean sea level),
the real

radar image and

Image is the upper strip-map.

with an X-band,

HH radar,

The swath-width is 3.49 miles,

with the near ranrqe to ground track distances beinq 12.8 miles.

Resolu-

x 15 feet and of the fimulated Image

tion of the real image
e .oeetIs
is 60 fteet by 60 feet.

Again,

hese
1

mages correspond to the flight and test

site situation of Figure 10M

L,, V. H, Kaupp, J. C. Holtzman, 'Medlum Resolution Radar
A Study of Candidate Techniques,"
image Simulation of Deciduous ForestsTR 319-9, Remote SenisIng Laboratn•ry, The JnIver-ilLy of Kansas, Auclust,
Included ln Appendix H, Vol. 11, ETL TA-0118.
1977.

15 Abbott,

J.
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Comparing first the accuracy of the modeling of cultural targets,
the dam,
trial

locks,

and boathouses are well

represented.

However,

the Indus-

complex located near the settling ponds does not have a composite

or construction geometry and materials to give a high

of orientations,

Since cultural
level of return, as Indicated in the upper strip map.
targets are represented In backscatter response by a spatially Isotropic +20 dB, they are white (greylevel 255) In the simulation.
Several
cultural

targets located In the inlets were not specified

truth data base,

therefore they are absent

A textural
the cultivated

comparison again

in the ground

In the simulation.

Is favorable for most of the terrain;

lowlands are basically smooth whereas the areas covered

by deciduous trees have a rougher texture.

Note however,

that the tree-

covered region around the settling ponds are darker and smoother than the
simulation

This discrepancy

Indicates.

is caused by the fact that the

behavior of trees was modeled for deciduous varieties only.

The trees

In the vicinity of the settling ponds have since been discovered to be
most of which were planted within one season.

conifers,
real

Inspection of

radar Imagery of alternate sites has shown the smooth texture And

relatively low return

(as compared to deciduous tree return)

16

to be

characteristic of coniferous forests.
An evaluation of gmometric fidelity would again lead to the conclusion
that elevations,
images,

locations,

keeping in mind the resolution discrepancies,

Greytone comparisons,
larity between

on the other hand,

show an amount of dissimi-

the cultivated lowlands of the two strip maps.

Images are displayed with widely differing

that the
natural

and boundaries compare well between the two

Recalling

dynamic range,

It

Is

that field-to-field greytone variations will appear large In the

simulated version,

However,

a field that is dark with respect to Its

neighbor will be so no matter what the dynamic range of display greytones,
within reason.

16 Hardy,

N. E.,

There are several

'Examination

vegetated regions

to the left of the

and Analysis of Vegetation Boundary Zones

Using Aerial and Orbital Data Sources",
of Kansas, 1976.

83

PhD.

Thesis, The University

river bend which are too light with respect to deciduous trees, thus
Indicating a false Identification of category,

or a bias in the back-

scatter response of the sigma zero curve used for those regions.
true physical state of the crop In these regions might,
dry in comparison to the same crop from whirh uO

The

for Instance,

be

data were collected,

accounting for the relatively low grey level of vegetation In the real
radar Image.
Seasonal changes In backscatter response 1, rather-than
crop misidentification are suspected to be the leading source of greytone comparison errors.

The grey level comparison of the golf course

shows the deciduous trees between fairways have again been swallowed
due to the resolution and to the very low return of smooth grass.

2.7

Conclusions

A brief subjective analysts of two simulated Images has been performed.
The painstaking effort which has gone into the construction of a ground
truth data base for radar Image simulation Is In evidence.

The qlmulated

images, though Judged to be of good quality on the basis of geometric
fidelity, texture and grey level, have shown that there are improvements
and advances to be made In the science of rad&r simulation.
For example,
grey lvel discrepancles, which are not due to the dynamic range of presentation,

I

Illustrate that a study of seasonal changes may be in order.
Each test site from the Pickwick data base has been calculated to

contain approximately 2.6 million data points, each containing elevation
and dielectric information.
It Is no trivial tasI, to simulate radar
Images for expanses of terrain such as these, and It is surprising to have
end products which are this fine.

17
17 Bush, T. F.,

et al.,

'Seasonal

With nll due modesty,

the qualitative

Variations of the Microwave Scattering

Properties of the Deciduous Trees as Measured In the 1-18 nHz Spectral Range," RSL TR 177-60, The University of Kansas.
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d

valid~tion of the point scattering method and its digital
are belte'ved successful.

implementation

This verification lends credance tn the idea

that the point scatter-Ing model and the software Implementation are not
the sources of discrepancies between the real and simulated Images,
rather, that a more extensive catalogue of empirical

oa

but

data (with

season as an additional parameter) should be sought.

8i

'I

).I
N~J

3.0

PPI SIMULATION AND VALIDATION

This section descr'ibes the results of the work performed to validate
the point scattering radar imaige 3imulation model for Phir Positiot, Inidcator (PPI) radar applications.
Three subareas of the Pickwick test site were 5imulated vuýing the
PPI model. Each of these dreas was simulated twicei In order to or,r'duce
results with different look dire.ct.Ions. Therefore, _-i simtilatio:m! will
be presented anct discussoa in thif. section. Thf sc~nr simul,-Lion parameters
were used In eacK of these sImularions (except Fo- 40 iqht variations fn

17

the near range distance and the altitude, which were charged to match
In essiunce, the scope
the parametarL oF the original comparison mac.
of this val idation work has bea3n Iimi Led to ore da~ta base (from which
sel ected subareas were extracted) , one, ri~dr .iAniIat lor modelI (PP I, and
one radar system. In addition, thougm, ~Irnulaticn, o:' the same sc(c.ne
with different look dlirections were produced to anmlyze the effect of the
look direction on the simulation output imagmrs.
The validation process used for this model has been a qualitaive.,
subjective one. The Initent was to compare. sirrulata-d !mages to other radar
images and analy7e
similaritieu and d!ffererice3. Optimally the reference Images would be real PPI imagery of [he test site. Unfortunately
we were unabie toilocate, and FTTL could not provide us with, actual PPI
imager, fn- the scene, Another tas'i performed at RSL and reported (Section
2.0) in this document I- validation of the Side-Looking Airborne Radar

(SLAR) model.

keal SLAR images of the test site were available for direct

were chosen for the reference imagery in the validation process for PPI.
If the results produced by the SLAR mo~del could be validated by direct2

I

comparison to the real images and the simulated PPI Imagery compared wellI
with the SLAR iinwiges, one could assume by Inference that the PPI model

Implementation was also valid.
This method of validation (comparison to simulated SLAR Images)
dictated a riumher of decision-, In the implementation of the PPI slmul6t

ion

model.

The radar system modeled in this study was a hypothetical

86J
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PPI system with perfect characteristics.

The anterna pattern was modeled

without sidelobes,

the transmitted pulse as a perfect pulse, the receiver
as perfectly linear with a constant of one (M-I), and the recording medlum (film) as lirnear across its range.
reasonable for modeling a real

These assumptions may not appear

radar system.

However, the purpose was
not to model a specific real radar but to validate the point scattering
radar image simulation model for general PPI applications.
To attempt
to model realIstic system deficiencies when Imagery was not available
from any real PPI system would have been quite arbitrary,

In itself.
We chose to produce the best possible simulations we could within the
normal

limitations imposed by data base and radar return data, for the

purpose of validation.
radar system (antenna,

This was done by simulating each element of the
transmitter, receiver, recording medium) as a

perfecatly functioning unit.

These same assumDtions were made In the

SLAR model implementation whose results served as the reference baseline for comparison to the PPI results.
Therefore, differences between
the outputs can be attributed directly to the model

Implementations.

Had system deficiencies had been Included in the models, it would have
been difficult, if not Impossible, to separate the differences resulting from the basic models themselves and those as the result of the
real system limitatlons that were modeled.
It should be emphasized,

however,

that the model,

itself,

is com-

pletely general and capable of modeling non-linearities and distortionF
within a real operating system if they are properly describel.
It is
not easy to provide a strict rmathematical description of such system
deficiencies and implemunting them in tho computer software implementation of the mode: may be very costly in terms of execution time.
Other parame.te

in the oimulatlon model were also chosen to opti-

mize thu comparison to the simulated SLAR results.
As a result the simulated Images Included at the end of this section do not resemble typical
PPI

imagery.

The most Immediate difference Is in the display format.
These simulated Images do not have the characteristic "pie-shaped" form

that is produced when a PPI radar system images a 90

sector (450 either

side of the line of flight) from zero degrees Incidence to near grazing.
The simulated SLAR Images represented a rather narrow range of radar
Incident angle (approximately 600 to 700).

Therefore,

no Imagery were

available for comparing the results of the PPI simulation at lower
Incident angles and so we did not simulate that portion of the data base
with the PPI model,

either,

thereby reducing the total cost for the per-

formance of this task and minimizing possible confusion caused by simalating an angular range not comparable to the SLAR Images.
The narrow range of slmulated Imatle.s i'n the azimuth direction Is
the result of the fundamental difference between the SLAR and PPI models.
In operation,

a SLAR system send% a pulse out at right angles to the

direction of flight.

The antenna is stationary relati've to the aircraft.

The movement of the aircraft provides the motion of the antenna In the
.azimuth direction.
Th:s allows the model to process the data in rectangular coordinates since the look direction of the radar Is always
parallel to the rows of the data base.
forward-looking radar,

In a PPI system, which is a

the antenna is scanned from left to right to pro-

vide imaging capabilities In the azimuth direction.

Except for the scan

line directly along the line of flight, the look di'rection for the radar
is not parallel to Information In the data base, which is stored In rectanqular coordinates,

To overcome this problem in the PPI model,

the

.

data bascu Is transformed Into polar coordinates which more closely reflects the operation of a PPI radar system, The effect of this difference
is that SLAR and FPI
linc,

Images are diructly comparable only along one sc.n
the one scan line alona the line of flight for the PPI.
Fnr all

other scan

l~nes the look diruction of the two systems bre no longer
exactly the same.
The farther the scin ik frnm the line of flight ;n
the PPI model,
diFfercnce,
produced.

the more It varies frrm the SLAR mnodel.

To minimi.e this

ornly very narrow (in the azimuth dirr.tion) simulations were
Since the pusition of the radar platForm ,qs far from the

ddta base (Approximately 60,000 feet),

A

Ii

the scan lines for the PPi -imula-

tlnn were verV nearly narailel to the rectangular data base for a narrow

.
......

,-

Small sections of the data base were selected and,

range.

thus, the

resultant small PPI Images are very close to having the same look
direction as the SLAR.

Because the areas simulated were quite small,

three different subareas from the data base were simulated to have
results from a wide variety of ground scene profiles.
Real PPI radar systems are typically used for terrain avoidance
and locating cultural targets ahead of the aircraft.

The system para-

meters such as gain and bias are optimized for these tarqets.

Further-

more a slow-decaying phosphor screen with only four to ten distinct Ir
els form the display medium.
and white"

These factors combine to produce "black

images with considerably less terrain detail than found In

medium resolution SLAR imagery.

These parameters in the PPI model were

set to produce Imagery more comparable to SLAR imagery for purposes of
validation.
model

This choice of parameters has no effect on the basic PPI

Itself; they are only Input parameters to the computer program.

The scones could have been formed with the conventional
play,

but, obviously,

greytone dis-

the SLAR comparison capability would have been

lost.
The assumptions that were made In the simulation model described
above emphasize the generality and utility of the model,
Its application.

not limits for

The model was able to be used for the specific purpose

of PPI validation against SLAR Imagery.

If other applications are desired

(such as modeling a real PPI system) the model is easily adapted to that
function.
3.1

Work Plan

There were four essential Ingredients required for the production
of the siniuliated PPI Images.
They were:
(1) A ground truth data base describing the planimetry of the
test site.
(2)

Digital elevation data for the test site.

(3)

Differential

scattering cross-section (a') data for the

various scattering types Included In the chosen test site.
(4)

A digital computer progr,7m to Implement the point scattering
radar Image simulation model for PPI.
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The personnel and resources at RSL were assigned various activities so
that the above tasks could be performed in parallel as much as possible.
The first major step was choice of an appropriate test site.
In order
to minimize duplication of effort, a single test site was chosen for use
In the performance of multiple tasks for this contract.
was to be used for validation of radar models,

Since the scene

it was Important that the

test site contain a wide range of features and effects found in real
radar imagery.

It was necessary that appropriate data sources be avail-

able to provide the input data described above for the models (planimetry,
elevation,

and ai0) for the selected area.

In addition,

for the valida-

tion, at least real SLAR images had to be available for the area.

(No

areas were located that satisfied these criteria for which real PPI imagery were available).

An area centered around the Pickwick Dam In Tennes-

see was chosen that fulfilled the above requirements except for complete
avallahility of empirical backscatter (a')

data.

For those targets in

the test areas for which cO data could not be located,

11

solutions were

reached by combining theory, literature and Intuition.
A data base of the Pickwick test site had been constructed previously at RSL for other applications.

The resolution of this data base was

approximately one hundred feet and therefore not sufficiently detailed
for simulation of PPI at the desired resolution.

This data base was

refined 13 to provide an approximate resolution of sixty feet which was
adequate for this application

(Section 5.).

DIgital elevation tapes of the Pickwick site were provided by ETL.
Personnel at RSL were responsible for e.>
multiple magnetic tapes and reformattin;,

:ting the necessary data from
Lhem to conrorm to proqram inputs.

When the two portions of the data base had been completed

(ground

cover date and elevation data) the two outputs were combined to produce

I! Abbott,

J.

L.,

R. L. Martin,

M. McNeil,

V. H. Kaupp,

and J.

C. Holtzman,

"Backscatter Data for the Digital Radar Image Simulation of the Pickwick, Alabama Site," TR 319-7, Remote Sensing Laboratory, The University
of Kansas, February, 1977. Included In Appendix G, Vol. II, ETL TR-0118.
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Komp, E., J. L. Abbott,
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Sensing Laboratory,

,

V. H, Kaupp,

Ground Truth Data

ASC

!

J,

C. Hiltzman,

Pickwick Site.''

The University of Kansas,
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'Improved
TR 319-23.

August,

1977.

Resolution
Remote

a single data matrix containing

the necessary Information for simulation

Input.
While the data base formation was in progress,
scatter return categories

included In the data base wer

the necessary empirical co
those categories
theoretical

the various

back-

entified and

d&ca were collected from various sources.

fnr which a

data could not be located,

For

combinations of

studies and empirical data from similar categories were uti-

lized.
The computer -. ,gram to model the PPI radar systems wai written and
tested as construrtlon of the data base was In progress.
data base was complete,

selected subsections were Input to the PPI simu-

lation program to produce the images presented
the PPI model

W;en the final
While

in this section.

implementation was being developed,

a computer package to

produce SLAR simulations was written Independently.
When both sets of simulated images were available
son of the two results was made.

The results of thlk

, critical comparicumparison is pre-

sented In subsection 3.6,
3.2

Data Base for Simulations
The data base input requirement for the PPI simulation model

polar coordinate digital matrix representing
The

information necessary was recorded

in the matrix

the ground scene content,

in two data values for each point

(representing a finite area of the real ground scene).

These two pieces of Information are (1) elevation variations
and

(2)

Is a

for the area,

a category assignment describing the microwave reflectivity charac-

teristics of the area.
lar coordinate
data base
software.

The construction of this data base In a rectangu-

system is

is transformed

discussed in Section 5.

Into a matrix in polar coordinates by program

Because of the particular approach sert ected for transforma-

tion to polar coordinates,
msented by

The content of this

the points

It

is

necessary that

the srZe of area repre-

In the rectangular data matrix be significantly smal-

ler than the size of the resolution cell of the redar system being modeled.
The same rectangular data matrix used for simulation of SLAR imaqes
was used for this PPI task.

SI

I

I

It

was converted into polar coordinates for

i

i

I1

r
simulation of PPI

For the purpose of validating the PPI model

images,

against the results of the SLAP, model,

having the same data base as the

input to the two simulation models (albeit converted to polar coordinates
for PPI)

The input data base used to produce the

was especially useful.

PPI simulations was subset of the data base of the Pickwick test site
It is described fully In Section 5.

used for the SLAR validation task.
of this document.

Three subsets of the original SLAR data base were

chosen for the work with the PPI model.

Each specified area was extract-

ed and rotated to match the flight line of the APD-10 original
The rotation was required to align the data base orthogonal
of flight of the aircraft.

imagery.

to the line

Three different areas were chosen because

the SLAR and PPI results are comparable only over a narrow range in the
azimuth direction of the PPI

ImaUe.

Different look directions for each

of these three areas were produced.
3,3

PPI Simulation Model

The point scattering radar Image simulation model provides a closed
system model of radar operation.

The details of its Implementation

puter software together with a theoretical development of the model

In comIs

presented in Volume 11.

*

The following pnrngrmph, will provide n hrief summary of the Implementation and a description of the system parameters used in this particular application.
Conceptually,

the PPI simulation program orqanizes the Information In

the data base Into cells represent ing resolution cell size areas for the
radar being modeled.

The return power from each of these areas Is com-

puted Independently and converted to a relative qreytone and output for
display on an appropriate medium.
t..ula'tion process Is to group the Information

The first step In the
of the Input data base•'(ni'to

resolution cell size areas.

cant problemf-'r"the PPI mode)

1. Komp, F.,

, ..

V. H. Kaupp,

J.

for two reasons.

r. Holtzman,

SSimulation and Results,'
versity of Kansas,
TR-0118,
-.

.

August,
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This Is a signifi-

First the dimensions

"Diciltal

PPI Model

fnr Radar Imaqe

TR 319-19, Remotp SensIng Laboratory, The Uni1977, Included in Appendix J, Vol. I,
ETL

of the resolution cell change radically over the wide range of incident
anqIes.

Typically PPI radar sys tem5s Imaqe from approxI mately under the

platform (-100 Incidence) to near grazing angles in the far range.
The
size and shape of the resolution cell changes from relatively narrow
In the azimuth direction and wide In the range dimension at near range
to wide in the azimuth direction hut very narrow in the range dimension at far range.

The second complication Is the result of the chang-

Ing look direction of the system with respect to a fixed point on the
ground as the antenna rotates in the azimuth direction.

The look

direction Is Important for calculating areas of shadow and the local effective Incident angle.

Neither of these problems can be easily or ac-

curately handled in rectangular coordinates, the coordinate system In
which the Input data base was constructed,
The geometry of a polar coordinate input data base Is transformed Into a date base of resolution cells
represented in polar coordinates.
The next step is to calculate the return power from each of these
For medium resolution radar systems, such as
resolution cell areas.
the sixty foot resolution system simulated for the performance of this
task,

these areas can be simulated as Independent samples.

The simpli-

fication allowed by ignorinq the effect of adjacent cells greatly reduces
the computational complexity of the problem.

The information of adjacent

cells Is needed only to calculate the local slopes of each cell and to
calculate the effects of radar shadow.

At each cell the local

Incident

angle Is calculated from the radar Incident angle and the local terrain
slope at the cell.

The catugory

Information stored at each cell describes

the backscatter target type represented by the area.

By use of a curve

fit to empirical backscatter data for that category, a
specific angle of Incidence is calculated.

o' value for the

This Information Is used

to calculate the return power from the resolution cell area by application
of the general radar simulation model.
The final step Is to produce an output Image.

The array of return powers

calcuilated in the previous step Is converted to a relative
representing a film density on photographic film.
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creytone

Each greytone value

'1

represents the return from a specific resolution cell area on the ground.
At this point, this information Is still in a polar coordinate system.
Another' transformation is made from polar coordinates to rectangular
coordinates and a digital ma~trlx of greytone values Is produced.

This

result can be transferred to any appropriate display device such as
IDECS* or DICOMED÷ to produce a visual output of the simulated Image.
3.4

Terrain Return Data

After specification of the oneratIna parameters (freouency and
polarization) of the real PPI radar and After Identification of Pach
different category of radar scatterer located In the proposed scene to
be simulated, it was necessary to obtain appropriate terrain return
data.

The different categories of radar scatterers identified In the
Pickwick reference scene test site were separated into two major classes:
1) distributed targets, and

2) cultural targets.

Distributed targets are homogeneous regions of specific microwave
scattering categories.
Each homogeneous reqion must be at least as larqe as
the resolution element of the radar being modeled, the Individual scattering centers located In a resolution cell must be randomly located, and
there must bh a large number of 3cattering centers in each resolution cell
within a homogeneous region. When these conditions are satisfied, an
average value of the scattering crass-saction (00) can be used to model
the radar return from these homogeneous areas of terrain (distributed
tarqets),

Most of the terraln located In the reference scene data base
of the Pickwick site satisfied these criteria.
Thus, differential scattering cross-section data (ci) were used to model the radar return
properties of the ter,-ain In the PPI images formed from the Pickwick
data base.

Actually, empirical

cio data were used

(as opposed to theoretical),

for distributed tarqetq,

Acronym meaning Image Discrimination, Enhancement, Combination, and
Sampling, the name given to the Image processing station located at RSL.
+DICOMED
It the name of the company which manufactured one visual
display system,

located at ETL.
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11
These data were obtained from the literature anti I

the RSL data bank

: , Implrical

The best match that could he found between r'.:'1

a

0

data

and the Identified distributed targets In tht-1kikwick site was sought,
The empirical cn data were not taken from radar Imagery of the Pickwick
site or any other site!

The details of what aodata were used to form

PPI Images are presented In Volume

I.

Cultural targets are here defined to be manmade objects and features.
Their radar returns are characterized by specular reflection.

targets by

To model cultural

cannot be modeled as distributed targets.

They

digital computer is exceptionally complex requiring tremendous detail
about each such target to be Included In the data base.
was made of the kinds of cultural
their orientations,

evaluation

Ar

targets present In the Pickwick site,
It was concluded that symbolic

and the number of them.

modeling of these targets would be a reasonable approach.

By symbolic

modeling Is meant that the location of each cultural target was pinpointed In the data base but the orientation,
not.

Cultural t:arcet

werc

size, geometry,

etc.,

si•-riiied , for tihe Itirpolses or PPI iiwq!e simulin-

tion, to be Isotropic radiators having an effective differential
Ing cross-section of +20 dB.
This approach certainly Is not an accurate model.
In real Imagery a cultural

scatter-

In these simu-

lations all cultural targets then produce the maximum grey level,
In these Instances.

was

255

tarqet will return suf-

ficlent power to saturate the film density only if its orientation relative to the radar system Is appropriate.

In most all cases,

however,

return is quite high relative to surroundlnci distributed targets.
more, when the data base was constructed,

the

Furthler-

the intent was to develop a

general omnidirectional data base, riot onu specifically Intended for a
single look direction or radar system,

For these reasons this approxima-

tion was considered acceptable for this task, especially

In an area such

'Abbott, J. L., R. L. Martin, M. McNeil, V. H. Kaupp, and J. C. Holtzman,
"Backscatter Data for the Digital Radar Image Simulation of the
Pickwick, Alabama Site," RSL TR 319-7, University of Kansas Center
for Research, Inc., Remoote SensIn,, Laboratory. Lawrence, February, 1977.
, LIL TrR-OllH.
Included In Appendix , Voi.
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as this where the proportion of cultural

targets to distrlbuied targets

was very small.

3.5

Simulated Radar image Formaton
Only after all of the major subtasks described in section 3.1 had

been properly completed could production of the final output Imag9cs'
Those subtasks were 1) creation of digital data matrix;
of backscatter ( oO)

eglin.

2) collectiorn

data for the distributed targets In the test site;

and 3) development and testing of computer software.
The results of the first two tasks (data base and a * data) were
used as Input to the PPI radar simulation computer program. One other
section of Input data to describe the radar platform position and the
radar system parameters was required before exectition of the program,
These parameters were chosen to match the operating parameters used in the
SLAR simulation wherever possible to facilitate the comparison of the
The most significant difference In system
two outputs during validation,
and the SLAR model as Implemented
the
PPI
model
characteristics between
for this validation study was In the antenna pattern function.

The SLAR

model used a sac 2 8 model for the antenna pattern, while the PPI model
used a sec 8 cscf) function which was selected for the work in Sectinn 4
Over the very narrow angular ranqe for which the PPI imaqes
(also a PPI).
were formed,

this represented,

at most,

a bias difference when compared

to the SLAR results.
There were essentially two sets of parameters used to produce the
six PPI simulations.

One set of parameters was used to produce the

simulations of the three areas In which the look direction corresponded
to the look direction of the SLAR model for the 1160 flight heading.
For these simulations the look direction Is approximately northeast to
southwest.

For these simulations the PPI radar platform was assumed to

be positioned exactly o0'the flight line of the SLAR for the 1!6*heading,
and the PPI look direction at right angles to that line of flight for the.
SLAR.

The other parrireters were chr(-e.,n to simliIiate sixty foot re0luioLion

In the Imoge scene area, which corresponded to the resolution of the
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SLAR model.

A list of these parameters Is Included in Table 2.

A

slightly different set of parameters was used to produce the simulations
of the three test sites from the other look direction.

For these simu-

lations the look direction is approximately southwest to northeast.

For

these simulations the PPI radar platform was positioned on the flight
line of the SLAR for the 2970 heading.
These changes reflect the difference In the aircraft altitude and near range distance to the target
site.
3.6

These parameters are summarized in Table 3.
Results and Validation

The validation of the PPI model was somewhat complicated because
real PPI Images of the test site were not available.
At the time of contract negotiations both the contracting officers at ETL and the members
of the Kansas Simulation Group recognized this lack of comparison PPI
Imagery.
At that time both parties agreed to perform the validation of
the PPI model Implementation by comparison to the results of the SLAR
simulation model.

Within the existing time frame it was not feasible

to choose an additional target scene for which PPI Imagery were available and to produce another data base for simulation purposes.

In spite

of these deficiencies we found validation of the PPI model at the Pickwick site a necessary task because of its impact on the work to be performed In the area of remote guidance which is reported in Section 4 of
this document.

It

Is fully recognized that results reported in this

section do not provide a full and comprehensive validation of the point
scattering radar simulation model for PPI applications,

but,

unfortunate-

ly, a more substantive test of the model could not be conducted because
of the lack of real PPI radar Imagery.
This approach to validation depended heav;ly on the successful validation of the SLAR simulation output.
The results of the SLAR validation are
fully documented in section 2.5 of this report and are, In fact, excellent.
There are differences between the real Imagery and simulated SLAR
results,

but from a global viewpoint the simulated Images compare very

favorably.

Only with the successful
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completion of that task were we able

1.

TABLE 2.
PPI Parameters for 1160 Flight Heading

Transmitted frequency

K-band

Polarization

HH

Pulse Width

.122

Effective Antenna Beamwidth

.000755

Near Range Distance

68,500 feet

Altitude

29,100 feet

Antenna Pattern

sec 2 8 csce

psec
radians

ii

TABLE 3.
PPI Parameters for 2970 Flight Heading

MNoto:

Transmitted trequency

X-band

Polarization

HH

Pulse Width

.122 psec

Effective Antenna Beamwldth

.00095 radians

Near Range D~stance

55,500 feet

Altitude

29,200 feet

Antenna Pattern

sec2E

7

CScO

rhe effective antenna beamwidth was changed for the different
sets of simulations in order to approximate 60 foot reiolution
in both Imago sets.
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A

to confidently proceed with the validation of the PPI model against
the results of the SLAR model.
Since there were no real PPI imagery available, and therefore no
specific real system to model, we chose to model a hypothetical perfect
PPI radar system without real-world

limitations.

In addition,

of system parameters was made to correspond to those it•Pd
model as closely as possible.

the choice

In the SLAR

Because of the different mode of operation

for SLAR and PPI radar systems the images are comparable only over a
narrow range.

In a SLAR systen the antenna is fixed and the look

direction of the radar is constant.
ground parallel

The system Images a swath of

to the flight path of the aircraft as it

miues along.

PPI systems on the other hand image in front of the aircraft and the
antenna must rotate (usually 900)
the azimuth direction.

to provide Imaging capabilities

Only that portion of a typical

would be comparable to Lhe SLAR image was simulated.
the portion of a normal PPI
look direction for a PPI
form.

PPI

in

Image which

Figure 13 displays

ima~le that was actually simulated.

The

radar proceeds radially from the radar plat-

Simulating a wider area with the PPI model would have

i-,

coil-

plicated the comparison to the simulated SLAR Images because of the
differences

introduced

by dlffering

look directions.

Since both the PPI and SLAR implementations modeled ideal
and the system parameters

For PPI were chosen to match those for SLAR,

one would expect the images to be nearly
range cf comparison,
lar as can be seen
where the PPI

Identical over the narrcw

The two sets of results are,

In fact,

in the photographs prusented in Figures

images are placed adjacent

outpit to which they correspond.

It

should be emphasized,

Implementations of the SLAR and PPI models are Ii-ted
There are many operational
difference

The SLAR model
l4 Martin,

very simt-

14 and 15

to the portion of the SLAR

the two programs are completely diFferent and independent.

a fundamental

systems

differnnces but,

however,

The computer

in Volume I114,I1

mure importantly,

In the radar data bases used

that

there exists

In the two programs,

represents the resolution cells on the ground as rertangular

R. L.,

J.

L. Abbott,

M. McNeil,

V. H. Kaupp,

and J.

C. Holtzman,

"Digital Model for Radar Image Simulation and Results," TR 319-8
Remote Sensing Laboratury, The University of Kansas, August, 1976.
Included in Appendix I, Vol. II, ETL TR-0118.
18 Kemp,

E.,

V. H. Kaupp,

J.

C. Holtzman,

"Digital

PPI Model

for Radar I maqe

Simulatiun and Results,"' TR 319-19, Remote Sensing Laboratory, The University of Kansas, August, 1977, Included in Appendix J, Vol. II, ETL
TR-Oi 18.
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area-

sim:lar to the form of the original ground truth data base.

Therefore,

the ground truth data may be processed In a serial manner.

The PPI model,
from nates.

on the other hand

transformed the ground truth data

ýnqular coordinates Into a radar data base in polar coordi-

i

ihis transformation allows one to model the varying look

direction and changing resolution cell size and aspects peculiar to
the forward scanning format of PPI imaging systems.
rhere are two broad categories for comparison of these two Image
outputs shown In these riqures (14 and 15).

The first is an analysis

of relative greytone differences between different categories in the
The second area to be studied Is geometric fidelity to
target scene.
see if the transformation from rectangular coordinates to polar coordinates and back again for display purposed created any distortions in
the output images of the PPM simulations.
It Is not possible to compare absolute qreytone values between the
SLAR Images and those of PPI because of the difference in antenna patterns for the two systems (PPI used seC 2 o csce while the SLAR model
Incorporates a sec 2 0 function),
Instead look at the relative change
from one field to the next in one image and compare It to the change
between the greytoneb In those fields In the reference image., Area I,
around the river, in both Figure 14 and 15 is the best area for this
comparison because of the large number of categories in close proximity.
The changes In greytone are very similar In the two I'maqes.

Also,

notice that field boundaries do not suddenly appear or disappear between the two sets of images.
Another crucial factor in radar Images Is the occurrence of shadows.
VAeas

A:

II and III along the shore of the reservoir in both fiqures, are
best for studying the effects of shadow.
In both the baseline Images
and the PPI Images, drainage patterns can be discerned
in these areas by
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the shadowing effects although It is somewhat obscured by tree cover.
In Area I the shadow resulting from stands of trees In predominately
agricultural areas Is displayed in both the SLAR and PPI images.
Maintaining geometric fidelity In the PPI images In spite of the
internal data transformations inherent in the PPI model is of great
Importance.

There are two aspects to this question:

1) insuring

that portions of the Image are not rotated or otherwise distorted;
and 2) determining that image detail is not lost In the transformations.

Area I is most appropriate for checkinn that rotations and

distortions have not occurred.

There are numerous boundaries

In this

area in the SLAR baseline Images.

Had any errors cccurred they should
be visible along some or all of the boundaries.
However, the size

and shape of each area In the reference

Images correspond favorably

to the corresponding area In the PPI image.
Areas II and III exhibit
a large amount of detail along the shoreline of the reservoir. Again,
each little Inlet found in the simulated SLAR Image can be found In
the corresponding portion of the PPI simulated Image.
In summary,

very few differences,

if any,

can be detected between

the simulated SLAR Images and the simulated PPI Images.
The result of
this validation, simply stated, Is that the PPI model Implementation is
consistent with the implementation of the model for SLAR applications.
The validation of the SLAR model against real radar Imagery reported in
Section 2 provides strong evidence for the accuracy of the general point
scattering model for radar simulation.

Since the PPI model

Is merely

another implementation of the same model, If the implementation is
accurate (i.e., no software errors or faulty assumptions) then that
application should also be accurate.
useful to have real PPI

At a later date it would be very

Imagery available for a test site to continue

the validation and confirm the results claimed here by inference.

Io

4.0 *REFERENCE SCENE SIMULATION:

QUANTITATIVE TEST

The purpose of the work reported in this section was to apply
quantitative measurement techniques to images produced by the point
scattering radar Image simulation model by applying the model to
formation of reference scenes for a terminal

guidance test using the

The scope of this work was limited to reference scenes

Correlatron.

(simulated radar Images) formed from one set of flight parameters
All the work reported in the previous sections
(e.g., altitude).
appealed to subjective comparisons between real and simulated radar
qualitative comparative analyses were performed)

Images (i.e.,

validation of the results.
to be very good,

for

The results of these analyses were shown

Indicating success In using the point scatterlnq model

to simulate both SLAR (Side-Looking Airborne Radar) and PPI (Plan-Position
Indicator),

and are presented In Sections (2.0) and (3.0),

However, as with all subjective analyses,
raised than answered,

there are generally more questions

and the data and analyses are always subject to

different interpretations by different analysts.
of qualitative
experience,

respectively.

A major short-coming

Image analysis is that It relies heavily upon the

interpretation ability, thoroughness,

a priori knowledge

No matter how carefully
of the Image content, and Intuition of the analyst.
(within the normal limitations imposed by manpower and computer resources)
the results are always
This first quantitative test of the point scattering
questionable.
radar Image simulation model was conducted to partially allay criticism
these analyses are structured and conducted,

of the qualitative comparisons and inferred results reported In the earlier
sections and partially to test the model against real-world problems.
The quantitative test consisted of measuring the cross correlation between
a simulated radar image (reference scene) formed by the point scatterinq
method and a real radar image of the same scene. The goal was both to
validate the point scattering radar image simulation model as well as
to produce reference scenes.
Many ways exist,

both optically and electronically,

to measure the

" Reference Scene" Is the name applied to simulated radar Images which
are formed for use on the Correlatron.
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cross correlation between

two images.

The method selected In this work

was to use a correlation device specifically manufactured to measure the
cross correlation between two scenes.

The device used is called a Cor-

relatron7 and was physically located at ETL (Engineer Topographic Laboratories, the United States Army,

Fort Belvoir,

Virginia).

The Correla-

tron Is an electronic device which externally resembles a television
camera tube,
ferent.

but its Internal construction and function are quite dif-

The function of the Correlatron Is shown conceptually

in Figure

16; the Correlatron accepts two Image Inputs and determines the cross
correlation between them.

In this figure the Correlatron is shown as

an electronic "black box" having two Inputs and one output.
the Inputs is shown to be a real radar Image.

One of

The video output voltage

(T (x,y,t)) of the radar receiver Is applied to a LED (light-emitting
diode) which generates a beam of light when a target-echo Is received,
or no light when there is no return.

Quoting from the Aviation Week

article, "This beam of light impinges on the photo-cathode to generate
electrons,

which in turn are caused to scan by the Correlatron deflec-

tion system so as to 'paint'

the equivalent of the real-world radar

display on the storage screen."

The article further says that the

electrons emitted by the photo-cathodu

".

, are then attracted to a

dielectrically coated fine wire mesh that is at a posiLlve potential so
that the image is stored on the mesh in the form of many different oleco
trical charges.

Typically the mesh consists of 500 to 1,000 wires per

inch, but up to 2,000 per inch have been used to achieve extremely high
resolution.''
Once the real

image. is placed on the

torage screen,

then the simu-

lated radar Image (called a reference sceOWc') Is projected onto the photocathode and the resultinq pattern of electron emission Is deflected to
correlate It with the real-world radar imaqe on the storage mesh.

In

Klass, Philip J., "Guidance Device Set for Pershing Tests," Aviation
Week and Space Technology, May 12, 1975.
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I
Figure 16 the simulated radar image Input to the Correlatron Is
shown as a video voltage (T (x,y)). This Is conceptually accurate
but not strictly true.

S

The simulated radar image Is actua!ly phoco-

graphically provided to the Correlatron by optically projecting a
transparency onto the photocathode.
The electron current produced by
the photocathode then produces the voltage (Ts((x,y)) of the simulated
radar image.
In this way the cross correlation between the real radar Image and
a simulated radar image Is measured by the Correlatron.
The output
of the Correlatron Is the two-dimensional cross correlation
as a functi-on of position.

(RTRTS(x,y))

The output is shown conceptually in Figure 16

The reference scene (simulated radar image) is said to be "good"
the cross correlation peak (output of the Correlatron)

If

is greater than

some threshold vaWle (also illustrated

in Figurel6).
If the correlation
peak doesn't exceed the threshold value, It Is not obvious what this
means.
It is not so clear cut as "good" or 'bad"'.
Because of the
complexity of the test system,

If the criteria are not met the reason(s)

for faillng to meet the criteria may relate to any part, or all parLj,
of the test system.
The failure may be traceable to the real Image which
served as Input (radar system, Image acquisition and storage techniques,
anomalous features, etc.), to the simulated radar image (data base,
radar simutation parameters,
model,

microwave reflectivity data,

implementation of the simulation model,

scene Input system (digital format,
quantization
in shading,

level,

etc.),

or

to

etc.),

simulation

to the reference

image brightness dynamic range,

the Correlatron itself (non-linearitieu

photo-cathode operation,

and storage,

image brightness dynamic range, deflection sy3tem,

quantization lesel,
interaction belweern

real and simulated
In fact,

image during measurement of cross correlation, etc.).
so many variables Interact in this test that it can be a~gued

that the test T5 less a quantitative validation of the cqeneral pcint
scattering radar image simulation model and more (much more) a tust of
a specific application of the model (in particular, a test of the software Implementation of the specific application) together with the
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supporting system hardware required for this model.

What is

belfig tested are the concepts and techniques Involved:
scene generation,

the real-world image acquisition,

tion concepts and techniques.
falls,
method.

Thus,

really

The reference

and the correla-

If the cross correlation test

not much can be Inferred about the point scattering simulation
If however,

the test Is successful,

It can be Inferred Im-

mediately that the point scattering radar Image simulation model
a valid simulation model for this application.

Is

The better the doeree

of correlation of our reference scenes with ''live" radar data,
greater the quantitative validation of our simulation model:

the
It cor'

relates well with ''live" video data collected by a roal PPI from the
same scene,
It should be noted at this time that this task represents the
first application of the point scattering radar Image simulation method
In all previous work,

to model '"real world" processes.
Sections 2. and 3. of this report,
represented Ideal,

or perfect,

the radar image simulation model

systems.

'This

the model doesn't represent an Ideal system.

Is the first time'that
Not all chara~teristics

of the model developed for this task represent real,
systems for they were not all known.
tics, this is true.
radar,

But,

For the total model,

ideal system characteristics.

Includingi

Instead of perfect,

for the major charactenisits a mixture of real and

The system being modeled is the PPI

the ground test site, and the Correlatron.

Real a'pects of
0c.ich

of these have been Included in the model developed.

For Instance,

the

resolution of the PPI system forced averaging Independent cells
(real world process) but the details of antenna and transmitter were
unknown,

and,

thus, assumed Ideal.

The radar return categories in

the test site were Identified (real world)
(ideal).
box".

atid assumed to be homogeneous

The Correiatron was assumed to b- an Ideal electroiilc "black
The PPI Image Format together with reference scene requirements

ciused modifications

to be made to the general model.

These modifl-

cations were Incorporated Into the software implementation of the model
and were essential

to model the ''real world" processes.

log

This points out a tremendous advantage of our radar Image simulatIon method.

It has been said before, but this Is the first proof of

the assertion that this model is mathematically rigorous! It Is only
necessary to define the characteristics of the real system being simulated and how they depart from the Ideal case, then to alter the basic
model accordingly. Thus, this model serves as the basic building
block to describe any radar Imaging system.
The candidate scenes (reference scmneq) have been prepared and
the digital magnetic tapes containing these scenes have been sent to
E'rL for testing on the Correlati'on. Preliminary results indicate
excellent correldtion.
Ing.

More deteiled anelysis of the results are pend-

...
--•WW
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4.

Work Plan

Successful completion of this task required coordination and
cooperation between the Kansas Simulation Group at the RSL (Remote
Sensing Laboratory) and ETL (Engineer Topographic Laboratories).
We were responsible for forming reference scenes and the ETL was
Figure 17 Illustrates
responsible for testing them on the Correlatron.
the conceptual

flow of work performed.

at the RSL and at ETL are shown.

Both the activities performed

As can be seen by reference to Figure

the work performed at RSL falls Into four major categories:
(3) Obtain
(2) Develop simulation software;
(1) Produce data base;
17,

Similarly, It
(4) Produce simulated radar Images.
can be seen that the activItleb performed at ETL fall into two categories:
(I) Produce reference scene film; (2) Run Correlatron tests.
The first task accomplished was production of a ground truth data
base. Before this task could be started, it was necessary to select a
terrain daza;

suitable test site. The selection criteria were established by the necessity
for physical realization of the test. This necessity dictated that the
primary site selection criteria were: (1)Real radar video data of the
test site must exist; (2) The test site must be representative of the
complexity and mixture of features normally found In radar images; (3)
Source data from which a ground truth data base could be constructed (both
elevation and planimetry) must le available; (4) Empiricdi differential
scattering cross-section (c")

data (or suitable theoretical

scattering

models) for the scattering types contained in the selected area must be
obtainable. All of the requisites, except criterion (4) were found
to exist for a test site centered around the Pickwick Dam located in
Tennessee. A ground truth data base was constructed of this site. The
problems raised by the lack of u° data for this site were resolved by
appeal to theory, the literature, and Intuition.
IlAbhott, J. L.,

R. I. Martin, M. McNeil,

V. H. Kaupp, and J. C. Holtzman,

"Backscatter Data for the Digital Radar Image Simulation of the
Pickwick, Alabama Site,'" TR 319-7, Remote Sensing Laboratory, The
included in
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas, February, 1977.
Appendix G, Vol. II, ETL TR-O118.
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Before construction of the data base could be stirted it was

parameters,

the system

to specify

also necessary to seleet a radar system to model,

and to specify the maximum resolution requirements.

Selection of a radar system (and,

of course the system parameters

cluding resolution) was dictated by satisfaction of criterion (I)
radar video data were o'talned for a test site,

Once real

base,

above.

the system
Thus,

parameters and resolution were automatically accounted for.
two separate paths,

in-

these

shown in Figure 17 culminating in producing a data

were simultaneously satisfied.
After selection of a test site and speciFication of the radar system

parameters,
base.

work was started or, construction of the ground truth data

Elevation data were obtained from ETL for the tnpographic area

selected (those data were stored on computer-cc.mpat

T

ble digital magnetic

tapes) and work was initiated at RSL to extract the radar piltlmetry
data (ground return categories Dertinent tu an Imaging radar system)
from source data

The planlmetry data

(maps and aerial photographs).

matrix compatible

were diglti.led and organized Into a four-dimensional
with the elevation data.

The digital plantmetry and digital matrix (the

range, azimuth, elevation, category) were stored on
dimensions were:
These nagnetic tapes are the ground
computer-compatible magnetic tapes.
truth data base of the Pickwick Dam test site.

They contain in computer-

elevation,

and radar return category of'

each point on the ground in the test site.

As can be seen In Figure 17,

compatible format the location,

tasks were performed

several
base.

The

in parallel with construction of the data

First of tnese was development of the s;mulation software.

Even though the point scattering
ly general
software

and rigorous,

for each s

it

radar Image simulation model

is always advantaqeri'

,ciflc application.

is complete-

to develop unique

These advantages primarily are

owing to simplifications which can be incorporated in the software due to
modeling a specific radar thereby making it a cost-effective,
package.

specializcd

The Correlatron also imposed some unique requirements on the simi-

uiation model.

These requirements,

by themselves,

dictated development

of specific software For f;rmnlnq refererncL scenes.
software were duveloped to produce reference scenes.

1

Thus,

special

simulation

The second activity

H

p

Fj

performed

in parallel with construction of the data base was obtaining

An Investigation was conducted Into the availability
of empirical scattering cross-section (oo) data for the types of radar
ground-return scattering catecories found to exist in the data base
terrdin date.

area (Pickwick Dam test site).

ihe literature was searched for empirical

data and applicable theoratical models.

The Study was conducted and

applicable data were obtained.
Upon completion of these three basic activities (data base construction, simulation software development, terrain (oa) data acquisition)
it became pcssible to perform the fourth (i.e., to produce test referTest scenes were produced and evaluated, and problems
and errors were corrected. A final set of reference scenes were formed,
stored on digital magnetic tape In a computer-compatible format, and sent
ence scenes).

to ETL for tisting on the Correlatron against "live" radar video data.
4.2 Reference Scene Data Base
A ground truth data base was constructed of the topographic area
in the states of Tennessee, Mississippi, and Alabama centered on the
northwest corner of the Power House Building at the Pickwick Landing
Dam across the Tennessee river.

After specification of the test site

and radar system parameters, source data were acquired from which the
Construction of the data base
ground truth data base could be built.
The first half was acquisition of elewas separated into two halves.
vation dpta which accurately modeled the relief present In the topogr~ohy of the test site. Th:e second half was construction or a feature map which accurately represented the qeometry,
description of naLural and man-made targets present

location, and
In the test site.

Details of the construction of this data base are reported In Section
5 and In Volume II.

4'.

A
4.3

Reference Scene Simulation Model
Referring back to Figure 17,

It

Is seen that while the ground truth

data base was being constructed the reference scene simulation model was
being developed.

Recall

that the purpose of this task was to make quanti-

tative measurements of the quality of simulated
scenes) and real

radar images

radar video data of the same site.

(reference

To accomplish this

the reference scene simulation model had to represent accurately the operating parameters and formatting requirements of both the Correlatron
and the real radar system.

A special

reference scene simulation computer

program was written to incorporate these features
this effort will

not be repeated here,
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.

The details of

they are reported

in Volume HI

The test site selected for the test of the simulation model was the
Pickwick Landing Dam area.
lected by a PPI
tape.

Radar video data of this site had been col-

(Plan Position

Indicator)

radar and stored on magnetic

It was proposed to form simulated radar images of the Pickwick

site and use the Correlatron to measure the degree of cross correlation
between

them and the rea) PPI video data.

Normally when modeling a system, calibrated system data and transfer
functions are used to develop a model
which approximates "real-world"

(computer program in this case)

events.

In this case,

only minimal

in-

formation was available about the transfer functions of both the real
PPI radar and the Correlatron.

Yet,

rated into the simulation model.

Features of both had to be incorpo-

To overcome this lack of system data,

the reference scene simulation software have been developed assuming a
"perfect" system.
That is, the PPI radar was assumed to have an antenna
pattein with constant gain across the azimuthal
gain elsewhere,

and the gain was assumed to be a nominal csc 2 13cosO

depression angle)

Komp, E.,

beamwidth and with zero

pattern in the range direction.

V. H, Kaupp,

J.

C. Holtzman,

''Digital

( B=

The return power

PPI Model

For Radar

Image Simulation and Results'', TR 319-19, RSL, The University of
Kansas, Auqust, 1977, Included In Appendix J, Vol. I1, ETL TR-0i18.

(P)

Incident at the antenna terminals was assumed to be linearly

related to the intensity

(1) incident on the recording film (i.e.,

the

receiver transfer funcLion was assumed to be linear in the portion of
the dynamic range used:

IlMPR; where M Is a constant' of proportionality).

The transfer function of the Correlatron was assumed also to be "perfect."'
It was assumed that the mechanics of sampling the reference scene did
not degrade the scene; that the input paths were identical for both
the "live" video and "reference video;" that the process of converting
a reference scene stored on photographic film to a "video" signal was
linear; and that the process of measuring the cross-correlation did not
significantly degrade either, or both,

the "live" or the "reference"

scene.
These assumptions though necessary,
be realistic.

They are too simplistic.

do not at first appear to
However,

model Is how faithfully it predicts "real-world"

the true test of a
phenomena,

faithfully each and every component and sub-component

not how

Is reproduced.

Just as all mathematical models are abstractions of reality,

so is the

reference scene model developed and Implemented for the Correlatron test.
The extent to which this model faithfully predicts ''real-world"

events

Is directly related to the validity of many assumptions and simplificatlons
Among these are: (1) Parame.'ers and transfer function of the real PPI
radar;

(2) Parameters and transfer function of the area correlator;

(3) Validity of the empirical differential
section data;

scattering cross-

(4) Accuracy of the reference scene ground truth map;

(5) Software Implementation of this specific application of the general
point scattering simulation model; (6)

Finally,

validity of the point

scattering simulation model.
This test of the point scattering radar Image simulation model was
designed to be a blind trial: No a priori knowledge about the flight
parameters of the PPI data from thr, tarciet were made avallahe to
Kansas.

Only two pieces of information were provided:

frow which the PPI data were taken was 4,0OO
PPI image would lie within a 2.75

.16

feet,

(I)

and (2)

The altitude
The entire

mile radius circle centered on the

northwest corner of the power house of the Pickwick Landing Dam test
site.

This means that the reference ý,fene simulations had to be

constructed as nearly omni-directlon~l
direction of approach was not known.
tionally directional.
provides

as possible,

since the

Obviously radar Imagery

Is excep-

This property is caused by the fact that the radar

Its own source of illumination.

Thus,

the direction of layover

a'and shadow are determined by the look-direction of the radar.
the reference scenes were formed assuming that the real

Nevertheless,

Imagery

were centered on the power house lookinq radially outward.
The PPI radar used to collect the "live''
site had an unusual

Image scan format.

circular sweep of the scene (360'.)
associated with PPI

radars.

It

PPI scan.

format are shown In Figure 18.

recorded data for a full

instead of the normal sector

This special

18 and Is compared to a normal

this PPI

video data of the Pickwick

scan

is

illustrated

Additional

in Figure

details of the image

As can be seen by reference

radar Imaged the terrain within an annular

(900)

to this figure,

ring bounded on the

near range by 350 Incidence angle and on the far range by 650.
ThE
0
terrain lying within the circle bounded by 35 was not Imaged; this
created a hole In the real

Image.

At 4,O00

foot altitude (the altitude

at which the "live" video data were collected)
range extent of the PPI
the only additional

Image

the radius to the far

is approximately 1.6 miles.

specifications were that the entire

Recall
real PPI

that
scene would

lie within a circle of 23A mile radius centered on the power house.
The geometry of the situation
As shown In Figure 19,

Is shown in Figure

radar and the center of the real
reference scenes,

19.

the direction of approach of the real
imagery,

PPI

being unknown before forming

might occur any place within the reference scene.

This

presented a formidable problem for the reference scene software because
the reference scene had to be capable of a degree of cross correlation
with the real
talntr

Image In excess of the threshold.

of approach and center of the real

These conditions

PPI video signal)

nece~sary conditions on the simulation effort:

(I)

No ''holes"

allowed In the reference scene even though one existed

Il6

(uncer-

imposed
were

in the real

Y
Standard PPH Image

x

*

C~rcular Image Scan

Region of Terrain
Imaged by the PPH
Radar

-

zi

-'---Far Range
-Near Range
I mage Sweep

Radar PlatformICa
Terrain

Figure 18. Special PPI Image Format
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data; (2)

the reference scene must be larger than the real PPI scene

to accomodate "centering" errors; (3) Angles of Incidence of the real data
were In the range 350 to 650 meaning all of the reference scene should
also be In that range even though the actual geometry of the reference
scene would decree a range from 00 to 750.
These conditions were all incorporated Into the software implemen-

tation of the point scattering radar Image simulation model developed to
form reference scenes. The basic approach undertaken was to minimize
differences between the simulated images and real images.
Consider the magnitude of the problem. If the PPI radar approaches
the target (northwest corner of the power house) off course as shown in
Figure 19, then look direction errors between real and reference scenes
Look direction affects are most significant

between 0° and 1800 occur.

In ground scenes having considerable local relief because the direction

and length of shadows (and layover) in radar Images are determined by the
Figure 20 Illustrates the problem for a look direction

look direction.

error of 1RO0 between the real and simulated radar Image.

The condition

shown in Figure 20 might occur anyplace on the line segment labeled A

In Figure 19.

As the line segment A Is rotated around the center of the real

Image in Figure 19, It can be seen that the look direction error will
decrease from 180n to Onwhen it
labeled B.

r
1,

F

IiH
i

is aligned with the segment

Test sites having significant local

relief variation would

appear very different depending upon the direction of approach of the real
PPI radar.

Fortunately,

amount of local

the Pickwick test site had only a modest

relief, so this is one prcrblem which was not tackled during

this quantitative vnildatlon tes! of the point scattering radar Image
simulation model.

But It certainly warrants attention iH a test site

having a considerable amount of local relief is selected at some point In
the future.
Other aspects of the

look direction problem were treated and their

impacts minimized In the software

implementation of the simulation model.

As should be obvious from either Figure 19 or 20. as the look direction

1
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changes so also does the incidence angle change.

Consider the circle of

constant 650 Incidence angles of the real PPI Image shown in Figure 19.
Imagine a line drawn from the point describing the effective position of
the radar In the reference scene (point C) to the 650 circle. As the
imaginary line, p;nned at C, traces out the 650 circle it Is easily
seen that the angle of Incidence in the reference scene changes from
approximately
constant.

o0 to approximately 65 to 700 while in the real scene it

As Is well known,

Is

ground radar return data (GO) for the same

target varies by many decibels over the range 00 to 700 incidence angle.
For this reason,

the reference scene simulation software could not be set up

to produce a simulated image according to the actual geometry of the problem.
If this were done, even if the

6 50

circle happened to fall always on the

same category and thus would be a constant shade of grey In the real
image,

the 650 circle would trace out a path on the reference Image

which conceivably could vary from black to white.
In the range of Incidence angles in the real

image,

350 to 650,

most radar ground return curves are relatively lInear and have relatively
shallow slopes (nothing factual or quantitative Implied here,

this Is a

qualitative argument).
The antenna function in the range direction
(look direction) over this same range of incidence angles tends to compensate for the slope of the u' data producing,

for a number of ground return

categories, a relatively uniform return thereby minimizing the problem
caused by different look directions.
that the minimum angle of Incidence

For these reasons,

It was decided

in the simulated reference scene

would be 350 and the maximum would be 65".

The area in the reference

scene lying between 35 " and 65' angle uf incidence was simulated normally.
And,

the area lying outside the 65° circle was all simulated as if It were

65 .

This solution did not attempt to model the real video exactly but,
rather, did attempt to minimize discrepancies between the reference scene
and the "Illve"video produced In flight.
This Is not to say that local slope variations were not acccunted
for; they were,

Indeed,

accounted for.

What is meant Is that the incidence

12 2----
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angle (a) between the antenna "boresight" and the local vertical was always
In the range 350 to 650.

Local slope variations rhen altered the Incidence

angle to the local Incidence angle (6), just like In the simulation models
described In Sections 2 and 3.
In fact the limitations Imposed on minimum
and maximum values of 6 come strictly from the local relief In the scene.
This solution to the angle of Incidence problem created data handllng
problems for the computer program, and data base problems.

For Instance,

i

350 angle of incidence specifies a resolution cell size for short pulse
and narrow beamwidth radars.

Yet,

the geometry of the data base dictates

that as data base cells get closer to the center (in polar coordinates)
they get larger in the range direction and smaller In the azimuth direction.
This problem was minimized by accurately modeling another feature of the
real PPI; it recorded data In ground range mode.

Ground range mode means

that (for a flat earth) equal s.ze objects located in the near and far range
This Is'normally accomplished
will have equal sizes In the image format.
by applying a nonlinear sweep to the electron beam of the viewing CRT. But,
for simulation purposes,

It simply meant building the simulation data base

with equal size cells In the range direction.

It should be noted at this

time that In the presence of terrain having significant

relief, ground

range mode introduces large distortions, a fact to keep in mind for such
future sites.
In summary, the general point scattering radar Image simulation
model was specifically tailored to the special requirements imposed to
simulate reference scenes for use on the Correlatron.

The software

implementation of the reference scene simulation model included the following special
(1)
(2)

features:

3600 PPI Image scan format;
Simulated area was larger than the real
''centering''

Image to allow

errors;

(3) No holes allowed, the reference scene was completely filled;
(4)
Minimum angle of incidence
35"
*

.
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(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

Maximum angle of Incidence = 650;
Local angle of Incidence was properly treated;
In the reference scene, the area between 00 and 350 was
simulated At a constant 35° angle of Incidence;
The area between 350 and 650 was simulated normally;
The area outside 650 was simulated at a constant 6 5 n;
Variations due to angle of incidence differences between
real and simulated image were mlnimi'zed;
Reference scenes were formed In the ground range mode;
Layover and shadow were properly Included;
Local slope variations in the terrain were properly
included.

4.4

Terrain Return Data

After specification of the operating parameters (frequency and polarIzation) of the real PPI radar and after Identification of the different
categories of scatterers located In the proposed scene to be simulated,
It was necessary to obtain appropriate terrain return data. The different categories of radar scatterers identified In the Pickwick reference
scene test site were separated Intc two major classes: (1) Distributed
targets, and (2) Cultural targets.
Distributed targets are homogeneous regions, each with a single
microwave scattering category throughout It's total extent. Each
homogeneous region must be at least as large as the resolution element of the
radar being modeled, the Individual scattering centers located in a resolution
cell must be randomly located, and there must be a laroe number of scattering
centers in each resolution cell within a homogeneous region. When these conditions are satisfied, an average value of the scatteuinq cross-section (0o)
can be used to model the radar return from these homogeneous areas of
terrain (distributed targets). Most of the tetrain located in the
reference scene data base of the Pickwick site satisfied these criteria,
Thus, differential scattering cross-section data (,i") viere used to model

124

Im
the radar return properties of the terrain In the reference scenes
Actually, empirical aa data were
formed from the Pickwick data base.
These data were obtained from the

used (as opposed to theoretical).

literature and from the RSL data bank 1 1 The best match that could be
found between available empirical r7 data and the identified distributed targets in the Pickwick site was sought. The empirical & data
was not extracted from radar imagery of the Pickwick site er any other
site! The details of what a data were used to form reference scenes
are presented In Volume H111.
Cultural targets are here defined to be manmade objects and
features. Their radar returns are characterized by specular reflection.
They cannot be modeled as distributed targets.

To model cultural targets

by digital computer is an exceptionally complex task requiring tremendous detail about each such target to be Included In the data base. An
evaluation was made of the kinds of cultural targets present in the
their orientations, and the number of them.

Pickwick site,

It was con-

cluded that svmholic modeling of these targets would provide the best
By symbolic moduling we mean that the loprobability of correlation.
cation of each cultural targeL was pin pointed In the data base but
the orientation, size, geometry, etc., was not. Cultural targets were
assumed, for the purposes of reference scene formation, to be isotropic
radiators having an effective differential
+20 dB.

scattering cross-section of
But, consider the task:

This most certainly is nut accurate.

Cross correlation with ''live" video data with an unknown heading and
_ rbiLrarily located center wLth respert to the center of the reference
scene.

(not the location) of cultural targets was

The orientation

raidom. Gilven no i priori knowledge of the heading of the ''live" data,
It would not be possible to properly simulate all the corner reflectors,

I1 Abbott, J. L., R. L. Martin, M, McNeil, V. H. Kaupp, and J, C. Holtzmnian,
"Backscatter Data for the Digital Radar Image Si,-,ulatlon of the
Pickwick, Alabama Site,'' TR 319-7, Remote Sensing L.aboratory, The
Unlvcrslty of Kansas, February, 1977. Included In Appendix G, Vol.
TI, FTL. TR-0118.
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etc.,

of cultural targets to match the look direction of the "live'

The best that could be done would be to accurately mark the locae
Then, given a
tion of them and assume them to be Isotropic radiators.
direction of approach for the real data, those cultural features properdata.

ly aligned would be white in the real data which, of course, would match
Those not properly aligned would be
very nicely with the s0mulatlon.
Thus,
some lower shade of grey which should still improve correlation.
it was concluded that symbolic simulation of cultural features would
enhance cross correlation betweer

the real and simulated images,
this is the way they were treated when forming reference scenes.

4.5

and

I

Reference Scene Formation

After the radar system operating parameters have been specified,
after the ground truth data base has been constructed, after the radar
system and operating environment have been modeled and a software implementation has been developed,

and after the ground return data (on)

have

the separate pieces can be put together and reference
Figure 21hows, in block diagram form, a conscenes can be formed.
Figure 21 is an amplificaceptual model of reference scene formation.
been obtained;

tion of part of Figure 17,
Radar Images."

the block wh;ch states,

As can be seen in Figure 21

'Produce

Simulated

there is a large degree

of interaction between the tnree basic program inputs. As a brief
review, the first data required are the radar system parameters and
site of which the reference scene Is to be built. Upon specification
data base construction and radar system modeling
are started. Once the ground return categories to be Included In the
data base have been identified, then the search for appropriate radar
of these parameters,

After completion of the task of modeling
the radar system, a software implementation of the model Is developed.
Upon completion of these four activities, the simulation system Is ready
return data (W0 ) Is startcd.

to start producing reference scenes.
As previously noted, the Pickwick data base was constructed in a
rectangular grid matrix.

Recall that the real radar system used to
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collect the "live" video data of Pickwick was a PPI.

These two facts

mean that the data base must be converted from rectangular coordinates
to polar coordinates for the reference scene formation software.
special

A

rectangular-to-polar coordinates conversion program was written.

Standard ("canned") programs were not used because of the very large
size (number of data points) of the Pickwlck data base (approximately
10 million data points).
were not used.

Instead,

faster (and, thus,

They would have cost too much to run and,

a special program was written18 which was much

cheaper)

to run.

To make reference scenes,
21.

thus,

the following sequence occurs; see Figure
Radar data base only means that it

A radar data base I!.made.

is

In correct geometric format (polar coordinates) and has the correct
resolution cell rize for the radar being modeled.

The radar ddta base

is made by the rectangular-to-polar coordinates conversion program
and Is made from the ground truth data base and from specification of
the resolution element of the radar being modeled.

The output of this

program (the radar data base) serves as one input to the reference
scene formation program.
It

The reference scene program forms simulated radar images.
forms these Images from the three sets of Input data.
radar system parameters specify operating frequency,
solution size,

flight altitude,

flight heading,

flight location,

First,

the

polarl-ation,

re-

flight orientation,

etc. are used together with the radar data base by the

program to calculate all the intermediate data prior to calculating
the final result,

Such data as local slope,

resolution cell area,

angle of incidence, radar angle of incidence,

range to cell,

etc.,

local
are

calculated.

The final step is to use tIhese intermediate results with the

backscatter

data (oW) to compute the fraction of power reradlated

back to the radar and process these data Into the final result,
greytone vAlues for each point In the scene.
reference scene has been formed.

At this point,

the

the

It is stored on digital magnetic tape

In a polar coordinate system.
Komp,

E.,

V. H. Kaupp, J.

C. Holtzman,

"Diqital PPI Model

for P•riAr

Image Simulation and Results," TR 319-19, Remote Sensing Laboratory,
The University of Kansas, August, 1977, Included hiiAppendix J, Vol.

Ii, ETL TR-0118.
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Next,

the reference scene is converted

system and stored on digital magnetic tape.

into a rectangular coordinate
The same program used

earlier to convert the ground truth data base to a radar data base is
used.

a rectangular grid matrix of specified size and stores it

on dIglLai
As

The size of this matrix Is determined by Its use.

magnetic tape.

reference scene can be displayed on conventional

equipment such as
If

can be tested on the Correlatron.

IDECS* or It

The

several alternatives exist at this point:

can be seen In Flgure2l,

RSL's

Hnto

reference scene

This program converts the polar coordinate

It

Is desired

to display the reference scene for evaluation at RSLi then the size of
the rectangular matrix Is determined by display limitations and evaluation
condideratIons.

the scene is

If

the size of this matrix Is pre-determined.
alternative(s)

is

(are) desired,

4.6

Results:

Regardless of which (or both)

a reference scene of the Plckwick test

site has been produced at this time.
evaluate the reference

then

to be tested on the Correlatron,

The work remaining,

now,

Is to

scene tests on the Correlatron.

Reference Scenes

Refere.nce scenes have been produced for the Pickwick Landing Dam
test site.

on digital magnetic tape,

and these tapes have been sent to ETL for

testing on the Correlatron.
able,

however,

preliminary

The complete test results are not yet availresults are very satisfactory.
a qualitative evaluation

For the purposes of this report,
In lieu of the Correlatron

(It

results.

beyond our control

prevent

scenes are presented

It.)

but circumstances

Five photographs of Plckwick reference

in Figures 22-26.

one problem that surfaced is discussed.
modeled medium resolution

radar systems.

Before discussing the results,
Up until

this work, we have

With medium resolution

all of our Important model assumptions and requirements
(Section

1.4).

Image DiscrimtnatIon,

Is given

iV unfortunate that the quantita-

tive results can't be given for they are very good,

satisfied

stored

The~e reference scenes have been properly formatted,

radars

are typically

With this work we were modelinq A coarse

Enhancement.
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resolution radar and some of the model assumptions broke down.
can only discuss this qualitatively

(how it

since quantitative data can't be invoked.
was resolution.

"looked"')
But,

We

at this point,

the principle problem

Up until this time the resolution cell size specified

by the system being modeled represented adequate sampling of the scene.
Not so here.

The system being modeled had a deliberately enlarged

resolution cell; and for the purposes of radar Image simulation,
cell tize undersampled the scene by quite a large factor.

this

This was

apparent In early interim results because the scene looked like a "patchwork quilt.'" An investigation was conducted and It was decided that the
correct way to simulate this radar would be to oversample the scene by
a number of Independent samples and average an appropriate number.
had been unnecessary

In previous work for the results to "look"

This

good.

The antenna aperture length was unknown (azimuth resolution length) as
was detailed information on the transmitter (i.e.,
Ing appropriate

in the range direction?).

was frequency averag-

Thus, a size of 100 feet In

range and 1/20 in azimuth was assumed for Independent elements.
radar data base (not the ground truth data base; see Figure 21)
rebuilt to these specifications.
ware were modified
bors with each point:
new reference scene,

The
was

The reference scene simulation soft-

to average a specified number of Its nearest neighN In range, M In azimuth.

Each point in the

then, will be the result of averaging each point

with N x M of its nearest neighbors.

Since the antenna pattern wasn't

known any better than the antenna length and transmitter details,
averaging was not weighted by the antenna pattern.
poses,

the

For present pur-

the gain of the antenna had to be assumed constant over a size of

N x M independent resolution cells.

This clearly Is a naive assumption,

but It was essential for work to progress.
New reference scenes were produced using the increased resolution
radar data base and the averaging capabilities.
startling to the eye:

The blurring caused by averaging and increased

Information caused by finer resolution produced,
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The results were

I .......

to the eye,

just

exactly the desired effect.

The simulated radar imagery "looked''

good,
Figures 22-26 have been produced using these techniques.

These

figures are high resolution photographs of the actual digital magnetic
data tape sent to ETL for testing on the Correlatron.

Theý are the

qualitative results presented here to substantiate the claim of the
work done.

Pending word from ETL,

Figure 22

these are the results.

Is a high resolution photograph of a reference scene of the Pickwick
site made at full radar data base resolution
azimuth) and have no averglng performed

(100 feet range by 1/2"

(M - 1, N - 1).

Figure 23

Is a photograph of a reference scene made from nn average of nine
Independent cells (M - 3,
81

Independent cells.

N - 3).

Figure 25,

Figure 24 represents an average of
121 cells.

Figure

26, 99 cells.

5.0

CONSTRUCTION OF DATA BASES/FEATURES EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES

5.1

Background and Description

5I.l1

Data Base Definition
The ground truth data base is a major input requirement of the

point scattering radar Image simulation computer programs.

Since the radar

simulation rrodel has been Implemented on the digital computer, the data base
must be In digital format. The data base can be considered to be a digital
model of the physical

(geometric) and radar return (dielectrir) properties

of the ground.
It is a digital representation of the different features
and elevation variations of the terpain present In the target scene.
This input data base contains Information which represents the area
to hr simulated.
Because the area to he simulated normally Is a real scene
somewhere on the surface of the earth, the data base should model a threedimensional surface,

However,

an assumption was made that,

for this appli-

cation, the earth could be modeled as a two-dimensional surface with an
orthogonal coordinate system. This assumption has been successful to date,
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Figure

22 Reference Scene: Pickwick Site, Test I
Altitude: 4000 Feet, Frequency: X-Band
Polarization:H H
Resolution:Range=lO0 Feet,Azimuth=1/2o
Avercged: I
Resolutlion Ce Is

Figure 23

Reference Scene: Pickwick Site,Test 2
Altitude-4000 Feet,Fiequency: )(-Band
Polarization: HH
Resolution: Runge=300 Feet ,Azimuth~±l 1/20
ResolIut ion c,I Is Averaged: 9
132

Figure 24

Figure 25

Reference Scene: Pickwtck Site,Test 3
Altitude:4000 Feet, Frequency: X-Band
Polarization: HH
Resolution: Range= 100 Feet,Azimuth= 5 I/2V
Resolution Cel s Averaged: 81

Reference Scene: Pickwick Slte,Test 4
AlIttude: 4000 Feet, Frequency :X-Band
Pofarization HH
Resolution: Range= 900 Feet,Az imuth= 4 1/20
Resus
Jttl
cI i 15
Averaged:121
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Figure 26

ideference Scene: Pickwick Site, Test 5
Altitude: 4000 Feet , Frequency: X-Band
Polarization: HH
Reilutlon : Raoe= 1100 Feet ,Azimuth= 4 1/20
Resolution Cells Averaged:99
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as the largest data base used to date for reference scene simulation has

"been

36 square miles.

miles),

areas to be simulated become

If

However,

sentation is

matrix has associated with it

Thus,

some predetermined origin.
appropriately,

directions

(range and azimuth)

simply define the X and Y offsets

Another advantage to this scheme is

For instance,

if

Is easily

that it

to be transformed

the data base needs

into a

suffice to perform the tranbformation and the new data base Is

curately represents

This two-dimensional

the third dimension of height

value an elevation component.

in the

representation also acby including In the data

Another advantage of this data base format

that although the information

to be Interpreted

stored rectangularly,

Is

For example,

as a rectanqular data base.

does not have

It

a polar data

base can easily be stored In this format by using a 360 x N matrix, Interpreting the first component as degrees of offset (0) and the second coordInate as distance from the origin (r).
SLAR,

The three simulation programs,

PPI,

and terminal

guidance,

were designed so that they could all use the exact same data base as initial
Thus, even though the terminal guidance and PPI radar simulation
input.
programs use polar coordinate systems rather than rectangular coordinate
systems,

the first

conversion step.
ulated radar

step

In those two packages

is a rectangular-to-polar

in this waq...o~ne data base can be used to produce sim-

lmagps in any of the three radar

Within any datii base,

K

then appropriate averaging or interpolation

different resolution data hose,

same format as the old one.

from

In order to

any rectangular grid.

this mat,'ix will model

to be the same.

These coordinates

by defining the X-offset and Y-offset

obtain an evenly distributed square grid,

modified.

Each entry in such a

an X and a Y coordinate,

In the two orthogonal

This repre-

representation.

or matrix.

the two-dimensional array,

represent offsets

closely models the

surface was chosen because it

real world and has the most natural computer

Is

(750

then this assumption might bear closer scrutiny.
The two-dimensional

will

large

each data

(as mentioned above) and a microwave

Image simulation formats.

item must contain an elevation value

return category.

.
135.

This second half of

j.

Z
the data item (microwave return category)

refers to the geometric

and electromagnetic properties of the ground cover,

and equates to

a categorization of relative microwave backscatter and return characteristics of different ground covers.
put to the simulation programs,
cal block mode,

The final data base,

as in-

Is stored on magnetic tape in physi-

the size and number of blocks known to the program

beforehand.
This, then, Is what the final data base looks like.
Typically, this data base consists of a digital matrix containing
four dimensions.

These four dimensions are the range and azimuth coordinates,

elevation, and radar backscatter category of each point on the ground.
is this matrix upon which

the

parameters as look-direction,
range-compression,
etc.

It

simulation program operates to calculate such
range, angle-of-incidence,

local-slope of the terrain,

After calculating these parameters,

shadow,

layover,

]

local-angle-of-incldence,

the simulation program obtains

from the ground truth data matrix the radar backscatter category of each
point In the scene:

Only the backscatter category,

not the

o° data,

are

included In the data base.
Upon calculation of all these parameters and specification of the
backscatter category for a point on the ground,
00

requests o

data (input from a n

tone of that pixel in the image.

the simulation program

data file) and then calculates the greyThis is repeated, converting information

about each point on the ground Into the appropriate greytone for each
pixel in the image.

Thus.

the Importance of the ground truth data base

can be seen to span the radar simulation activities from geometric fidelity
to greytone fidelity of the simulated radar
5.1.2

innages which are produced.

Background
Construction of the ground truth data base Is a very large problem

facing radar simulation.

Since we implement our radar simulation program

on the digital computer,

the ground truth data base must be In digital form,

compatible with the computer.
digital model of the ground.

The data base can be considered to be a
This digital model as we develop it,

is typi-
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cally a four-dimensional
azin.,.L:t

matrix;

two dimensions specify the range and

of each point on the ground,

another specifies

the elevation

of each point and the fourth describes the riicrowave category of each
point.

Construction of this digita! ground model

is a difficult,

time-

consuming problem.
This is especially
structed.
source

They are,

imagery

so because of the way that data bases are con-

typically,

(photos,

maps,

built using manual techniques.
etc.)

site,aphoto-interpreter uses these

have been obtained for a particular
imagery and his knowledge and Intuition

to construct a data base map of the area.
drawn by hand.
Imagery.

This data base map

is usually

Major features may be traced or transferred from the source

Locations of minor features and subdivisions are usually subjective

determinations by the photo-interpreter.
this task Is feature extraction.
map

Once the

The name

most often applied

Construction of this hand-drawn data base

is a major effort requiring judgment

, accuracy,

and knowledge of the area.

When thls hand-drawn data base map has been finished,
a symbolic radar map (category map)

of the site.

the boundaries outlining features present
separating

forests and vegetation).

on the category map.

It

In the

what we have Is

is a line drawing of4

area

(such as boundaries

For use on the digital computer,

line drawing must be digitized and constructed
A large table digitizer

this

into a digital matrix.

is typically used to digitize the boundaries

A human operator troces each boundary wilth the cursor

of the digitizer and the computer attached to the digitizer table
Ically samples and records the position of the cursor,
we have a digital

to

period-

After digitization,

magnetic tape containing the sampled position points,

stored consecutively

for each boundary

(serially),

all

In the category map.

These serial digital boundaries must next be made Into a digital matrix.
The magnetic tape containi1ng serial boundary data are
computer.

AI

Input to the

The computer is used to sort these data and order them Into a

digital matrix.

Special

appropriate category

software are used to fill

this matrix with the
J

This task requires a lot oF interaction

Information.

between man and machine because it

Isjtpssibl,2ormaljyiodev!ipa

software smart enough to complete it

in one pass through the data.

At

the
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completion of this activity,
category

the result

is a digital matrix of radar return

information which is a symbolic map of the ground.

Each cell

In

this matrix represents a specified ground spot (both location and size) and
lists the

backscatter category of that point.

we have a completed ground truth data base:
data of the scene and add It
Fortutiately,

One last task remains

before

We must obtain digital elevation

to the matrix.

for the data bases made under this contrb-t,

digital

elevation data wereprovided to us by ETL (Engineer Topographic Laboratorles,
FortBelvoir, Virginia).

We did not have to produce the elevation data.

We

merely had to extract the desired data from each of the computer-compatible
tapes containing data of the site and merge these data Into an orth',gonal
We combined these data

coordinate system.

into one digital nt,i x.

At this

point we need only merge the digital category and elevation matrices.
We merged the digital category and elevation matrices into one fourdimensional matrix which
target scene.
is

ready for

is,

then,

the ground truth data base for a specified

Upon completion of this activity,

the ground truth data base

input to the radar simulation program.

It,

the data base,

is a

digital model of the backscatter category features and elevation variations
present in the target scene.
As can be seen,
structing data bases.
A photo-interpreter

most of the work was performed by humans when conThe techniques used arc basically manual

scans the intelligence data and draws upon his inter-

pretatloo experience

Information to transfer manually to the

to decide what

data base under construction.
enhancements as possible.
Multi-useful

techniques.

These decisions are made with as few computer

Several

reasons exist

to account for this:

routines are not generally avaIlable,

computer enhancemnilt

Use of computer enhancements causes the interpreter
and control over what he is

trying to do.

to lose visibility of

Data are manipulated

by hand and the best ýnformatlon is not obtained.
Is a workable marriage between

the computer and

interpreter,

The computer e;:cels at manipulating vast amounts of data

and the human

is

incomparable when

it
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(2)

These reasons have serious portent

for feature extraction and drta base construction.

What is needed

(1)

comes to drawing upon learning

experiences

is desired in which

A cooperative approach

to make decisions.

the human is used to make decisions and guide the processing direction of
the software,

and the computer

Is used to manipulate the data rapidly and
This cooperative approach

easily and to remove the drudge from the human.
to data base construction

Is called

interactive feature extraction,

or

automated feature extraction.

Description of Pickwick Data Bases

5.2

Two ground truth data bases have been constructed of the topographic
area

in the states of Tennessee,

Mississippi,

and Alabama for a twelve - mile

square centered on the northwest corner of the Power House Building at the
Pickwick Landing Dam across the Tennessee River.

One for the model

tion tasks and one for the reference scene generation task.
were constructed from the same source
matrices.

valida-

Both data bases

Imagery and both were stored In digital

The data base for reference scenes was made first and will be

discussed first.

5.2.1.

Reference Scene Data Base
After specification of the test site and radar system parameters,

source data were acquired from which the ground truth data base could be
built.

Construction of the data base was separated

into two halves.

first half was acquisition nf elevation data which accurately
In the topography of the test site.

relief present

struction of a feature map which accurately
radar return (dielectric)
and man-made,

the geometry and

propertics of the objects and features,

natural

present in the test site.

by DHA (Defense

Mapping Agency).

for each standard 7 1/2'
Inap.

The second half was con-

represented

The elevation data were provided by ETL.
*

The

modeled the

These data were produc

DMA digitized 20 foot elevation contours
Survey) quadrangle

USGS (United States Geological

DMA ran an interpolation computer program on the digitized ele-

vation contours ane produced a dlgital elevation matrix for each map.

The Interpolation program calculated an elevation value In an orthogonal
grid matrix for each 6.25m (20.505 feet)

Increment

in either direction
The coordinate

with an approximate accuracy estimated to be 10 feet.
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system used for these data was the UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator)
projection which was assumed orthogonal over the small area.

These digital

elevation matrices were storeu in a computer-compatible format on digital
Portions of six maps were required

magnetic tapes, one tape for each map.

to cover the area Included In the data base site.

This means that it was

necessary to merge the elevation data from six different magnetic tapes
each having data stored In an orthogonal grid matrix and the orthogonal
grid matrix of each being slightly askew with respect to each other.
These elevation data were merged into one orthogonal grid matrix In the
UTM coordinate system.

The details of this merging of the elevation data

are reported in Volume IT l9
The feature map was constructed at RSL.
feature extraction techniques.

Standard 7 1/2'

It was built by 5tandard
USGS quadrangle maps

(1:24,000 scale) and high-resolution aerial photographs (1:100,000 scale)
served as Input source data for this activity.

Using these source data,

a photo interpreter defined the boundaries outlining homogeneous regions
(homogeneous at radar wavelengths) and manually transferred these boundaries
Meticulous care was exercised throughto d stable-base drafting material.
out construction of this feature map to hold spatial resolution to approximately 0.05 inches on the map which, at 1:24,000 scale, corresponds to
100 feet on the ground.

This 100 foot spatial resolution corresponds more

to the geometry and location of gross features (features which are very
obviously dissimilar at radar wavelengths) and less to separation between
Where to
similar but slightly different features (at radar wavelengths).
draw the line about which features needed to be explic'ty represented on
the planimetry map (previously called feature map) and which could be
grouped topither In a larger, undifferentiated, region was left to the
experience,

knowledge, and intuition of the interpreter.

The details

of the feature extraction process and construction of this planimetry

19

McNeil, M., V. H. Kaupp, and J. C. Holtzman, "Digital Elevation Data Base
Plckwick Site," TR 319-3, Remote Sensing Laboratory
Construction:
The University of Kansas, July, 1976, Appendix C. Vol. II, ETL TR-6118.
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map are reported In Volume Li20
The next step was to digitize the planimetry map.
plished on a large-table digitizer.

This wai accom-

The boundaries o2 all the homogeneous

regions were digitized and these data were stored on digitai magnetic tape.
Devising techniques to eliminate redundancy while separately accounting
for disparate regions was a major problem to hurdle while digitizing the
planimetry map.

After manual digitization of boundaries was completed,

these data were converted into a three-dimensional orthognal grid matrix:
Two dimensions defined the position of each point on the ground and the
third specified the radar return category.

A radar return category Is

specified in this matrix for each 6.25m (20.505 feet)
direction.

The coordinate system used was the UTM,

matrix was stored on dlyltal magnetic tape.

Increment

in either

The resultant digital

This digital planimetry map

was a symbolic representation of the types and locations of radar retirn
categories present

In the test site.

Many problems had to be overcome

In the process of dlgitzing the planlmetry map and constructing a symbolic
category map stored on digital magnetic tape.
The details of
constructing this digital symbolic map are presented in Volume

21

11

The Final step required to make the ground truth data base for the
Pickwick Landing Dam test site was to merge the digital matrices of ele-

22

vation and planimetry data into one four-dimensional matrix
This step
was stralght-forward since the preliminary activities prepared the intermediate products in the right formats.
The resultant data base was stored
as a digital matrix on computer-compatible magnetic tape.
The details
of this work are reported In Volumie II. The position, elevation,

and

radar return category are specified for each 6,25m (20.505 feet) increment in either direction in an orthogonal grld matrix (UTM coordinate

20 Davison, E.,

V. H. Kaupp,

and J. C. Holtzman,

"Baseline of Planimetric

Data Base Construction: Pickwick Site,"' TR 319-2, Remote Sensing
Laboratory, The University of Kansas, July, 1976, App. B, Vol. I1,
ETL TR-0118.
21 McNeil, M., V. H. Kaupp, and J. C. Holtzman, "Digitization of Pickwick
Site Data Base," TR 319-4, Remote Sensing Laboratory, The University
of Kansas, February, 1977, Anp. D, Vol. II, ETL TR-0118.
22 Komp, E., M. McNeil, V. H. Kaupp, J. C. Holtzman, "Medium Resolution
Digitization Ground Truth Data Base," TR 319-5, Remote Sensinq Laboratory, The University of Kansas, August, 1977, App. F, Vol. I,
ETL

TR-0l 18.
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system).

This Is so even though the &patial resolution of the radar
Several reasons exist
return category data Is coarser than 100 feet.
for the data base to be structured this way.
First, the range resolution of the radar system being modeled was approximately 106 feet, but
it was not known whether It might be necessary at a later date to Increase the ipatial resolution of the category data to enhance the probabillty of correlation with the "live" video. Second, it was desired to
use this data base for the validation tasks (Sections 2 and 3) by adding
radar return category detail.
For these reasons, it was decided to keep the
spatial

resolution of the elevation data (one point specified every 6.25m)
for the ground truth data base of the Pickwick Lending Dam test site. The
final data base has a spatial backscatter category or approximately 100
feet and an elevatior resolution of approximately 10 feet, arid was built
to support the reference scene generation task (Section 4).
Photographs of the data base are presented In Figures 27 and 28.
Figure 27 Is a photograph of the elevation data portion of the Pickwick
Landing Dam test site.

In this photograph relative elevation data have

been encoded to greyscale with black being the lowest point In the data
base and white the highest.
All other points are an Intermediate shade
of grey.

Sixty-four (64)

absolute levels of grey from black

to white

were present in the data which produced this photograph but not that
many distinguishable shades of grey survive the several generations of
copying and printing the picture has been through.
However, the photograph
presents a valid

representation of the relative variations of relief present

in the data base and attests to the accvracy of the elevation data (compare
it to a map).
Figure 28 is a photograph of the radar return category data
portion of the data base.

In this photograph,

s~ibollcally encoded Into greyscale data.
representation of the homogeneous regions

category data have been

The photograph presents a symbolic
into which the test site was divided.

These two sets of data (elevation and category)

together comprise the ground

truth data base of the Pickwick Landing Dam test site for reference scene
generation.
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5.2.2

Model Validation Data Base

The data base prepared for the reference scene generation task
did not contain sufficient resolution to support the validation tasks.
The spatial backscatter category resolution of that data base (5.2.1)
was, at best, 100 feet. One hundred foot resolution was too coarse.
We wanted to validate the model for medium resolution (60 feet) for
both SLAR (Side-Looking Airborne Radar) and PPI (Plan-Position Indicator)
radars.

Thus, we decided to make a validation data base by adding suf-

ficient category detail to the previously constructed basic reference
scene generation date base,
most,

60 feet.

thereby Increasing the resolution to, at

This task was made easier by the facts that the basic

data base digital matrix consisted of a point for every 6.25m (20.505
feet) on the ground and the elevation data were prepared from 20 foot
contours.

These facts mean that the basic data base had sufficient im-

plicit resolution to allow us to extract the additional backscatter category features from the source Intelligence data (imagery)

and add these

data to the original data base.
The feature map (planimetry and categories within the boundaries)
of these additional

backscatter categories was constructed at RSL.

was built by standard feature extraction techniques.

It

The same standard

7 1/21 USGS quadrangle maps (1:24,000 scale) and high-resolution aerial
photographs

(1:100,000 scale) used to make the reference scene data base

served as input source data for this activity.

Using these source data,

a photo interpreter defined the boundaries outlining the additional
homogeneous regions (homogeneous at radar wavelengths)
the desired spatial

corresponding to

resolution, and manualiy transferred these boundaries

to a stable-base draftinq material.

Meticulous care was exercised through-

out construction of tnis feature map to hold spatial resolution to approximately 0.03 inches on the map which, at 1:24,000 scale,
tu 60 feet on the ground.

This 60 foot spatial

corresponds

resolution corresponds,

as in the previous data base, r'ore to the geometry and location of pross
features (features which are very obviously dissimilar at radar wavelengths) and less to separation between similar but slightly different
features (at radar wavelengths).
The decision of what different
features were to be added to the original map (previously called
feature inap) was again,

left to the experience,
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knowledge,

and

Intuition of the interpreter.
The details of the feature extraction
process and construction of this planimetry map are reported in Volume

i12.

The next step was to digitize the planirietry map.
accomplished on a large table digitizer.

This was again

The bound3ries of all the

new regions were digitized and these data were stored on digital magnetic
tape.

The final step required to produce the validation ground truth data

base was to merge these additional backscatter categories with the reference scene data base reported in Section (5.2.1)13.
tization o'

!v-undarles was completed,

t',re3--tmenslonal

After manual digi

these data were converted into a
Two dimensions defined the

orthogonal grid matrix:

position of each point on the ground and the third specified the radar
return category,

A radar return category Is specified in this matrix for

each 6.25m (20.505 feet)

increment In either direction.

Even though a

category is specified in the matrix for each 6.25m on the ground,

it

should be remembered that the spatial resolution of specification of
backscatter categories was designed to be,
were then merged with the original

at most, 60 feet.

These data

100 foot data base to make a new 60

foot data base for the validation tasks.
This task of merging was very difficult because of several complicating factors.

First, precise geometric registration,

drafting and hand digitizing tolerances,
frequently

given the normal

was difficult to achieve.

Second,

the new category data completely re-arranged boundaries

certain areas.

This occurred because,

to 60 foot resolution,

when sub-dividing a region according

Instead of 100 foot resolution,

organization was changed.

in

the entire category

This alteration of a 100 foot data base to a

12
Davison, E.. V. H. Kaupp, J. C. Holtzman, "Increased Resolution of PlaniImetric Data Base:
Pickwick Site",
TR 319-21, Remote Sený,Inq Laboratory,
The University
of Kansas, March, 77, Included In Appendix E, Vol, II
ETL
TR-018.
,
13 Komp,

E,,

J.

L. Abbott,

V. H, Kaupp,

Digital Ground Truth Data Base:
Laboratory,

J,

Pickwick Site",',

The University of Kansas,

I 45

C, Holtzman,

August,

"Improved

TR 319-23,

1977.

Resolution
Remote Sensinq

60 foot data base was not just the simple task one might Imagine of adding sub-divislons within major divisions,

Third,

because of the additional

category complexity in the new data base, many more Instances occurred of
a single boundary point separating three, and even four, different categories.

These complications,

In the data base,

plus the very large number of data points

all combined to require that much extra effort had to

be devoted to the design of the merge software.
The resultant data base had a spatial backscatter category resolution of, at most,

60 feet, elevation accuracy of approximately 10 feet,

and wab built to support the validation tasks performed under this contract (Sections 2. and 3.).

It was stored In a digital matrix on computer

compatible magnetic tape.

11
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5.3

Source Intelligence Analysis

Another goal existed for construction of data bases for this study:
Evaluation of alternate input data sources and identifying construction
time and problems. To accomplish the first part, two versions of a data
base were built. One version was constructed using only optical photographs, and topographic maps for the Input Intelligence data. The other
using only radar images (for category boundary determinations) and topographic maps. The second part of the goal (construction time and problems) was accomplished by keeping appropriate records and documenting the
problems.
5.3.1

Optical Intelligence Data
High resolution aerial photographs and topographic maps were used

to construct a data base containing 100 foot spatial resolution of backscatter data of the Pickwick Landing Dam site for the reference scene
generation task (Section 4.).
the following time'

Construction of this data base required

*Feature Extraction
Digitization
V'tDigital Matrix Preparation
**Elevation Data Merge

43 hours
23 hours
288 hours
132 hours

Category and Elevation Data Merge

6 hours

"Total Time
492 hours
*Includes 15 hours preparation time and 28 hours feature
extraction time.
*'*Inclisdes Software Development Time
The details of this work and problems encountered have been separately
reported 19, 20. 21, 22
.19 McNeil,

I

M.,

V. H. Kaupp, J. C. Holtzman, "Digital
Elevation Data Base
Construction: Pickwick Site"'. TR 319-3, Remote Sensing Laboratory.
Included in Appendix C, Vol.I1,
The University of Kansas, July, 1976.
ETL TR-OIl8,

20

Davison, E., V. H. Kaupp, J. C. Holtzman, "Baseline of Planimetric Data
Base Construction: Pickwick Site"', TR 319-2, Remote Sensing Laboratory,
The University of Kansas, July, 1976. Included in Appendix B, Vol. II,
ETL TR-0118.
21 McNeil, M., V. H. Kaupp, J. C. Holtzman, "Digitfzation of Pickwick Site
Data Base,"TR 319-4, Remote Sensing Laboratory, The University of Kansas,
February, 1977. Included in Appendix D, Vol. 11, ETL TR-01I8.
22 Komp, E., M. McNeil, V. H. Kaupp, J. C. Holtzman, "Medium Resolution Digital
Ground Truth Data Base", TR 319-5, Remote Sensing Laboratory, The UniverIncluded In Appendix F, Vol. II, FTL TR-Oil8.
sity of Kansas, August, 1976.
.......
.--

I

The quality of the resultant data base Is best described by the
results produced in the task For which it was prepared:
Reference scene
generation for terminal guidance applications (Section 4.0).
Preliminary
results of the tests performed on that task Indicate that the data base
and resultant simulations satisfied or exceeded requirements.

Two addition-

al comments can be added to embellish the comments regarding the apparent
quality of the data base.

First,

Input optical

seemingly have good quality geometric fidelity,

intelligence source data
attested to by the prelim-

inary results of the Correlatron tests (geometric fidelity Is believed to
be Important for the Corrolatron) as reported in Section 4.0.
Second,
these source data apparently provide sufficient Intelligence for a reasonably knowledgeable photo-interpreter to extract valid backscatter category
features,
5.3.2

again attested to by results.

Radar Intelligence Data

Radar Imagery and topographic maps were used to construct a data
base containing 100 foot spatial resolution of backscatter data of the
Pickwick Landing Dam site for the reference scene generation task (Section
The radar Imagery were taken by a Goodyear APD-1O Synthetic Aperture
Radar (see Section 2., for more Information).
Constructlon of this data
4).

base required the following time:
Feature Extraction

47 hours

Digitization

21 hours

*Dilgltal

Matrix Preparation

276 hours

*Elevation Data Merge

132 hours

Category and Elevation Data Merge
Total Time

6 hours
482 hours

" Includes Software Development Time
Again,
boundaries

it

should be noted that the radar Imagery were used to outline

(feature extraction) between various radar backscatter categories.

Radar Imagery were not used as sources of backscatter data or greytones
to be used In later simulation activities.

The data base has been con-

structed,

but It has not yet been tested by using it for Input to produce
simulated reference scenes for testing on the Correlatron.
These reference
scenes will be produced a little later and these results can be updated to
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assess the quality of the data base as Inferred by results of the Correlatron tests.
Some problems were encountered In making this data base which will
be discussed here,

since they have bearing on similar future activities.

We began the development of this data base with one goal in mind: To
determine the feasibility of constructing a data base using only radar
imagery as the source Intelligence data.

We concluded rather rapidly

that, without the aid of a digital computer for rectification of geometric
distortions, this would not produce a very accurate data base having the
desired geometrlc fidolity.

The data base we did construct used topographic

maps In addition to the radar Imagery as the source intelligence data.

It

is this data base we are waiting to test.
A summary of our brief study of the geometric fidelity of the source
radar Imagery follows.
Several methods were used to enlarge the radar Imagery (from 1:100,000)
to the appropriate scale (1:24,000)
could be transferred.

so that the planimetric information

The first method consisted of constructing a grid on

an acetate-based tracing medium.

A corresponding grid was constructed on

the Imagery and used as a reference in aligning the imagery and preventing
rotation as the Imagery was enlarged on a transfer scope.

Although the grid

facilitated transfer of the planimetry, the finished planlmetric map clearly
did not register when compared with a U.S.G.S. topographic map of the same

V

area.

The Imagery was then enlarged photographically with a transparency

being produced at the same scale as that of the U.S.G.S. map (1:2

4,000).

Once more It was clear that significant geometric distortion was present

In the Imagery which did not allow even approximate registration with the

map.

We then decided to measure the variations which were found between

radar
imagery and map. This was accomplished by selecting a number of
bench marks on the map, the locations of which could be either positively
Identified (such as road intersections) or Inferred with a high level of
confidence (a few meters). Transects were then drawn between the bench marks
on the map and measured. Photographic enlargements of the radar Imagery
were made at the same scale as the topographic map, with the four prints
needed to cover the area being used to construct a mosaic.
149

The geometry

of the mosaic In relation to that of the original

image was not subject

to distortion since the negatives used In the printing were taken from
two adjacent Image strips (APD-10, Channels A and B of the same pass)
and were easily matched.
The distances along transects between bench marks on the topographic
map were measured and compared with those on the enlarged mosaic.
Table 4
lists the various distances and the percentage of error represented.
TABLE 4).,
Bench Mark
AMajor
DirecNumber
Map Distance
Image Distance
Error
tional Trend

1, PSR 7L

-

PSR 4L

17.05

16.5

3.2%

L171

15.8

15.8

0

S155Q155

12.7

12.2

15.3

15.3

Range

2. PA~
3.

3.9%

Azimuth
Diagonal

4. PSR 4R
PSR 2R

5. PSR 2L

0

Azimuth

-

PSR 2R

6.6

6. PK4 T155

6.55

1.32%

Diagonal

1.7%

Diagonal

11.7

11.5

N155

10.1

10.1

0

8. PSR 7LPSR 41R

21.85

20.6

5.7%

7. PSR 7L-

Azimuth
Range

There are several possible sources of error preventing use of this
APDI-O Imagery for mapping.
The first of these Is Image compression In
either the range or azimuth direction.

ia•

"

*

The common causes of such compres-

sion In ground range systems are layover in the range direction and Inexact

synchronization between the SLAR recording equipment and the ground speed
of the aircraft In the azimuth direction.
It has been noted 22 that problems

S22

22Del lwiq, L. G., B. C. Hanson, N, E. Hardy, J, C. Holtzman, P. L. Hulen,
J. R. McCauley, and R. K. Moore, "A Demonstration and Evaluation of
the Utilization of Side Looking Airborne Radar for Military Terrain
Supported by
Analysis," RSL Technical Repart 288-1, October, 1975.
U. S. Army Contract DAAGO2- 5-C-0145.
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of foreshortening and layover become more severe with increas~ng magnitudes
of relief.

The local relief In the Pickwick area averages 100 to 150 feet

with some elevations north of the lake reaching nearly 300 feet above lake
level.

In examining the transacts between bench marks, the extent of

Intervening relief was considered.
The first transect examined extends predominantly In the range
direction.

Although both bench marks lie approximately 30 feet above

water level and within 1 foot of each other in elevatlon,

bluffs up to

120 feet higher than the bench marks (150 feet above lake level)
along the entire length of the transect.
3.2%.

Conversely,

direction.
each other.

appear

The error in this case was

the second transect lies predominantly in the azimuth

The elevations of the two bench marks are within 4 feet of
There are no Intervening topographic features and no difference

between map distance and photo distance is apparent.

The third transect,

lying In a diagonal direction between range and azimuth,
highest error with 3.9%.
along the transect.

has the second

Elevation differences of up to 60 feet occur

The remaining transects, with one exception,

very minor errors or no errors.

show

In each case, the bench marks are within

10 feet of each other in elevation and usually extend directly across the
water.

The one exceptional case Is a transect which extends for the great-

est measured distance, and is In the range direction.
showed the highest error (5.7T)

This transect

with 26 feet of elevation difference be-

tween the hench marks.
Based upon the major directional trends of the transects,
differences between bench marks,

elevation

and topographic features In the area,

it

would appear that the major source of planimetric error In the APD-10 Imagery
Is compression in the range direction related, at least In part, to the
hilly topography.
Ths. it-ws.ludd.
that the eometric fidelity of
this imager' was Insufficient to support maooIng efforts. and that to1oc,raphir, maps_ were needed (ot.,of course, gaer gl photoo rac hs) -to sa-tisfyThis means that the greatest
uregm
nt!,
fl-dellty
:aa. base ceo-etr'benefit of usinq radar Imagery to make data bases would come in the
feature extraction task; deciding which backscatter categories to Include
N

In the data base.
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5.3.3

Source Data Analysis Results
In general,

we have concluded even without completing the test,

that the Lest data base would be built using as much Input source intelligence data as possible. These include optical high-resolution aerial
photographs,

IR (Infra-Red)

imagery,

radar Imagery,

topographic maps,
The maps and aerial photographs would be used primarily for geometric fidelity and the IR and radar imagery would be used primarily
etc.

for backscatter category discrimination. The closer the resolution,
frequency, polarization, etc., is of the radar Imagery to the system being
simulated,

the better the data base in the sense that Identification of

the right category boundaries would be enhanced.
For data bases constructed us!nq either optical photography or radar
imagery, we concluded that the optical photography was the better source
material for the principle reason that geomrtric distortion was minimized.
Geometric distortion in radar Images presents a real problem for mapping
wnhch must be treated. We also concluded that the total time required
to construct data bases was approximately

the same,

regardless of whether

optical or radar source data were used.
5.4
5.4.1

Interactive Feature Extractiun
Background
Manual techniques get the Job done,

but are not time or cost-effectivc.

Because of this, they restrict the usefulness of radar Image simulation.
The increased usage of radar Image simulation to solve present and fut,,rL
problems is,

therefore, dependent,

In part, upon automating the prob[lems

of gr(iund truth data base construction.

Most all of the problems of ground

truth data base construction are Involved with Identifying the geometric
and electromagnetic (location, eiuvation, orientation, and backscatter
category) properties of the scene which are to be transferred from Input
source intelligence information to the data base. This process is called
feature extraction. Therefore, the problem of .ýutomating the groufid
truth data base definition is really analoqous to automating the feature

!52

Clearly, such a development would result in a treextraction process.
mendous Improvement in data base construction and hence in radar image

'4.1

simulation.
Given the problem of expediting the data base construction process and

0

the data base construction problem Is,
extraction.

As noted,

solutions to this problem were Investigated.

its background,

basically,

the problem of feature

24

A definition of feature extraction given by Patrick

is:

"Feature extraction Is the reduction of a set of measurements containing
a relatively largp amount of data Into a smaller amount of information
(features)." Clearly, this Is the task that lies at the core of data
base construction, as the Initial set of data (maps, photographs, etc.)
contains a large amount of data but •i smaller amount of useful
(categories),

Information

and the task is to define those categories (I.e.,

convert

the Initial data to a set containing a smaller amount of features).
Manual techniques of feature extraction have been used In the past, but
all manual techniques suffer the same fault - they are time-consuming
and costly.

This is so because of the very nature of the techniques;

they are minual,

and hence pe-tormed by hand,

which due to the limitation

of human endeavors naturally imposes a limit of how fast, accurate,
fective they can be.
Therefore,

and ef-

our only hope In expediting the feature extraction process

Is to automate it.

The computer is many orders of magnitude faster than

a human when it comes to certain tasks.

For Instance, the computer is
In a

very good In manipulating vast amounts of data and "numher-crunching"
short period of time, whereas tile human is lot.

The computer Is better

than the human when It comes to performing repetitive tasks, statistical
analysis,

image enhancements,

and other clearly defined operations.

the computer Is so much better than the human at these things,

If

then one

would naturally expect the computer to completely take over these tasks.
Thus, the best situation would seem to be that the computer completely
automate the feature extraction procos3,

2Patrick, Edward A.,

making it a much faster, more

Fundamentals of Pattern Recognition,

Prentice-Hall,

Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N. .,-T972,
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cost-effective,
doesn't work.

and less error-prone process.
Granted,

However,

the computer can perform many of these feature

extraction processes better and faster than the human,
one thing - Intelligence.
knowledge,

but It lacks

The computer Is not smart enough to guide Itself

through an Image and accurately extract features.
experience,

this solution

It does not have the

learning and decision-making capabilities of a

Thus, a fully automatic feature extraction system is not feasible 2 5.

human.
5.4.2

Combining the Computer and the Human
Since previous studies Indicate that neither the human nor the computer,

by themselves,

are optimal at the task of feature extraction, an Investiga-

tion Into combining the human and the computer into a workable 5ystem was
undertaken.

This Investigation explored the concept of a marriage between

the computer and the human in which the human Is used to make decisions
and guide the system, and the. computer Is used to manipulate the data and
handle other chores which would otherwise place a burden on the human.
An attempt has been mtde to tune such a system so that the human performs
whatever functions he does best and the computer performs the functions
it can do best.

In this way,

the maximum return can be gained through a
minimum of time and effort on behalf of both the human and the computer.
This cooperative approach is called Interactive feature extraction, since
the human Interacts with the computer In order to extract features, or
alternatively It is called automated (not automatic) feature extraction,

in

that the computer is automating as much of the feature extraction process
as possible,
In

Interactive feature extraction,

the computer Is usmd to display,

enhance, manipulate, and otherwise aid the human interpreter as he performs
his function.

Viewed another way, the human Is used to make decisions and
to guide the computer In real-time as the programs run,
Interaction can

be accomplished by giving the interpreter a few basic tools with which to
25Frost, V. S.,

J.

L, Abbott,

V. H. Kaupp, and J. C, Holtzman,

"Investiga-

tion of an Interactive Approach for Radar Simulation," TR 319-15, Remote
Sensing Laboratory, The University of Kansas, March, 1977.
Included In
Appendix K, Vol.11, ETL TR-0118.
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communicate his decisions to the computer; a keyboard for commands and
joystick for direct specification are probably the minimum to be provided.
Given these capabilities,

the data base can be built directly as the

feature Information is processed and decisions are made.

Boundaries

separating different regions can be specified directly by the Interpreter
and, while the human Is analyzing the next problem area,

the computer can

build the symbolic data base Immediately and display the results.

Depend-

ing upon the level of sophistication of the Interactive software,

and the

computer and display complex,

tremendous savings of resources and Improve-

ments In efficiency and quality of the finished product are visualized.
Given an Interactive feature extraction system,

special emphasis could be

bwilt in to maximize the use of the Intelligence data normally available
from which to define the geometry, dielectric properties,

and elevation

data required to be Included In a data base for radar Image simulation.
A typical session using an Interactive feature extraction system to
build a data base would probably look like this:
photoqraphs,

Imagery,

First, the Input maps,

and other information sources will be entered Into

the system by means of some analog-to-digital converter.
form the Initial date files.

This Input will

The operator then will log on to the computer

and cali1 the interactive feature extraction system,

Now,

the operator will

decidv which input images he wants to view and transfers them to the viewIng screen.

Then.

if there are any automated routines

(e0g,, cluster

packages, gradient operators, etc.) that he wants to run on the Images, he
will run them and transfer the results to the viewing screen.
ready,

*

Now he is

using the Joystick or light pen and the keyboard to transmit commends

to the system specifying which manipulations are to transform the Input
data into the data base to start Interacting with the computer,

While

"the operator is guiding the system, the computer Is performing the
•,

,real

manioulations indicated and returning results to the operator in semitime, When the operator is finished creating the data base, he saves
the final image in permanent storage and signs off the system, his job
completed.
Using sucn a conceptual Interactive feature extraction system as
functionally described above,
be speeded-up tremendously.

I

thL prcceis of data base construction could
No longer does an intermediate hand-drawn map
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have to be constructed since the input data are accepted by the computer as
is.

The manual digitization step is no longer needed,

as

digitization is

done by the computer guided by the Interpreter and his light pen or joystick.
The reconstructive computing performed on the digitized data is also eliminated, as those steps are Integrated into the computer's line-following and
region-defining routines.
Intelligence data,
interactively,

Thus, all that Is needed is the systemthe Input

I,

and the operator, alias photo/radar/imagery interpreter.

a large, complex data base similar to the Pickwick Dam data

base could be built In several multi-hour sessions as opposed to several
months by the manual construction method.
savings in time and effort.

Clearly,

this Is a tremendous

Given that obtaining data bases for radar

Image simulation Is a worthwhile effort,

the proposed Interactive feature

j

extraction system would be a very powerful tool to the radar Image simula-I
tion process.
5.4.3
an

Use of System In Data Base Update
Besides facilitating feature extraction for data base construction,

an Interactive feature extraction system would prove to be a very useful

(

tool In other areas of radar Image simulation.

An area in particular that

would be enhanced by the Introduction of such a system is the periodic
updating of existing data bases to reflect changes In the ground scene.

"Such updates are necessitated by changes in the ground scene due to such
factors as seasonal variations (trees, foliage, and crops changing),
meteorological changes (presence or absenco of snow. raln, etc.), and
other events which alter the ground scene uufficiently to affect the radar
Image.

In many applications (especially military applications),

updating of radar Image data bases will play a vital role.

the

For Instance,

If the radar image simulation is being used as a reference scene for a
terminal guidance device, and several hours before use the target
.scene is covered with eight inches of snow, the data base and reference

•;a

.i

]

'

aeiiscene
must be updated to accurately reflect ground conditions,
In such
situation where the radar Image simulation Is being used to model aA
dynamic environment,
base.
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Once again,

there must exist a fast method to update the data
the Interactive feature extraction system could be
-,

I

T
effectively used to solve the problem.
Using the system, an operator In
a short time using updated Intelligence could easily examine the data base
and alter It to match the situation by merging, expanding, or contracting
regions, changing boundaries, and altering the categories or contents of
the data base.
5.4.4

General Specifications

In order to create such an interactive feature extraction system as
conceptualized above, certain physical requirements must be fulfilled.
The following minimum physical requirements have been Identified.
of all,

First

since this Is a computerized system, some hardware configuration

(i.e., computer) must be at the core of the system.
ments In this area are processing power, main memory,

I/O (Input/Output) capability

The basic requireauxiliary storage,

and supporting peripheral devices,

and

a basic software operating environment,

Included In this area would be
a terminal by which the operator could communicate with the computer.
Another physical

requirement Is for some form of display capability,

Since the system is Intimately Involved wlth Images, there must be some
way to display these Images.
Some physical devices which would provide
a display capability Include television monitors,
plotters,

film recording and oscilloscopes.

is a very Important part of the system:
displayed image,

the operator,

graphic terminals,

Associated with this display

The Interactive link between the

and the computer.

some way of extracting information from Images.

The operator must have
Several means to accomplish

this are a light pen, Joystick and cursor, or a cursor with simple x, y
controls (etch-a-sketch type controls).
These Jevices allow the operator
9

to access desired regions on the Image and selectively extract features.
All of these devices define the minimum physical configuration needed in
order to Implement an Interactive feature extraction system.
is discussed In more detail elsewhere.

This subject

26

26 McNeil, M., J. L. Abbott, V. S. Frost, V. H, Kaupp, J. C. Holtzman,
"Automated Techniques In Feature Extraction," TR 319,24, Remote
Sensing Laboratory, The University of Kansas, June, 1977.
Included
In Appendix L, Vol. 11, ETL TR-OI18,
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Rationale For Interactive Data Base Construction

5,4.5

The single most persuasive factor in the selection of the feature
extraction system was the need for Interactive capability.

Manual techni-

ques were Investigated and found to be time-consuming and cost-ineffective.

Fully automatic techniques were Investigated and found to be non-

existent, for the most part.

Although some automatic techniques do exist,

they are useful only in very specific applications and work only with
certain types of carefully chosen data.

Thus,

the human operator and the

"computer have to work together In some fashion In order to form a workable
system.
The ideal system would be to have the computer doing all of the work,
with the human Inside the loop providing guidance.

In any such man-

machine system, how well the system works Is dependent upon the ease of
Interaction between the computer and the operator.
This area has been looked into with special emphasis on applications
of Interactive processing to radar Image simulation.
Results of that
Investigation are reported elsewhere2,

The end result of that investiga-

tion was to recommend the Interactive approach to radar simulation as the
most promising general solution to the problems associated with radar Image
simulation, Including the data base construction and updating process.
Another area of study Impacting on the development of a feature extraction system Is a study of techniques used in analyzing and
Images.

interpreting

Since the purpose of this feature extraction system Is to facili-

tate this process,

It makes sense to study in detail the process that the

system will be attempting to perform.
techniques has been undertaken and is

A study on Image interpretation
reported In detali elsewhere26,

Current Image analysis and Interpretation techniques are studied, with
emphasis on both the tried-and-true manual techniques and some of the
e25

Frost, V. S., J.

L. Abbott, V. H. Kaupp,

and J.

C. Holtzman,

''Inves•iga-

tion of an Interactive Approach for Radar Simulation,"' TR 319-15, Remote
SmSensing Laboratory, The UniversIty of Kansas, March, 1977.
Included in

Appendix K, Vol. 11, ETL TR-0118.
26 McNeil,

M,,

J. L, Abbott,

V. S. Frost,

V. H, Kaupp,

J, C, Holt7'nan,

"Automated Techniques In Feature Extrnction,"' TR 319-24, Remote
Sensing Laboratory, The University of Kansas, June, 1977.
Included
In Appendix L, Vol. II, ETL TR-0I18,

newer automated and Interactive techniques.

Some of the manual techniques

previously used on this project are reported In [26].

Also discussed In

[27]are some of the ways that the proposed interactive feature extraction
system could be used in Interpreting Images,

both by automating older

methods and by creating new feature extraction methods specifically
designed for the system.
The two salient features of the proposed system are,

(1) the Intro-

duction of the human and his subsequent Interaction with the system and
(2) the use of the computer to automate the feature extraction process.
As mentioned before, a fully general automatic feature extraction system
does not exist, but that of course does not mean that certain automated
techniques do not exist.
exist.

In fact, many useful automated techniques do

A brief survey of automated feature extraction techniques has

been made 2

One of the favorable points about the feature extraction

system Is that It will bring together many of these routines and spark
Interest In the creation of more automated feature extraction techniques.
The operator will then have at his Immediate disposal the use of all these
routines to assist him in extracting Information.
Implicit in all this discussion about feature extraction Is that
there is an Image (or Images)
fact,

which has features to be extracted.

In

the entire feature extraction system Is really Just a specialized

Image handling system.

As such,

the system must deal with many different

problems which are connected to image handling and processing.
areas of conc,'rn are the storage and retrieval of Images,

The major

transfer time to

and from auxiliary storage, main memory and display devices, management
of Images,

arid manipulation of images.

All these areas Involve some

special problem or problems peculiar to Image handling and processing
F

that need to be addressed in the design of any Image handling system.

26 McNeil,

M.,

J.

L. Abbott,

V, S. Frost, V. H, Kaupp,

J. C. Holtzman,

"Automated Techniques in Feature Extraction,'' TR 319-24, Remote
Sensing Laboratory, The University of Kansas, June, 1977.
Included
in Appendix L, Vol. II, ETL TR-)118.
25 Frost, V. S.,

J.

L. Abbott,

V. H. Kaupp,

and J, C. Holtzman,

''Investiga-

tion of an Interactive Approach for Radar Simulation,'" TR 319-15, Remote
Sensing Laboratory, The University of Kansas, March, 1977.
Included In

Appendix K, Vol.

II, ETL TR-0118.

5.4.6

An Interactive Feature Extraction System-

A Design Concept

The zoncept of an Interactive automated feature extraction system has
been investigated,

and some of its possible uses in the radar Image 31mula-

tion area explored.

Having studied the problems to be tackled and the

utility of such a system,

it has been decided that an Interactive feature

extraction system Is a valid effort towards solving some of the problems
of radar Image simulation.

Initial design considerations have been studied,

and that work is reported below.

27

It shouid be noted here that this design

concept ib only a first attempt using very limited hardware.

The main pur-

pose of this effort is to design a base skeletal system limited to the
hardware available,

and then to see If the concept is valid enough to

Implement a full-scale version.
Here at the RSL, the followinq computer hardware and software Is
avallable for use In the implementation of the Interactive feature extractIon system.

The heart of the system will be a Digital Equipment Corp.

PDP-15 model 20,

The PDP-15 Is an 18-bit minicomputer with 32K of memory.

It has a card reader,

paper tape reader and punch,

two printers,

two CRT's,

It'Is
one TTY, four DEC-tape drives, and two removable pack disk drives,
Interfaced to an IBM 7094 to provide regular magnetic tape drive capabillties.

The PDP-15 is also Interfaced to a hybrid system,

crimination Enhancement Combination System, or IDECS,
basically as an Image transfer and display device,
capabilities

0

the Image Dis-

The IDECS Is used

although It has other

A high-resolution monitor (0 1K x IK pixels) will be

used as the main display device, with an analog memory refreshing the
monitor.
The Interactive feature extraction system Is designed to be run as
a single-user sub-system under DOS,

.. •

the disk operating system on the PDP-

a Hybrid System: The
withUniversity
Processing
et al.,of 'Image
P. N.,
Anderson,
IDECS," The
Bulletin
Engineering
No. 64,
of Kansas
Publications,

Lawrence, Kansas,

1972.
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Thus,

hardware.

the feature extraction software is one level removed from the
This fact does not really restrict the system, but allows it

to use already existing code in the operating system. Future Implementations may choose to design the system to run as a stand-alone system not
using the vendor-supplied operating system for reasons of efficiency and
speed, but at this level of Implementation, efficiency is not as important
as the extra work Involved.
It Is also possible to design the system
to operate in a multiple-user, or time-shared, mode, but again the utility
gained Is not worth the extra work.
Besides the basic extra work it would
take to design the system in these other ways,

there are hardware constraints,

such as available memory, which Influenced the decision to make the system
a single-user sub-system.
The basic Input to the system will be Images In the form of maps,
negatives, pictures, etc.
Of courso, these are not In a form usable by
the computer.
Thus, the system will have an analog to digital converter
which will convert these Inputs to a digital form. These Inputs will then
be stored in the file system, which will be on disk. Also, the data base
and other outputs will go back into the file system, See Figure 29 rur a
schematic block diagram.
As mentioned before,

one of the two salient features of the system Is
Its use of automated routines.
The automated feature extraction routines
have, for the most part, been left vacant to be added on to the system
at a later date.
In this way, emphasis on the types of automated routines
Is deferred until the need for them actually arises.
The other salient feature of the system Is Its Interaction with the
operator.
This Interaction Is really the crux of the system, since the
computer and the operator need to Interact very closely.
this interaction,

a command language has been developed
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To accomodate
by whieh the

operator can communicate his wishes to the system easily.

This language,

or menu, of Interactive commands was designed with the emphasis on the
user s ease of operation,

Another interaction that occurs Is communica-

tion between the operator and the computer regarding the location of
point.s within an image.
This interaction would Ideally take place by
means of some semi-hardware

implemented tool like a Joystick and cursor.'

Such a device would provide a very fast and effective way to direct the
extraction of features from Imagery.

However,

for this design, at least

Initially, there does not exist any such hardware,

so Instead there will

be a cursor (or bouncing ball or framer) which will be completely software controlled,

That Is,

in the command language will be commands

which will manipulate the cursor and move it around.
this will

We real-ize that

Impose severe restrictions on the utility of such a system,

but there Is no other choice available at this time.
5.4,7

Conclusions and Recommendations
When this Initial design Is Implemented,

It will

provide the bare

minimum of capabilities needed to support an Interactive feature extraction system.

Even though It may be a slow and clumsy system at first,

the concept of Interactive feature extraction will be validated by using
the system to create a date base offor Instance, the Pickwick Dam site.
This data base will then be compared to the old data base which was created
using only manual techniques.

This analysis will determine if the quality

of the data base created by using the Interactive feature extraction system
Is comparable or even superior to that of the manually created data base.
Also, the time and effort spent will be compared against that used in the
construction of the manually created data base. Thus, there will be two
criteria for determining the utility of the system: (1) quality of
finished product- and (2) time, effort, and money spent in the creation
of the final data base.
After this Initial validation of the system, attempts will be made to
upgrade the system, One area of Improvement will bu the addition of

...

..

functional routines.
be minimal,.as

Improvement In the system-level software will

the skeletal design should be complete.

Hardware up-

grading is the area where the most work needs to be done.
'on the list Is the need for a better Interactive tool.

First

A hardware imple-

mented cursor or some other display cursor would result in Immediate
upgrading of the system, as the present software simulated cursor Is
Just a stopgap measure.

V.

Present indications are that much of the opera-

tor's time will be spent positioning the cursor to various features on
the display screen.

The present method will be slow and not as dynamic

as it should be.
Another area of system upgrading will be providing
better display capability and faster transfer times.
It Is anticipated
that transfer times to the display and back will be slow, thus bottlenecking the system.

Another area of Improvement

Is dependent upon the

usage of the system.

If the system Is heavily used and many files

(images)

disk storage must be Improved (such as magnetic

are created,

1

tape storage Instead of disk) or additional disk packs and drives must
be added on to the system.
An alternative to upgrading the system might bb to move the whole
system to a new hardware configuration or a different operating environment.

A multi-user operating system, RSX,

the PDP-15,

is currently being tested on

One possible change to the system might be to change it

operate In RSX,

thus allowing other users access to the PDP-15 at the same

time that the system Is running.
configuration,

to

In case of movement to a new hardware

the changeover will be made easier because of the modular,

subsystem structure of the system.
written in ANSI FORTRAN,

Also. most of the software will be

which Is easily transportable between machines.
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6.0

Conclusions
simulation model and its software

The point scattering radar Image

implementations have been verified in the work reported in this document.
The model rigorously treats as a closed system the properties of the
radar system being modeled,

ground scene, and Image medium.

It mathe-

matically expresses the relationships and Interrelationships between these
various aspects of the closed system.
normal radar effects such as layover,

Implicit
shadow,

in this model are all the

range compression,

etc.

These and similar effects depend entirely upon the software Implementation
As the validation results show, the model, Its
for accurate realization.
techniques,

the pround truth data bases and feature extraction
and the use of empirical a* data to model the radar return from

the ground,

have seen the science of radar image simulation make the tran-

software Implementation,

sition with this work from an Interesting research problem to an engineering tool available for many different applications.

The opportunity

should not be lost to extend the results obtained here by applying cur radar
Alsimulation model to solve present and future problems as they occur.
though the results obtained In this work have been superior to early expectations (it

was not at first thought that this much work could he ac-

complished In the contract period) some qualifications of those results
need to be discussed. These discussions are listed In the following sections.
6.1

Reference Scene neneration
The results reported for this task are preliminary results.

Tests

Even though preliminary Indications are that the
have not been completed.
.reference scenes produced by our radar simulation model meet or exceed the
criteria for degree of correlation,

location of the correlation peak,

and

remember that these results have been produced by referscenes formed from one altitude of one data base of one test site,

repeatability,
ence

and the simulation model was structured to represent one PPI
indicator) radar and Correlatron system.
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(Plan-Position

One set of test conditions like this does not represent exhaustive
testing, although, the preliminary results warrant much more enthusiasm
than a single set of test conditions normally might.
This Is so hecause
even though we produced reference scenes for essentinlly one set of test
conditions

(five different scenes having different resolutions were,

however,

produced),

there were many sets of "live'' PPI data available from many
different approaches for this one site. Thus, our reference scenes we'e
tested against many different radar/ground scene systems.
This knowledge considerably strengthens our acceptance of the results.
6.2.

SLAR and PPI Validations
The results reported for these tasks were subjective comparisons of

our simulated radar images to real Images of the same site.
all subjective evaluations,
perience,

they appeal to the viewer's

Just as do

Interests,

ex-

training, and intuition for acceptarce.

Two swaths having different look directions,

taken from one data

base, were simulated for hypothetical medium resolution (%,60 foot resolution) radars having Ideal operating characteristics.
Thesn simulations
were then compared to real

Imagery of the same swaths having the same look

directions but having l1x15 foot resolution.
The comparisons look good,
but, on their own merit, the validations are weak.
One data base site for
simulation and one set of comparison Imagery from one high resolution radar
do not represent exhaustive tests.
These results together with the reference scene results represent a
much stronger validation of our model and simulation technique.
The reference scene test was a quantitative validation of our model.
It consisted of measuring the degree of cross correlation between our radar

Simage

simulations and "live" PPI data of the same site.

The preliminary

test results of this task indicate repeatable performance that meets or
exceeds the test criteria which can be Interpreted as quantitative validation that our radar Image simulations are very much like real Images
of the same site.

Thus,

this quantitative validation substantiates the

more subjectlve comparisons appealed to for SLAR and PPI validations.
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6.3

Data Bases

The results obtained in the work performed under this contract
argue more eloquently than any ither debate for the quality of data
bases produced.

However,

it should be noted that the construction

techniques used are not the only vulld methods of feature extraction.
Eqisally ,ood, or better, or worse, data bases might have been produced
by utilization of different techniques.
They served us well.
6.4

We selected our techniques.

We reported our methods and results.

Optimal Choice of Source :ntelI icence f r Daca lase Construction

Even though all results reported here were simulations formed from
data bases constructed using optical photoqraphy and map! for source data,
It Is Inferred from our work that superior results cquld be achieved uslng
Some examples of these kinds of
many different kinds of source Imagery.
source imagery might be high-resolution aerial photogr;.phs,
images,

infra-red images,

etc.

maps,

radar

These source imagery would be used in the

feature extraction task to identify boundary locations separatina different microwave backscatter cateqories.
6.5

interactive Feature Extraction
Although the results obtained in this work have been shown to be

outstanding,

they might have been produced In a more cost effective manner.

One approach to accomplishing this goal,

we propose,

Is Interactive

Featuic extraction.; an optimal combination of photo-interpreter and computer for data base construction.

As we believe our radar simulation

model has opened the door for many future applications of radar simulation,
so do we believe that interactive feature extroction Is a necessary and
viable part of that future.
Whether implemented as a complete Interactive feature extraction
(photo-interpreter) station or as a much smailer first stcp,
imagr simulation Is to be a part of the future,
extraction is essential.
thaumaturgical

if radar

Interactive feature

Work must be started withoui delay on thik

system.
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6.6

Backscatter Data
For all the radar simulations we have produced,

empirical backscatter data (oo)

we have used

or theoretical scattering studies to

model the radar return from terrain.

We have not used radar Imagery of

any site as a source for either a* or greytone data. These data have
been exclusively taken from both RSL's empirical a* data hank and the
literature.

Our choice for u° data for any category In any simulated

radar image, can be questioned.
If It is, we can probably offer 3 or 4
more data sets which might have been used In lieu of the questioned
set.

For Instance,

if It had been possible to collect extensive ground

truth data In the Pickwick vicinity, we might have found a particular
level of moisture content suitable for certain types of vegetation.

This

knowledge would have been factored Into the choice of a* data which Is
stratified by frequency,

polarization, season,

As Is normally the case with hindtight,

moisture content,

etc.

It Is possible to criticize

the relative greytones on a field-by-field basis.

6,7

Related Areas of Application
The Point Scattering Model

implementations presented (SLAR,

(PSM)
PPI,

for radar Image simulation and the
etc.) are by no means limited to the

apliication of terminal guidance described herein.

In fact,

the PSM Is

general and its implementation can be re-structured at any stage

n ac-

count for system or terrain changes.
As an example of alternate employment of the PSM,

consider the In-

vestlgatlon of temporal changes on a target terrain scene,

In particuilar,

tho seasonal change's and correspondinp effects on backscatter response.
The proposed alteration of the scene could affect correlation of a referenc%, %cane and actual

imagery.
Radar system studies arc greatly facilitated with the PSM because

it

Is possible to predict through the visual results of simulation an

optimum set of system parameters

(e.g.,

frequency,

polarization,

re-

solution) fo: an imaging radar %ystem which will produce imagery with a
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maximum information content.

The type of information desired would be

Not only is it
determined by the military application of the imagery.
possible to experiment with frequency, polarization, etc., but also the
transfer function of the radar receiver may be experimentally adjusted
to observe the effects on Imagery which may be, for Instance, an enhancement of certain topographic features.
The degradations in radar imagery caused by aircraft Instabilities
may be observed through affects in simulated imagery by implementing
yaw, pitch and roll errors into the flight parameters.

Also, erratic

altitude changes (with respect to mean sea level) can be easily programmed.
This type of sensitivity study could show how much instability can be
withstood with only tnlerable adverse effects on the Information content
of Imagery.
It has been attempted to clarify that SLAR does not Imply a real
aperture radar In the context of this report because with the current
capabilities,
processing,

we believe we can extend the PSM to account for Doppler

and therefore improve azimuth resolution by building the

synthetic array.

SAR studies will certainly be widely used for many mil-

itary applications,
corresponding

and It may he advantageou',

to be able to simulate the

Image products for system design,

terrain analysis studies

and guidance.
Numerous related, additional areas of application exist for the
knowledge that has been gained In performing the research 1eadinq to the
results reported in this document.

No attempt is being made here to gen-

erate a complete list of potential applications.

Rather, we would like to

expand the major conclusion that our radar Image simulation model has been
validated and is available for application to many different present and
future problems.

i

i
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7.0

RECOMMENDATI04S
The purpose of this .section is to present briefly a set of recommen-

dations which represent our thoughts on possible future courses of

action.

We firmly beleive that the successful validation of the point

scattering method (PSM) of radar image simulation Is the state of the art
In radar image simulation,

at least for distributed targets for medium

to large resolution Imaging radars (We will have more to say about "fine"
resolution systems later.).

The point scattering method completely

and exactly accounts for the transmitting/recelving system, the target/
sensor interaction and the display medium.

Nonetheless much work

remains In merely making the implementation "operational."
logical extensions of the point scattering method,

Furthermore,

alternate approaches

for cultural or hard targets and certain related activities,

should be

pursued In order to bring the full weight and Impact of radar imaging
simulation to bear on the problems of the defense community.
This section will attempt to look ahead four or five years outlining the needed studies and activitles that are required to fully
develop the potential of radar Image simulation.

Within this frame-

work, a set of near term goals will then be outlinud.
particular

It

Is of

importance to note that potential applications of radar

image simulation have barely been tapped.

While reconnaisance systems

(direct use of simulation for reference),

system synthesis, and analysis

(little used up to now) are obvious applications,
other applications that are waiting; for example,

there are a host of
change detection, and

prediction of terrain conditions are just two that come readily to mind.
Now that imaging radar can be simulated to within the same fidelity
as that obtained by real systems,

the studies suggested below can Indeed

make radar image simulation a very valuable mechanism for the solution
of many problems.
7.1

Long Range Goals
The point scattering method hAs been shown to be a successful

for producing simulated radar Imagery.

tool

A specific example (a terminal

guidance system) was modeled by specializing the general PSM model with
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great success.

The specialization was seen to be mandatory both from

a technical as well as a cost effective point of view.

I

In

However,

the study It was Impossible to model exactly the system since very
little

While this Improves the confidence

information was provided.

in the general model,
cation.

better results are possible with more specifi-

Hence an Important goal

is tL ipecify and simulate completely

a system for a given application where both analysis and synthesis
(the ultimate use of any simulation) can be fruitfully employed In the
design,

A

development and deployment of a reconnalsance system be It

for guidance, MGI (Military Geographic Information), etc.
Perhaps the single major obstacle to operational use of radar
Imaqe simlilatlon Is In the area of data base construction, namely the
feature extraction problem.
material,

No matter what the nature of the source

the present approaches,

manual

(an almost prohibitive

"restriction inan operational sense) or automatic (computerized pattern
recognition), are not suitable,

We suggest that an Interactive feature

extraction approach be one of the principle long range goals.

"Many other problem areas were exposed during past efforts of many
researchers which must be addressed,

ranging from sensitivity analyses

through data base compression techniques through alternate methods of
simulatinq cultural targets.

These are discussed either in the frame-

work of the long term goals In the subsection or in 7.2, the Immediate

goa I s.
7.1.1

Operational

Implementation for Image Simulation

An obvious long range goal Is to achieve the necessary transfer of
technology to utilize radar image simulation in an operational system
for a specific mission.
effective,

To this end the implementation must be cost

systems specific, and compatible with all mission requirements.

To this end we recommend that the general concepts of state of the
art Image simulation Incorporating results of related studies discussed
below be developed for several specific applications.
*(

Doing this will

document the value of radar Image simulation and will Increase the demand
for solutlonof the problems presented In this section.

In this way,

the

use of radar Image simulation can be accelerated and exploited to the
fullest extent possible.

S...
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7.1.2

Interactive Feature Extraction
As indicated above,

the chief problem apparent at almost every

stage of radar image simulation Is In feature extracti'on - Identifying
the geometry and category (i.e., electromagnetic reflectance,) properties
of the scene and transferring them to the data base.
Classical techniques
for feature extraction are manual techniques.
Typically, a photo
interpreter scans the intelligence data and draws upon his interpretation experience to decide what information to transfer manually to
the data base under construction.
These decisions are made with as few
digital computer Image enhancement techniques as possible. This reticence to use available enhancement routines Is caused,
very nature of the automatic routines.
to any but specific,

well-structured,

In part, by the

They are not generally applicable
test cases.

In addition, use

of these techniques requires that the interpreter also be a computer
expert.

Moreover,

the interpreter loses control and visibility of what

he Is try!ig to accomplish when he enters the computer world of automatic land-use classification, or pattern recognition, or region definition, or ad Infinitum.

These reasons have serious ramifications for
feature extraction and, consequently, data base construction; they cost
money.
They cost money In the sense that It takes a much longer time to
extract the features for a data base tham might otherwise be necesrary;
data are manipulated by hand and the best information may not be
obtained.
Clearly, a tremendous

improvement of the product developed,

resources expended, and time required could be obtained if a workable
marriage between computer and Interpreter could be arranged.'
The computer
Isvery good at manipulating vast amounts of data In short periods of
time; the human Is not.

The human Is

beyond comparison when it

to drawinq upon learning experience to make decisions.

cumes

The computer

excels at clearly defined repetitive tasks, at statistical analyses,
at Image enhancements.
A cooperative approach In which the human Is
used to make decisions and guide the processing direction of the software, and the computer is used to manipulate the data rapidly and easily
and to remove the drudge from the human would be optimal- optimal
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In the

sense of maximizing the return for resources expended and minimizing
the time and effort.

j

This cooperative approach is called interactive

feature extraction, or automated feature extraction (not automatic
feature extraction since this Is Impossible with the state of the art
available today).
The concept of Interactive feature extraction uses the human for
his specific strengths and the computer for Its specific strengths.
In Interactive feature extraction, the computer is used to display,
enhance,

manipulate,

4

and otherwise aid the human Interpreter as he

performs his function.

Viewed another way,

the human Is used to make

decisions and to guide the computer In real-time as the programs run.
Interaction can be accomplished by givihg the Interpreter a few basic
tools with which to communicate his decisions to the computer; a

"keyboard for commands and Joystick for direct specification are
probably the minimum to be prov'ided.

Given these capabilities,

the data

base can be built directly as the feature information is processed
and decisions are made,
Boundaries separating different regions can be
specified directly by the interpreter and, while the humon Is analyzing
the next problem area,

the computer can build the symbolic data base

Immediately and display the results,

Depending upon the level of

sophistication of the Interactive software, and the computer and display complex, tremendous savings of resources and Improvemento in efficiency and quality of the finished product are visualized.

Given an

Interactive feature extraction system, special emphasis could be bui lt
In to maximize the use of the intelligence data normally available
from which to define the qeometry,

dielectric properties, and elevation

data which are required by radar image simulation.
7.1.3

Microwave Reflectiviti Catalog
The key component In transforming the data base into a radar Image

has been seen to be the parameter on, i,e. the differential backscatterIng coefficient for a giver, homogeneous target.
In the best of all
possible worlds, an exhaustive measurement program utilizing an airborne
multlfrequency,

multi-polarization,

calibrated radar

(scatterometer)

Scould be built, flown, andc° versus 0 for all potential category targets
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i.e.,

(in all states,

moisture conditions, etc.) could be recorded.

That is about as realistic as building a data base (that works) for
In other words it

the world by strictly manual techniques;

Is an

Impossible task.
A sound program, howevr.r, can be envisioned consisting of a comprehensive literature search resulting In a library catalog of pertinent
data,

a limited data gath~.rIng effort,

and, most Importantly,

development

and compilation of relevant scattering theory for use in extrapolating
the empirical data available and the library data to the system specifications needed In a given application.

At the present time, a very

small library of scattering data has been compiled at RSL.

Searching

the literature so far has shown that significant differences in absolute
values of data exist.

Only a limited number of different polarizations

end frequency data are available.
The library must be greatly expanded.
In addition to Increasing the sheer amount of library data, they
must be verified.

This can,

at the present time, be most easily done

using simulation of a known area where high quality imagery exists.
example,
(or is

it
It

For

is not very likely that a' data exists for garden plots
likely that It will ever be obtained).
However, on high resolu-

tion systems,

extensive garden plots could significantly alter the image

and should be accounted for,

Intuition suggests that the vegetation

would have a high moisture content and that In turn suggests using
certain agricultural data.
frequiency,

The exact choice can be verified for a given

polarization combination, and theory can be used to extend

the results to other combinations.
It is almost Impossible to obtain the necessary calibrated data
from radar imagery.

The angular range is

necessary Is nonoxistent,

insufficient,

the ground truth

at least to the degree required,

and there

are many Imponderables about the precise behavior of the Imaging systam at the time of data collection.

But this source may have to be

tapped to fill the categories sensed only in iNages,

The present source

of ay data originates from calibrated grouid based systems or airborne
scatterometers.
The ground based system here at PSL (a NASA (National Aeronautics
and Space Administration) system) mentioned earlier In this report Is
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dedicated to civilian remote senting and accordingly mo- t target signatures are inappropriate for defense programs.

Moreov,,r, a ground

based system simply does not have the mobility to examine the wide
Existing airborne

class of targets that need to be Investigated.

systems are either single frequency and or polarization limited and
would not really be appropriate.

In summary,

a wideband multipolarlzed

airborne calibrated system would be desirable.
This system could most
likely be built up by subsystems already In the Defense Department
inventory and flown on a suitable aircraft.

The data gathered

In this
program would go Far toward supporting the simulation efforts in guidance for RPV's (Remutmly-Piloted Vphlcles).
of the target/sensor interaction,

With Increased knowledge

there should be at least an order of

magnitude Increase in the application of Imaging radar systems,

them-

selves, as well as aiding the development of new guidance techniques.
7.1.4

Advanced Modeling:

Distributed Targets

The point scattering method,as mentioned earlier, is the Ideal
method to treat distributed targets for medium to coarse resolution
imagln% systems.

Cultural features would seem to be best treated by

an altgrnate method described later.
Fine resolution systems present a different problem.

A key

Ingredient of the PSM is the assumption that the radar resolution cell
can hb described by the statistical mean value parameter,
differential

scattering cross-section.

that In a given resolution cell,
number of scattering

centers.

a,

the

This assumption,in turn, mians

there will be a relatively large
The number depends on the target type.

When the cell becomes small, this assumption can be seen to be in question.
Another potential problem Is that the cells, themselves, are assumed to
be Independent.

Again,for small cells,this will be invalid.

not hard to imagine,for example, that the roughness of one cell
correlated with another.

It is
Is

These and similar problems arising out of the

small cells associated with fine resolution systems merit attention and
solution.
The assumption of resolution cell Independence also manifests
Itself In another area that requires study; to wit,

the antenna problem.

In both real and synthetic aperturethe actual antenna pattern vitally
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I
affects the quality of the final Image in a more or less dramatic manner.
The assumption that the antenna pattern is constant across a resolution
In

cell has been seen to be valid to a first order approximation.
complex Imaging systems,

the antenna pattern effect should be Included

In the model of the processor, especially,
to radome pointing errors, etc.

pattern degradations due

Modeling must be Improved in this area,

Closely allied to this problem is that of more accurately modeling
the receiver of a real system.
(Automatic Gain Control)

Such effects as non linearitles, AGC

limiting, otc.,

should be Included.

SAR (Syn-

thetic Aperture Radar) processors present a set of Interesting problems
in themselves.
In some simulation applications, it Is required to actually
produce simulated '"video"; I.e., the simulated electronic signal that the
processor uses to create the Image.
Models to date lack the precision
and generality of the point scattering method.

We believe that SAR

modeling should receive a high priority.
7.1.5

Advanced Modeling:

Cultural Targets

Earlier in this report the area spatial filtering method
simulating cultural targets was described.

(ASF)

for

This is a method developed

In previous years and Is seen to do an excellent lob of simulating
cultural targets from both physical models and high resolution air
photographs.
This filtering model needs to be investigated to determine
its range of applicabillty.
Techniques need to be devised to combine
the area spatial filtering radar simulation technique with the point
scattering (digital) method,
The resutltng hybrid radar Image simulation model would combine the optical simulation for cultural objects
with the digital simulation for distributed objects.

Great potential

savings In time and resources are offered by this hybrid model.

El

I

n

Saddition,

other techniques need to be Investigated.
Development of a
number of techniques for simulation of a paiti.tular class of rbjects

•

would simplify the simulation process and reduce costs.
Up to the present time the ASF has been Implemented on an optical
computer.

Additional degrees of freedom End more flexibility are foreseen

If the optical simulation technique (area spatial filtering method) is
Implemented on the digital rcomputer.
It seen s reasondble to anticipate
•.
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that models can be construcLed which will alluw this simulation technique to be used with optical photographs for more than just specular
targets.

These models are envisioned as containing the necessary

Information to convert the optical reflectivity densities In the photograph into the appropriate microwave reflectivity densities.

Then,

this simulation technique (the area spatial filtering technique) when
Implemented on the digital computer would become a viable alternative
to the point scattering simulation method.

Some distinct advantages

would accrue If this were feasible.

high resolution photographs

First.

would become basic data bases which automatically contain the geometric
relationships of the various objects.

Second,

the cultural

features,

with their proper orientations,are automatically located in the data
baser, constructed from such photographs.
(automated)

In addition,

Interactive

feature extraction techniques could be employed directly

with this simulation model to Improve the'overall efficiency.
At the very least, digital filtering techniques would provide
control over the features which are retained in the finished product.
Unlike the optical implementation which blindly filters everything In
the photograph the digital filtering approach could be made selective.

Then, only cultural objects would be simulated and we would not

be faced with the problem of extracting the "true"

signal from the

"false" signal plus noise as we are now, using ootics.
7.1.6

Temporal (Seasonal)

Changes

As described in the various sections, the parametero

0

, the differ-

ential scattering coefficient, is the important parameter representing
the electromagnetic target/sensor

Interaction.

It

is strongly

Influenced by moisture content and roughness of the target,

In fact,

the moisture content is sometimes more important than the Intrinsic
nature of the target.

This has been widely known for some time yet

its effuct on simulated Imagery has generally been Ignored and for
certain models can't be Included.

In fact,

temporal chanqes observed

In radar Imagery constitute the motivation for usinq radar a3i a monitoring
reconnalsance sensor,
end,

I.e., a surveillance

instrument.

Turned end for

the question can be raised, what combination cf frequency and po-

larization would give the least noticeable change? it
that temporal

(short turin) and seasonal

of the target must be Investigated.
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Is clear therefore,

(lonq term) changes in the stite

I
The seasonal and temporal changes severely affect not only the final
greytone in the Image but boundaries as well.

What are thought to be

homogeneous regions will, In fact, appear as several divided sub-regions
with well defined boundaries separating the different target states.
There are many seasonal effects in the terrestrial envelope;

these

range from rainfall and flooding to snow and ice, from bare ground to
young Immature crops to old mature crops to harvested crops, from dry
soil to wet soil, from bare trees to leaved trees, from frozen ground
Data exists that suggests that the backto thawed ground and etc.
scatter coefficient is up to 10 dB higher (most of the dynamic range
available In somesystems) for spring than for fall deciduous trees
(probably true for coniferous to some extent).
These data suggest that
boundaries between deciduous trues and conifer trees, or meadows, or
agriculture, will fluctuate according to the season.
dramatic case.

Water bodies always appear black (specular reflection)

with well defined
scatterer.

Ice Is another

bouodarles yet Ice appears more like a normal diffuse

It is easy to Imagine the changes in both shore

line and

total discerned water area changing as Ice forms,
A reasonable first phase would be to produce simulations using
known data arid obtain both qualitative and quantitative measures of the
nmgnitude of the effects.
This would certainly be the most economical
way to size the problem since large scale flight programs are expensive and are at the mercy of finding the right conditions when the aircraft and system are ready.

The temporal and seasonal effects that should

be studied range from rainfall

(and watorbody size) through vegetation

and soil moisture variability to snow studies.

As related studies

described In this section progress, the seasonal and temporal effects
study could similarly advance.
That Is, the temporal and seasonal
effects should be factored in to all
7.1.7

the future activities.

Terminal Studies and Future Guidance Systems

In Section 4., the results of validating a specialized version of
a PPI Imaging radai were presented.
The particular system is intended
to provide guidance for a remotely piloted vehicle and,

hence,

image

simulation Is used to manufacture the reference scenes used for comparlson by the nav;gation systems.

The consistency of the results suggests
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very strongly that the point scattering method of image simulation can
be used to study many unknown parameters in the overall system and thereby achieve Increased performance in guidance.

For example, many of the

'

assumptions made and the differing success of the reference scene
variants clearly indicate,
previously thought.

the system has much more sensitivity than

We beliave that this Is an area of study that Is

urgently needed,

.44
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The Imagesimulationmethodology

should not however,

be thought of

as only providing the reference scenes or systems analysis.
methods of remote guidance can now be proposed,

Alternate

Investigated and reliably

tested, via simulation, prior to being committed to a hardware program.
The two principle methods of navigation using active or passive sensors,
profile matching and area correlation,

are not necessarily the optimum

for a given application. Alternate schemes (e.g., offset aiming)
should be examined and bench tested using simulation.
Returning for the moment to the terminal gouidance system we
suggest that a possible approach to Initiating the performance studies
would be to systematically degrade In a pairwise fashion the range and
angular resolution, thus defining the system sensitivity and establishing
an Important scene specification.

Similarly,

the spatial

resolution and

category content of the raw data base should be similarly varied to
establish what must be In the data base Itself and,
it can be made.
same lines,

by inference, how

Many other Activities suggest themselves along these

but this brief description is indicative of the nature of

the study.
In the same vein (i.e., evaluating system performance and developIng specificatlons),new subsystems should be subjected to rigorous
testing via simulation.

Since the point scattoring method simulates

imagery most closely resembling real data,
Input data.

For example,

it can be used as the test

there are several alternate methods for corre-

IatIng stored reference scenes wlth live data.

Computer realizations

of these methods could be tested prior to hardware implementation.
Hardware Implementations should be bench tested prior to flight proThis is not to say that this ha3 not been done in the past,

*

grams.
•

?8
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but using the PSM we can include real scene variability, providlng the most realistic analysis and synthesis to date.
7.1.8

Image Quality Measurenmnts for General Application
The quality of a simulated radar Image or,

for that matter, z real

radar image , to suit Its intended purpose must presently be assessed by
a human being.

This determination of quality Is very subjective and

relies on the Judgments of different people who have different bases
of experience from which to judge.

As the number of applications

Increases for both simulated and real radar images so also Increases
the necessity to use more objective Image quality measurements.
sumably,

Pre-

these objective Image quality measurements would use a digital

computer to relate the data of the visual
to application.

record (recorded in the Image)

Certain statistical properties of the Image should be

used to predict the usefulness of an Image to satisfy specific objectives.

Such a set of measurement criteria do not presently exist.

It

Is recommended that an Investigation be conducted to define such a set
of Image quality measurement parameters.
This set of Image quality criteria would be Invaluable to the recommended sensitivity study (below),
In fact, a limited study of the
type recommended here will be required for success in the sensitivity
study. Moreover, as use of radar image simulation increases, necessity
will decree that these criteria be Identified, application by application.

The opportunity exists to consolidate these Individual efforts

and to dufine the criteria In advance of specific need.

Success here

will make It easy to relate the value of radar Image simulation to each
new application and will allow different agencies,

or labs, or people,

to understand how a particular Image may satlify their needs.
7.1.9

SensitIvityAn lysts
The utility and versatility of radar Image simulation can be

Improved and the cost reducod If the minimum level of detail required to
be In the data base for specific applications of radar Image simulation
can be determined.

As previously noted, the most expensive part of the

radar simulation process Is the building of the digital data base.
It can be determined that,

for a specific application,
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the level of

If

d&tail in the data base can be reduced,

image simulation most often

be conducted for the applications of radar
used.

'

Data Compression Techniques

7.1.110

into

is recommended that such an analysis

It

savings of time and money.

this translates directly

Vast amounts of data must be processed for all but trivial applica-

consist of a point in a matrix,

at least,

inent)

in the firnal simulated radar image.

ises

for operational

for each pixel

(picture eleo.ost data

This means tlar

systems are exceptionally large and even the
Simple things

Image handling Is inordinately complex.

most trivial

data bases

As presently structured,

tions of radar image simulation.

such as rotations of data bases to alter the lcrk direcLion (flight
It is recommended

tremendously time consuming and cxpenslvL.

are

li!nm
that

techniques for data compression and alternste methods for infor-

both

mation storage and retrieval

Investigation of data

be investigated.

compression techniques which might be viable for data bases for•
radar image simulations

should be coupled with ser;sitlvity analyses.
probably

Alternate methods for iniormation storaqe and retrieva)

dill require the &ssemhly of a speclal purpose computer and memory
The great

device designed strictly for Image processing applications.

tool seems to

potential value of radar Image simulation as a useful
araue that this Investigation needs to be conducted.
Theoretical Models

7.1.11

The increasing applications for radar

Image simulatlon require
All radar image simulations

ever larger catalogues of backscatter data.

must use some model for the reflectivity properties

(backscatter) of

These data are required by the simulation

the objects in the scene.

reasonable to expect to measure and record

It

Image.

model to produce the greyscale data in the simulated

data for

the backscatter

all possible permutations and combinations of the variables:
polarization,

categories,

seasonal changes,

is not

Frequency,

Theoretical models

and etc.

must be developed to evt,:od and extrapolate the measured data to cases
whlch have not been measired. This is a real need, not a whimsica;
part of radar

These theoretical models will form an integral

rmusing.

image s•iulatlon us applied to the various applications.
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A specific case illustrates
polarization

this point very well.

is desirable from several

Circular

points of view.

no circular polarization data on target/sensor

Yet virtually

iriteraction exists,

thereby mnaking prediction (simulation) a much riskier ventLre than
need he.

Moreover,even

in a most a-nbitious measur-,ments program these

data would not be avai able for some time.

Thereftro,

a study should

be undertaken as to how to combine the like and :ross-polarized a*
data to model circularly polarized data and

the rIesulr;s compared wth

the very limited circular data available.
thus,

.

the recommendations

for certain

theuretical

studies Is seen
be a sugqestion for small specific s .di=.i alrmd at pruviding solu-

tions to achieve operational

status of a given application o'

tion rather than an all encormpassing unified
7.1.12

Real and Near Real Tii'w .imulatto~r

Both Implicit and explicit

simula-

theory of scattering.

ULia t Itng

I n mny of the previous

recommendations
was *he phenomenon of target sen.ltivlty to current climatiL or environmental

stace.

ficantly.

That is, water bodies CoLtd chinge their shape signi-

The microwave

reflectance

('.!i.,

bockscattering,

change significantly with changing moisture.
dramatic changes

In the scene,

etc.

could

Flooding could produce

All of these could dramatically

alter the rea'

-dar image as flown and potentially could prevent
reliable navigaidon and guidance from simulated imagery, or real imagery
collected under different conditions.
The degree to which this might
happen is subject to the particular Imagingc system employed.
Many
oa these questions would be ansi.,ered in the seasonal/temporal
recommended earlier In this section.
there is definitely a temporal
Of equal

"cultural

importance,

targets.

However,

problem,

it

is

study

now apparent

only the degree

that

Is uncertain.

Is the problem associated with changes in

Buildings may be constructed or razed,

Large num-

bers of vehicles may be moved.

A number of scenarios can be hypothu.sized which would lead to dramatic changes In the radar Image.
Alteinatively we can look at these problems as changes in the data
base between the time the original reference scene was constructed and
the time of flight.
The question then becomes how to structure the
simulation so as to permit updating the reference scene to refIect
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and,

current conditions in an operational mode,
The potential

effective manner.

solutions range from structuring

the

data base in a way that would permit easy geometrical as

orlinal
well

in a coist

of course,

as categorical changes and re-simulation, to a way in which modifl-

cations could be made to a previous simulation.
this problem receive careful
7.1.13

We recommend that

consideration.

Further Development of Radar Image Slmuation Applications

The general concept of radar Image simulationhos been developed.
What remains is

to extend the general

concept to specific applications.

With development of each application will come unique,
which must be solved.

These problems will run the gamut from feature

extraction for building data bases
It

is recommended

specific applications

problems

new,

to Image handling problems.

that the general concept be developed for several
the problems

identified and solved and the value

detr'rmined.

Potential applications are:

techniques,

exploration of Interferometry,

Evaluation of stereo-radar
the effect of random motlon,
etc.

the evaluation of change detection systems,

In short, we recommend

that applications of radar imaging In the fields of reconnaissance and
guidance be evaluated using simulation prior to building hardware
based solely on mathematical derivations.
A specific example will make the point quite clEar.

Many pro-

posals for obtaining stereo radar Imagery have been made but only a
few have been implemented.

A larger number of computational

have been suggested for calculating height
point scattering

image simulation method,

from stereo radar.

algorithms
Using the

both the proposed system and

computational algorithms could be readily examined arid qujný tatively
evaluated.
7.1.14
As
Is

Other Sensor Systems
it

Is believed that the trend in

:cal systems which are an aggregate of a number of

to use electro-,

different sensors,

It

Is recommended that the concept of simulation be

extended to these other sensors.
aggregate.
potential

Intelligence gathering systems

Another sensor,

Radar is Just one sensor of this

for example, which seems to have great

value Is the FLIR (Forward-Looking

Infra-Red).

Other sensors

....1

These sensors need to be modeled and the underlying phenomena

also exist.

It would appear that transfer functions analogous to the
famous radar equation relating the various aspects of sensor, scene,
Since applications for these sensors are
and medium can be obtained.
Investigated.

is recommended that these investigations be

it

expected to increase,
conducted.
7.2

Short Term Goals
In the post year we have had the opportunity to evaluate the problems,

requirements,

and obstacles of radar image simulation,

As we believe

our radar simulation model has opened the door for present and future
important to

applications of radar Image simulation,

It Is Increasingly

start the work to solve these problems,

satisfy the requirements,

and

f the more Important

(as

overcome the obstacles.

A succinct listing

we order them) Items requiring

Immediate attention follows,

Ing iq ordered Into four basic categories.
Studies; (2)

Data Base Construction;

(i)

This list-

Future Terminal Guidance

(3) Simulation Probirns;

(4) Related

(future) Applications.
7.2.1

'Terminal

Guidance Studies

For the moment,

let us consider guidance

new era of military defense
strategy

from the bomber,

Is Increasingly

Important.

in general

terms,

In which we are changing our "counterforce"l
accurate delivery of missile projectiles
The ta~k of delivering an explosive projectile

accurately enough to destroy an Intended target becomes crucial.
task has three basic components:
surroundings;

(I)

Determine the exact position of the target relative

(2)

It

This

Distinguish the target from Its

(3)

to the launching point of the missile;
the target.

In this

is

Guide the projectile onto

this question of guidance which is of interest here.

"""Cnunterforce" strategy is defined by Tsipis

as a nuclear-war

strategy

that relies at least in part on the ability to destroy the landbased offensive missiles of the US.S.R. in their reinforced-concrete silos.

*

""Tslpis, K., "The Accuracy of Strategic Missiles,"
volume 233, no. 1, July 1975.

S•ll

3

Scientific American,

The lethality of a warhead directed against a hardened site rises
much more rapidly with improvements in accuracy than it does with
increases in warhead yield.
Hence, It is the accuracy of delivery of the
that Is crucial rather than its size28. The problem of the

,,projectile

28
accuracy of delivery of the projectile exists no matter whether the
missile Is designed for tactical or strategic missions.
In fact, the
tactical guidance problem Is more difficult because the target area cannot
usually be completely specified far In advance of need.
The targets
are typically mobile whereas strategic targets such as concrete missile
silos, weapons factories, etc., are Immobile.
This difference Is a significant one,
It means there will be less time to obtain and use guidance
parameters In the tactical situation.
strategic guidance problem.
farther away a target Is,

But,

this Is not to minimize the

Guidance errors accumulate with time.

the more crucial

It

The

is to be able to program

accurately the guidance parameters.
Two basic alternative approaches to this problem are presently
being developed for both strategic and tactical situations:

Ballistic

and cruise missiles.

A ballistic missile Is guided for the first few
minutes of Its flight as well as, perhaps, for the terminal phase
whereas a cruise missile, since It files at subsonic speeds and at low
altitudes,
approaches,

requires periodic guidance throughout Its flight,

In both

ballistic and cruise, for both tactical and strategic situa-

tions,

radar Image simulation offers an advanced tool to Improve the
guidance problem and, hence, the lethality of the projectile:
It offrrs
both terminal guidance for ballistic as well as periodic guidance for
cruise missiles.

In the sections that follow, we will discuss the appli-

cation of radar image simulation technology and related studies to the
problem of terminal guidance for a tactical ballistic missile.
This
emphasis on terminal guidance for the tactical ballistic missile Is a
natural

focus of work we just completed and reported in this document
(Section 4.) and Is not a reflection of limitations of either our radar

28 Tsipis, K,, "The Accuracy
of Strategic Missiles,'' Scientific American,
vol. 233, no. 1, July, 1975.
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image simulation model or applications of the model.

The technology

is

This should be
compatible with all guidance problems and applications.
kept In mind when evaluating the various recommended studies that follow.
These are not the only guidance problems radar Image simulation can
serve.

Another very important problem Is navigation briefing and training

for fighter/bomber sorties.

We understand that present radar 'simulator"

equipment uses optical photographic techniques to mimic the radar return
from the terrain over which the fighter/bomber

Is to be flown.

We further

understand from private conversations with fighter pilots that the simulator
products are not used for most missions.
conducted

Certainly,

!nto ways to improve the situation.

research is being

For Instance,

a possible

long-term solution may exist in completion of the DRLMS (Digital Radar
Land-Mass Simulator) work of DMA (Defense Mapping Agency).

Also,

several

military agencies and commercial companies are known to be working on the
problem.

Regardless, we believe that ultimate solution of the problem

rests with accurate application of radar image simulation techniques and,
further, we believe we can make a contribution to the solution of the
problem.
These are the most obvious guidance applications for the use of radar
7;

In the following sections several

Image simulation which come to mind.

studies are recommended to be carried out which seem to us to be the next
logical step In the development and application of radar Image simulation
to the problem of guidance,

While the foregoing discussion has been very

general and purposely was not limited to the mission objectives of the
Army,

the studies described below are speciflcally tailored to the mission

objectives of the Army,

It Is easy to extrapolate them to the mission

objectives of the other services.

iA-

too.

•
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7.2.1.1

Seasonal Variations

Initial work and results are reported

in this document of a study

we performed on a terminal guidance system which uses the Correlatron 7
As previously noted,

(Section 4.),

°

this study was conducted '-- one

target site, one radar system, and one set of flight parameters.

It

was also noted that this did not represent exhaustive testing, but, for
the reference scene generation techniques developed here
Now the techniques should be employed to
were believed to be superlative.
other reasons,

evaluate the concept of
other devices,

rminal guidance using the Correlatron and

both dnrlog and digital.

Many aspects of this guidance concept (i.e.,

area correlation,

in

One of the most Important of these is the

general)

have been unresolvcd,

question

of whether or not the guidance system consisting of both the

radar and correlation device
logical conditions,

is sensitive to'either seasonal or meteoro-

We are unaware of any exhaustive study Into the sen-

sitivity of cross correlation between an Image made by a particular radar
system and a simulated radar Image for such conditions.

However,

It can

be shown that changes of the season and meteorological condition can have
a dramatic effect on the radar return2 9 and on the Image 30 of a particular
The sensitivity of the Correlatron guidance system to such changes

radar.

needs to be established.

The answer has Important ramifications for the

reference generation technology and supporting equipment and data requirements.
At one extreme,

a single set of reference scenes will suffice to produce an ac-

ceptable CEP (Critical Error Probability) for all

seasonal andvwnather change, .

Klass, Philip J., ''Guidance Device Set for Pershing Tests,"Aviation
Week and Space Technology, May 12, 1975.
29 Bush,

T.,

F. T. Ulaby, T. Metzler and H. Stiles, '"Seasonal Variation

of the Microwave Scattering Properties of the Deciduous Trees as
Measured in the I-18GHz Spectral Range," TR 177-60, Remote Sensing
Laboratory, The University of Kansas, June, 1976.
30

,,Mliltary Thematic Mapping and Map Compilation from Radar imagery (u)"
vol. I and II, Goodyear Aerospace, Report AL-36178A, November,
1972 (Classified/Confidential).
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At the other extreme, a new set of reference scenes will be required for
every change greater than some minimum.
requires needs to be established.

Exactly what the Correlatron

(Note:

Seasonal and meteorological

effects on radar are a fact of life which must be investigated no matter
what radar guidance technique Is proposed and are not limited to consideration only for the Correlatron system.)
To date, only two sets of flight data have been collected for the
targat site for which we produced reference scenes.
flight data were collected In October,

The first set of

1975; the second In June,

1977.

As might be expected since this Is a test program, changes were made In
the PPI (Plan-Pcsition Indicator)
periods.
sets.

Unfortunately,

hardware between those data collection

this prevents direct comparison between those data

There were no major meteorological differences between those two

periods;they both represented an average moisture situation typical of
extended high-pressure system$ in the area.
during either period.

No significant rain fell

The only significant difference Identified between

the two periods Is the vegetation growth season.
But qiound truth adequate to determine the soil moisture and maturity of the vegetation was
apparently not collected.

It is known that during both periods the deciduous

trees present In the target site were fully leaved.

They were beginning to

enter their fall color stage during the October data collection period,

but

It Is unknown what percentage of the area had begun to go dormant.
Deciduous forests represent a considerable percentage of the area present In the
target s;te (Pickwick Landing Dam).

It should be noted that Ulably has

reported a very significant difference In the return from spring and fall
29
If the maturity conditions of the fall forests were
deciduous trees .
known,

this might provide Important Information concerning the question

of seasonal

impact on the correlation guidance system.

these data,

it

In the absence of

is assumed that all the flight data collected to date repre-

sent only a single seasonal and meteorological

condition.

Thus,

reasonable to hypothesize that neither the guidance technique,

It

Is

nor the

29
Bush, T,, F. T. Ulaby, T. Metzler and H. Stiles, "Seasonal Variation
of the Microwave Scattering Properties of the Deciduous Trees as
Measured In the 1-18 GHz Spectral Range," TR 177-60, Remote Sensing
Laboratory, The University of Kansas, June, 1976.
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reference scene generation technique have been tested In an operational
mode to measure sensitivity to seasonal and meteorological change.
We understand that such a test Is presently proposed to be conducted
for a test site In the vicinity of Watertown, New York, during either the
winter of 1977/78 and summer of 1978, or the summer of 1978 and the
winter of 1978/79,

Our radar image simulation model

represents an ideal

tool to support this program, Maximum Information can be obtained if
the work at the Pickwlck site is used In the early stages while the WaterWe recommend that a two-part
town site data base is being constructed.
study be Implemented in support of the seasonal test to be flown at
Watertown,
A.

A possible framework for this study might be:

Pickwick Site,

Corstruct a hypothetical winter dAta base from the existing one.
Produce "winter'' reference scenes (simulated radar Images) from this
Test the "winter" reference scenes
hypothetical winter date base,
on the Correlatiun against the October and June flight data.
Evaluate the results.

Positive correlation

results (acceptable

correlation within a specified CEP) would convey Important Information:
The sensltivity of the Correlatron guidance system to seasonal changes
Is less than feared.

Negative results (poor correlation) reinforce the

need for the flight test program,
B.

Watertown Site.

Construct, at least, both a summer and a winter data base
Produce
representing the ''average"• season for the target site(s).
reference scenes from the data bases.

Test each reference scene

against both the same season and other season flight data.
the results.

7.2, 1.2

Devise other test conditions as appropriate.

Alternate Appoc

7.2..2
Aternte

Evaluate

IMo
Ground Return

t

pproach to ModelronRtu

As previously noted,

empirical

()hvbensd

backscetter data (o*) have been used

A study needs to be initiated
In all the work presented in this document.
to search foran alternative toempiricalr tomodel the radar return from the
The results of this study can have far-reaching consequences for
ground.
the viability of the correlation guidance concept.

In particular,

If it

Is found that a combination of empirical n0 data with a simple theoretical
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model such as Clapp's3' Is adequate for a large percentage of features
In the terrestrial envelope, the Implications 3re enormous.
At presenti a severe weakness In the correlation guidance concept
is the potential requirement to measure and record the backicatter
response (at a particular frequency and polarization) versus angle of
Incidence for a very large number of categories over a wide range of
seasonal and moisture conditions. The sheer size of this job might overshadow the value of the rorrelation guidance concept. However, if it
were only necessary to know the 06 value for one point on the curve for
many categories, the tssk of obtaining cy data becomes more tractable.
An investigation should be started to determine if adequate reference
scenes can be produced give!n only a single a* point for each category and
a simplo theoretical model to extend and extrapolate that point, The
existing Pickwlck data base can be used for this work and, as other data
bases are constructed, they can be Included In the study thereby Increasing the number of categories which are tested,

The study might be

structured to evaluate a number of sinple candidate theoretical models,
Reference scenes could be formed using the various combinations of empirical a* data and theoretical models. These reference scenes could then
be tested against the flight data on the Correlatron oradigltal implementatlonof the correlation process. Analysls of the resultrwould determine If
thisapproach Is feasible. !f It Is, thisconceotofguidancewould be given renewed
viability.
7.2,1.3 Step-WIse Resolution Degradation Study
As a result of the terminal guidance work reported in this document
(Section 4,) the question can be raised as to what features In the target
reference scene are essentlal, and to what resolution must these features be known, This question ha: serious operational ramifications.
The less detail required to be included In a reference scene the more
desirable In an operational sense bec6mes the terminal guidance scheme
built around the correlation. This enhanced desirability would come from
the projected relaxation of requirements placed on the Information content of the data bases which must be constructed ultimately for each
31 Cosgrilff, R, L., W. R. Peake, and R. C, Taylor, "Terrain Scattering
Properties for Sensor System Design (Terrain Handbook),' Engineering
Experiment Station Bulletin, TheOhio State University, vol, XXIX,
no. 3, pp. 10-12,
$139
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target site.

This means that as requirements are relaxed the data

bases can be constructed faster and easier.

In n

noeeational environýbtween success

ment speed and flexibility might make the d[•',-..r.
and failure.

In fact,

It can be hypothesltr

,,iat a prime consideration

of whether or not correlation terminal guidance systems ever become
operational would be the ease with which reference scene data bases
can be constructed,

maintained,

and updated.

Our reference scene generation nodel and computer Implementation
presents an Ideal tool with which to perform these studies.

The basic

Idea behind the studies would be to produce a number of reference scenes
representing step-wise degradation in range resolution, or azimuth
resolution, of feature Informat;on singly or in combinations.
Each of the reference scenes would then be correlated against
the real PPI video data collected from the same target alto,

Thu re-

suits would be evaluated and appropriate criterla established for making
reference scenes in an operational environment.
These studies could be performed separately as a need arose.
For
instance, range and azimuth resolution requirements could be determined
easily for the existing Pickwick dara base.

Reference scenes could be

made with all parameters held constant except either,

or both,

range or

azimuth resolution which would be step-wise degraded to the point at
which the desired CEP was no longer attained when correlated against
the flight data.

At thlb point the data base could be changed to

represent a new level of feature

information and reference scenes

having variously degraded range and azimuth resolutions could be made.
These would be correlated, results evaluated, and another feature
level change in the data base made until the desired (or optimal) results
were obtailed.
7,2,1.4

Parameter OptimizationStudy

The Point Scattering radar image simulation model represents an
Ideal

tool for parameter optimization studies.

model is mathematically

As previously noted,

rigorous and Is a faithful

the

reproduction of the

complete imaging radar closed system consisting of the radar transmitter/
receiver,

ground and electromagnetic energy Interaction,
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and Image medium.

This means that we have complete control over the Input/output requirements,

relationships,

and products.

As this model

has been implemented

on a high-speed digital computer, it can be changed easily to represent a different operational configuration.
Many radar parameters and
flight and target conditions can be evaluated readily without the costly
necessity to fly, or build and fly hardware missions,
case,

Since this Is the

the model and Its capabilities should be used to study some of

the other unresolved terminal guidance questions to which we previously
alluded.

The following listing represents some of the more important

parameters which might be analyzed.:

"A. Polarization/Frequency Combination.
Determine the optimum transmitter frequency and transmit/recalve polarization pair to maximize the probability of guidance

"within the CEP.

Presumably this task would start with the premise

of what features It was desired to guide on (unambiguously distinguish) and then a test would be structured to Identify what frequency/polarizatlon combination would best separate those features
while at the samo time blurring the distinction between all unda!irable changes such as the seasonal changes of agriculture.
B.

Antenna Gain Function.

Determine the optimum antenna gain function to enhance the
probability of guidance within the required CEP.
C. Resolution Element Size.
Determine the optimum antenna azimuth beamwidth and transmitter
pulse length to maximize the probability of detection of the desired
guidance features and to minimize detection of all others.
D. Antenna Scan Format,
E.

Determine the optimum antenna scan format,
Receiver Detection Scheme.
Determine the optimum receiver detection scheme to maximize

the probability of detection of the desired guidance features.
"F
. AGC Design.

U

Determine the optimum AGC (Automatic Gain Control) design to
maximize detect Ion of desi red features.
G. Guidance Device.
Evaluate the correlation systems and determine how Improvements
Wiight be made to maximize operation for the desired guidance features.
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Ali of these studies, and more,

could and should be performed since

a tool such as radar Image simulation Is available.
In which these studies might be performed.

First,

There are several ways
they might be conducted

A.'

using the existing software Implementations of the radar image simulation
model and the Correlatron.

Alternatively, our radar Image simulation model

might be Implemented on ETL's (Engineer Topographic Laboratories) DIAL* computer complex thereby taking advantage of both the parallel processing power
available and the digital Implementation of a model of the Correlatron.
second alternative Is the most powerful one.

The

The first alternative is much

slower to produce results due to the vast differences in computer capabilities,
but It is Immediately 9vallable,
No matter what approach Is taken, one of
these or a different one,

J

If guidance by area correlation Is to be successful

these studies must be performed.
7.2.1.5 Evaluate Guidance Concepts
Radar Image simulation offersa promising approach to the problem of
"|pilotless" location and guidance of both missiles (ballistic and cruise)
and aircraft.
Radar Image simulation offers a powerful tool for this
problem because it Is highly desirable to use imaging radars for guidance
(at least in conjunction with other sensors) because of the essentially
all-weather operational capabilities and the potential for high accuracy
provided by radar.

At this point In guidance development,

no single

approach has been shown to be clearly superior to all others.
approaches are being investigated.
stored In "on-board" memory (film,

In most concepts,

Many

terrain data are

digital, or other) and location is

estimated through a correlation or a map-matching

(terrain-matching)

DIAL is an acronym standing for Digital Image Analybis Laboratory,
This laboratory Is an exceptionally powerful computational facility
consisting of a Goodyear STARAN, CDC 6400, PDP 114 5's, and other,
supporting equipment and software.

1
• .I
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process.

A study needs to be conducted to Identify reasonable guidance

techniques and evaluate their merits relative to the task of guidance
and to the possibility of being able to construct operational systems.
Radar Image simulation has been shown in the terminal guidance work
reported In this document to be capable of producing reference scenes
for correlation with flight radar Imagery (using the Correlatron)

in

which very accurate guidance is accomplished.
however,

This is not to suggest,
that the guidance concept using the Correlatron Is optimal.

Far from it

for much work Is yet to be done as the earlier suggested

studies Indicate, before this guidance concept
choice.

Nevertheless,

is touted as the optimal

It has been clearly shown that radar Imagery and

radar Image simulation together can provide a powerful guidance team.
The work should now be started to discover how best to make effective
use of these capabilities

In the guidance scenario.

Among the candidate guidance techniques which might use radar
Imagery and radar Image simulation and thus should be evaluated are
area correlation such as embodied in the Correlatron 7 , profile-matching
as Ii,the Tercom 32 , map-matching using a range-scan radar 33, pattern
recognition based upon target Image tracking , and other, more exotic
techniques.
The study to be conducted should evaluate each technique
relative to the task of guidance, to supporting Intelligence and equipment requirements,
tion.

to seasonal effects, and to cost-effective

Since this is A large task,

it

Implementa-

should be conducted in stages.

The

Klass, Philip J.. ''Guidance Device Set for Pershing Tests,'' Aviation
Week and Space Technology, May 12. 1975.
32 rsipis, Kosta, "Cruise Missiles,'' Scientific American, vol. 236, no.
2, February, 1977.
James. L. T,, ''Map-Matching Estimation of Location Using Range
Scan Radar Images," IEEE National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, NAECON'74, May, 1974.
Moskowitz, S., "Terminal Guidance by Pattern Recognition - A New
Approach,'' IEEE Trans. Aerospace and Navigational Electronics,
pp. 254-265, December, 1964.
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first stage would probably consist of evaluating area correlation,
Correlatron, and analogues of the concept.
which is an analoo de'vice,

For instance, the Correlatron,

and a digital. "computerized"

version of the

Corralairon might be separately evaluated and then compared.
same time other electro-optical

the

At the

approaches might be considered and the

optimal choice which best satisfies the criteria miqhL :,eselected.
Subsequent stages would depend,

for the most part, on the flrdlngs of

the first stage as well as the guidance needs which are, or are not
satisfied by those findings.
7.2.1.6 Fifld Reference Scene Update
At some point in the future, area
may be deployed

if, an operational

Correlation concept of guidance

situation.

oper3tional ,ise of this guidance concept,

To support that ptriential

woik needs to be initiated to

develop the technology fnr updating in the field on very short notice
the data bases and reference scenes of various targut sites.
stressed

here

is the

The point

need to develop technology which c.n be employed

by military personnel while maintaining pre-conceived standarrd9

for speed

and accuracy.
Some of the other studies suggested here are vital
of the technology.

In particular,

scasonal changus on reference scene requirements,
formation,

to development

studies concerning the impacts of
level of feature In-

range and azimuth resolution, and ground return model are

vital.
A study should be initiated to determine wh3t intelligence data
requireme,,ts and equipment will be necessary
ence scenes.

for field updates of refer-

The same technoiogy would be required to support 1xobile

field units in the tactical
other studies,

mission.

Upon conclusion of this,

and the

specifications could be written which set-out the require-

ments for mobile field units.
It

is very important for this study to be conducted in parallel

with the other studies because of the potential for feed-back.
easy to Imagine that hardware limitations will
of the requiremnint of portabiiIty fo.
be factored

It

is

be encountered beceuse

field use.

These limitations can

into the other studies and appropriate adjustments made to

evaluate requiremen ts for re tIIzable equipment.
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Interaction between

these studies,

properly coordinated,

if

can have far-reaching consequences.

The results might dictate success where any other approach invites failure.
7.2.1.7 Reference Scene Technology Evaluation
As indicated (Section 4.), our approach and reference scene generatinn mndel was successrul.

Why?

The only answer available today
rigorously modeled,
of the problem.

at least,

is we were succe.sful

the first-order

Important) effects

(most

That answer is unsatisfactory

because we

because It

Is not defl-

A study needs to be undertaken to determine why we were so

nitlve.

successful.

This question has Important natural

consequences

for the

potential operational deployment of the Correlatron guidance system.
Inparticular,

the source Intelligence data,

Iion and information content,

the ground return model,

system all need to be Investigated,
ships established,

the data base constructhe Correlatron

the requirements and Interelation-

and the sensitivity of the system to various per-

turbations defined.

Results of this study will

go a long way toward

defining what features the system guides on and what Information
to be Included In the data base.
7.2.1.8 Development of the Area Spatial
The feasibility of the area spatial
image simulation of cultural
a fixed

look-direction

level needs

Filtering Technique for PPI
filtering techniques for radar

targets has been established6 .

Previously,

(corresponding to a side-looking radar) was

implemented optically by selective filtering with a stationary mask in
the frequency plane of the coherent processor.

"has been

More

electronically

as though they were being imaged by an approaching
radar.

rotation or

phased array scanning of a PPI system antenna.

tant radar simulations should properly treat cultural

PPI

recently a method

proposed to reproduce the effects of mechanical

However,

a theoretical

targets of a scene

(oblique or orthogonal)

basis for the PPI simulation concept

using the ASF approach has not been established,
produced for validation.

The resul-

nor have results been

Just as the area spatial

filtering method for

SLAR cultural feature simulation has been shown to be a viable alternative
6 Frost.

V. S.,

J.

L. Abbott,

V. H.

Kaupp,

and J. C. Holtzman,

"A Mathe-

matical Model for Terrain-Imaging Radar and Its Potential Application
to Radar Image Simulation," TR 319-6, Remote Sensing Laboratory, The
University of Kansas, November, 1976.
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to digital simulation because of significant savings In data base construction, the ASF (Area Spatial Filtering) PPI simulation has related
Using aerial photography or other image data as the microadvantages.
wave reflectivity map for cultural targets of a scene results in an
attractive savings in data base construction and simulation computer time.
, if water boundaries and cultural targets are sufficient for
"I,
correlation, an Implementation of the area spatial filtering approach
for a PPI radar image simulation night ultimately lead to the production
of reference scenes In real time.
7.2,2 Data Base Studies
The ground truth data base is a major Input requirement of the point
Since the radar
scattering radar Image simulation computer programs.
simulation model has been Impleminted on a digital computor, the data
base must be In digital format.

The data base can be considered to be

a digital model of the physical (geometric) and radar return (dielectric)
It is a digital representation of the differproperties of the ground.
ent features and elevation variations of the terrain present in the target
Typically, this data base consists of a digital matrix containing
scene.
These four dimensions are the range and azimuth coor-

four dimensions.

S~to

dlnates,

elevation, and radar backscatter category of eE:h point on the

ground.

It is this matrix upon which the simulation program operates

calculate such parameters as Iook-direction, range,

shadow,

layover,

range compression,

angle-of-incidenc,,

etc.

angle-of-lncidence,

local slope of the terrain,

In other words,

Iocal

the ground truth data base

"is a crucial part of the point scattering radar image simulation model.
b.

Construction of the ground truth data base is a very large problem
facing radar simulation.

This is especially so because of the way that

data bases are constructed. They are, typically, built using manual
Once the source Intelligence (photos, maps, etc.) have been
techniques.
obtained for a particular site, a photo-interpreter uses these imagery and
his knowledge and intuition to construct a data base map of the area,
Major features may be
This data base map Is usually drawn by hand,
Locations of minor featraced or transferred from the source Imagery,
tures and subdivisions are usually subjective determinations by the
The name most often applied to this task is feature
photo-interpreter.
extraction.

Constriiction

)jf this hand-drawn data base map is a major

effort requiring judqnent, accuracy,
lar areas.

and knowledge of the area or sinil-

When this hand-drawn data base map has been finished It represents
a symbolic radar category map of the target site. For use on the digital
computer, this line drawing must be digitized and constructed into a
digital matrix. A large table digitizer Is typically used to digitize the
boundaries on the category map.

A human operator traces each boundary
with the cursor of the digitizer and the computer attached to the digitizer table periodically samples and records the position of the cursor.
After digitization,

the boundary data must be converted into a digital

matrix and elevation data must be obtained and added.
Construction of data bases for radar image simulation is a slow,
time-consuming process.
As is evident, most of the work is performed
by humans.
The techniques used are generally manual ones.
What is needed
Is a way tn improve and speed-up this process.
Such a way is offered
by interactive feature extraction.
Interactive feature extraction Is a
cooperative approach in which the human is used to make decisions and
guide the processing direction of the software,

and the computer is used

to manipulate the data rapidly and easily and to remove the drudge from
the human.

Several studies are recommended to be performed

In the follow-

Ing sections.
A companion problem to rapid construction of large data bases is
data base storage, retrieval, and processing.
ducted to solve these problems to facilitate

Studies need to be conoperational deployment of

radar image simulation.
7.2.2.1

Interactive Feature Extraction

Preliminary interactive feature eytraction studies have been conducted and reported In this document (Section 5.4). Also reported is an
initial design concept of ,-iinteractive feature extraction system.
Since we project that radar Image simulation will find more operational
military uses as an advanced tool for guidance and discrimination,
suggest that this work be continued.

we

These increased military applications of radar image simulation
X•

will almost certainly require rapid and accurate construw!tioh of data
bases.
Even though the term "interactive" has been over'worked in the
past,

construction of data bases for radar image simulation is one field
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iI
where it

fits like a glove.

Interactive feature extraction designed

specifically for radar simulation draws upon the strengths of both man
and machine, and, with proper design, should produce superior results.
Our experience with all facets of radar image simulation should improve
the probability of the approach suggested here being successful.

An

attempt has been made to tune a system so that the human can specify
directly from the source intelligence imagery to the final digital
data base matrix, by-passing all the intermediate manual steps.
Much
work remains to be done, but given the premise that radar Image simulation is a potentially worthwhile operational tool, the interactive
*

feature extraction system Is a very necussary part.
7.2.2.2 Rapid Data Base Update
Besides facilitating feature extraction for data base construction,
an Interactive feature extraction system would prove to be a very useful
tool In other areas of radar image simulation.
An area In particular that
would be enhanced by the introduction of such a system is the periodic
updating of existing data bases to reflect changes in the ground scene.
Such updates are necessitated hy changes In the ground scene due to such
factors as seasonal variations (trees, foliage, and crops changing),
meteorological changes (presence or absence of snow, Iain, etc.), ai=d
other events which alter the ground scene sufficiently to affect the radar
image.

In many applications (especially military applications),

the

capability to update rapidly radar Image data bases will play a vital role.
For instance, if the radar image simulation is being used as a reference
scene for a terminal quidance device, and several hours before use the
navigation scene Is covered with eight Inches of snow, the data base and
reference scene probably must be updated to accurately reflect ground •onditlons.

In such a situation where the radar Image simulation is being
used to model a dynamic environment, there must exist a fast method to
update the data base.
Once again, the interactive feature extraction

system could he used effectively to solve the problem.
Using the system,
an operator in a short time could easily examine the data base and alter
It to match the situation by merging,
changing boundaries,

expanding, or contracting regions,

and altering the categories or contents of the data

base.
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We recommend that a study be conducted to determine the special
needs of the rapid update problem.

These special requirements should

then be Incorporated In the design and implementation of an Interactive
feature extraction system.

Or,

alternatively,

a special system could be

designed and built to handle just the problem of rapidly updating data
This special system would be almost certainly an Interactive

bases.
one.

7.2.2.3

Data Compression Techniques

Most data bases for operational systems are exceptionally large and
even the most trivial

image handling Is Inordinately complex.

Simple

things such as rotations of data bases to alter the look direction (flight
line) are tremendously time consuming and expensive.

It

is recommended

that both techniques for data compression and alternate methods for
Information storage and retrieval be investigated.

Since data bases

used in radar I'mage simulation have several unique features and since
there are several critical limitation, on them, techniques of data handling and compressIon for more general

image processing are not necessarily

optimal and may not be applicable.

On the other hand,

jected for more general

procedures re-

Image data bases may be well suited when aimed

at radar simulation data bases for a specific application.
Alternate methods for Information storage and retrieval probably
will require the assembly of a special purpose computer and memory
device designed strictly for image processing applications.

The great

potential value of radar Image simulation as a useful tool seems to
argue that this Investigation needs to be conducted.
7.2.2.4

Source Intelligence Analysis

A study needs to be conducted to determine what the minimum source
intelligence requirements are to construct a radar image simulation data
base capable of satisfying specific mission requirements.

It has been

conjectured (Section 5.3 3) that the best possible data base could be
built using as many different sources of input Intelligence data as
can be obtained.

Some potential sources of input data are optical high-

resolution aerial photographs,
topographic maps, etc.
conjecture.

IR (Infra-Red)

imagery,

radar Imagery,

Realistic limits need to be defined for this

The exact requirements need to be defined as radar systems
speed and accuracy of date base

and applications become operational,
construction become paramount.
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This study might be conducted In parallel with a radar data base
sensitivity study presently In progress.

The two studies complement

each other very well; they both seek to define how to maximize the Information content of a data base.
7.2.3 Simulation Problems
The concept of radar Image simulation has been developed and shown
to be a viable tool for a multitude of potential applications.

Many

areas have been Identified as a result of the work reported In this
document which require additional study.

With significant progress

In

these areas,

radar linage simulation can be exploited to the fullest
extent possible.
Without significant progress, the potential number of
operational applications will be severely limited.
The following broadly
defined areas of research hold the long range key to the future of radar
Image simulation.
The following general areas represent the natural
focus of earlier work together with the work performed and reported In
this document and extend the concepts.
7.2,3.1

Comprehensive Compilation of Backscatter Data

The concept of radar image simulation has been shown to be a
valuable tool for a multitude of potential applications.
A major obstacle
must be overcome before the promise offered by radar image simulation can
be realized.

This obstacle Is the necessity to have backscatter data

availat
for much of the terrestrial envelope at many microwave frequencles and polarizations.
In fact, this same obstacle is a main
reason why radar imagery Is not used to the fullest extent possible.
So little Is presently known about the backscatter properties of most
objects In the terrestrial envelope that the visual record of a parameter,
present in images as the greytone variation (i.e.,

texture and tone),

is

not properly utilized for the Information It contains. With more certain
knowledge of the backscatter properties of objects in a scene would come
a significant Increase In intelligence gathered from each Image.
A
comprehensive compilation of a* versus 0 data should be performed.
The
result of this effort should include both empirical backscatter data and
theoretical

models.

This study would require an extensive literature

search to gather all available empirical data and theoretical backscatter
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The theoretical models should be evaluated to determine their

models.

applicability to the radar Image simulation problem and they should be
examined to determine techniques to extend and extrapolate available
empirical data across frequencies, polarizations,
7.2.3.2

Evaluate "Optical"

and depression angles.

Simulation Technique

A radar Image simulation model called the Area Spatial Filtering
(ASF)

method has been developed and is presently Implemented on an

6

optical computer .

An analytical approach to the problem resulted in

a unique description of radar Image simulation by considering the image
product,

radar system, and ground scene to be a closed system.

The main

difficulty with this technique is obtaining a model of the microwave
reflectivity density for the objects In the scene to be simulated.

If

we assume that for specular reflection the reflectivity density is relatively independent of the wavelength,

thon a photograph of the scene

taken at optical wavelengths can be used to model the microwave reflectivity density for cultural targets (specular reflectors).

Given this

assumption about specular reflection, the ASF model handles cultural
targets very well usinq optical photographs for the reflectivity densities In the scene.
The applicability of this technique to cultural features should be
investigated, the validity of such simulations established, and appropriate simulations of the cultural features In thm data bases produced of
various test sites for comparlson or combination with the ordinary digital
simulations.
7.2,3.3

Hybrid Radar Simulation Study

Simulating the microwave return from cultural objects

(houses,

streets,

automobiles, airplanes, etc.) by digital computer via the point scattering
method is extremely Inefficient and expensive because of the tremendous
requirements of the simulation model for detailed geometric and dielectric
qround truth data.

Just the manhours of time alone required to accurately

specify these data to the precision required is prohibitive.
6Frost,

V, S.,

J.

L. Abbott,

V, H. Kaupp,

and J.

Depending

C. Hoitzman, "A Mathe-

maticai Model for Terrain-Imaging Radar and Its Potential Application to Radar Image Simulation," TR 319-6. Renmte Sensing Laboratory,
The University of Kansas, November, 1976.
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upon the resolution of the radar which is being simulated and the application for which the image Is being made,

it may be necessary to specify

the orientation and geometry of each building (including dihedral
corners, elevation, dielectric properties, and etc.).
It is clear that
the problem can rapidly get out of hand.
A promising alternate simulation technique is offered by the area
spatial filtering method .

This method appears to be valld for the simulation

of cultural objects and is orders of magnitude faster than digital techniques.
The optimum method for simulating a scene consisting of both
distributed and cultural targets would combine the strengths of both
techniques,

digital simulation techniques for distributed targets and
optical simulation for cultural targets.
This marriage of the two
techniques results in a hybrid model for the simulation of radar Imagery
which is optimal in the sense of maximizing output information while
conserving time and resources.
A study should be conducted to evaluate the feasibility of developIng this hybrid simulation model.
An analysis shall be performed to
determine the potential value of further work on this model.
7.2.3.4

Evaluate Digital Filtering Techniques for "Optical" Simulation

The area spatial filtering radar image simulation model 6 has been
implemented on an optical computer,
be valid for cultural

targets (i.e.,

This s0mulatior, model appears to
specular reflectors).

IF this is

true, then high resolution photographs can be used to model the reflectivity densities of the various specular reflectors in a scere.

However,

a very large proportion of most photographs do not contain specular
reflectors.
Implementing this simulation techniique on the optics
bench,

therefore,

means that all the unwanted features in the sý,ene

will receive the same processing and will, thus, become ''noise"'
the output sin-ulation.
the technique is sought.

in

An alternative approach for implementation of
A promising candidate is digital filtering

techniques 3 5 .

I-I

Frost, V. S., J.
matical Model
tion to Radar
The University

6J

L. Abbott, V. H. Kaupp, and J. C. Holtzman, , A Mathefor Terrain-imaging Radar and Its Potential ApplicaImage Simulation," TR 319-6, Remote Sensing Laboratory,
of Kansas, November, 1976.

Vindat, J. S. and A. G, Piersol , Random Data:
Procedures,Wiley-Interscience, 1971.
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Analysis and Measuremient

The benefits to be reaped from such an implementation extend to all
facets of radar image simulation work and, especially
phases of the terminal guidance work reported here.

to the future
We recommend that

the following operational computer programs be developed and implemented
on the DIAL system:

B.

SLAR (Side-Looking Airborne Radar) model,
PPI (Plan-Position Indicator) model;

C.

Terminal guidance reference scene model;

D.

Interactive feature extraction.

A.

7.2.4

Extending the Simulation Frontiers
The point scattering radar Image simulation model and Its software

implementations have been verified in the work reported in this document.
The model rigorously treats as a closed system the properties of the
radar system being modeled,

ground scene,

and Image medium.

It mathe-

matically expresses the relationships and Interrelationships between these
various aspects of the closed system.

Implicit in this model are all

thil normal radar effects such a layover, shadow, range compression, etc.
These and other effects depend entirely upon the software implementation
As the results show, the model, its softfor accurate realization.
ware Implementation, the ground truth data bases and feature extraction
techniques,

and the use of empirical o° data to model

the radar return

from the ground, have seen the science of radar Image simulation make the
transition with this work from an Interesting research problem to ail
engineering tool available

for many different applications.

The opportunity

should not be lost to extend the results obtained here by applying our
radar simulation model to solve present and future problems as they occur.
7.2.4.1 Application of Simulation Technology
The radar Image simulation technology developed and reported in this
document should be applied to some specific radar systems and missions.
In addition to solving some operational problems,

doing this will docu-

ment the value of radar Image simulation and will Increase the demand for

solut Ion of the other problems presented here.

In this way the advanced

tool of radar image simulation will he utilized to solve some specific
mission problems and the use of radar image simulation can be accelerated
and exploited to the fullest extent possible.
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A suggested first mission to which radar simulatlion might be applied
Is change detection.
task.

Basically,

A specific radar system should be modeled for this

the concept involves the use of radar image simulation

to baiellne conditions of candidate areas In two different ways.
First,

subsequent reel flight Imagery obtained from the candidate
The
areas would be compared to the baseline imagery and changes noted.
baseline Imagery would, of course, be formed from a data base rf the area

tilt

with the simulation parameters set-up to mimic the real system and flight
This would be done so that frequency, polarization, radmr
parameters.
transfer function, altitude, heading,
etc.,

dance,

look-directions,

!j

angles-of-inci-

would be Identical between the flight radar Images and

baseline simulated images,

to the extent the data base Is a

Therefore,

pdlari-

faithful reproduction of the target area at the desired frequency,
zation, and resolution,

the differences existing between flight ard

baseline Images are the changes sought.
The second approach Involves using our radar simulation technology
to alter pre-existing actual flight radar Imagery of an Important area
to the conditions existing for a later set of Imagery of the same area
because it might have been taken by a different system (or the same)
from a different altitude,

look-direction, etc.

flight Imagery Is the baseline for an area.

actual

In this scheme,

The simulation technology

would be used to change the basllne Image to match the radar system and
flight parameters of the subsequent comparison Imagery obtained for the
area (or vice versa).
but the real

A data base would still be used In this approach,

Image being altered would contain the Information whicn mu?.t

be preserved and faithfully treatid,
flight paraniLters are being matched,

Since radar system parameters and
and since the information

4

in the

original image Is being preserved In this approach, the differences
existing between the baseline and subsequent Imagery are the changes

4

sought.
Note that the technology which would be developed in this second
approach has several other potential

Basically,

applications.

this approach

Involves developing the capability to change a given radar image of a
scene Into the Image which would have been recorded by a different radar
being flown on a different heading and at a different altitude over the
This can be seen to be of Interest In pre-mlsslon hriefings
same scene.
and In making navigation aids for guidance.
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Some additional applications to which the point scattering radar
image simulation model might be applied a-e:

Evaluation of stereo-

radar and interferometry techniques for elevation determination;

the

effects of platform instabilities and pointing errors on the resultant
evaluation of hardware designs or specifications to determine
potential suitability of the resultant radar system to satisfy the reconnaisImagery,

sance or guidance mission for which It

is being built,

Many other, similar

applications can be listed but these are a representative sampling and
adequately demonstrate the diversity of potential applications of radar
simulation to the mission objectives of the U.S.
7.2.4.2

Army.

Receiver Transfer Function

Radar Image simulation should be used to evaluate the degradations
imposed on radar Imagery by the radar receiver and imaging electronics.
This Information Is potentially
dance, etc.,

missions.

It

Important to the reconnaissance,

gui-

Is hypothesized that the receiver of a par-

ticular type of radar system degrades Its Imagery in a unique fashion
with different systems imparting different degradations.

These degra-

dations may be highly nonlinear within the dynamic range of a given
scene,

Understanding the degradations of various radar systems may

Increase the Interpretability and value of their Image products.
The receiver systems,

including AGC (Automatic Gain Control),

several radars should be modeled and Implemented
puter programs.

of

in our simulation com-

Simulations of the same radar data base and flight para-

meters should be formed using one of the receiver models per image.

The

simulated radar Images of the chosen data base should then be evaluated
and compared.

The Interpretability of each simulated Image should be

assessed and differences from Image to Image should be identified.

These

measures should then be correlated with the receiver electronics and
r

"spatial

variation of the features In the scene (this Is easy since the
data base represents a known Input spatial variation).

The results should

be made available to image interpreters and radar hardware users aiid
designers for the next generations of designs.
7,2,h43

Automatic Gain Control (AGC) Effects

It has been observed that AGC produces detectable effects in radar
Images,

These effects span the range from the far-shore brightening to
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other,

less obvious effects.

To Increase the accuracy of simulation, AGC

effects should be modeled and the model Implemented in our radar image
simulation computer programs.
Various alternative AGC concepts could be analyzed and their effects
on the resultant

imagery should be catalogued.

Optimal AGC designs

might be determined for each specific operational use of radar Imagery.
The selection being made to maximize detection of a particular feature.
or to minimize the perturbations due to a particular feature.
This information could then be called upon when selecting a radar system, or dcAgnirng a radar system for a particular mission.
It would also be valuable to
the photo-interpreter who is using the Imagery obtained for that mission.
7.2.4.4 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Image Simulation Model
The radar Image simulation technology developed in previous work
should be extended to medium to high-resolution SAR systems.
A study
needs to be initiated to develop a SAR simulation model based upon the
point scattering approach.
The various SAR phenomena such as Doppler
processing,

constant azimuth resolution,

coherent signal processing,

etc.,

are to be modeled as required.
The SAR simulation model should be implemented on the digital computer.
A data base should be constructed of a particular site and simulated images should be formed to validate the model.
This recommendation is based upon apparent trends in radar systems
development.
Integration),

With the advent of micro-computers and LSI (Large-Scale
digital processing of SAR data is making viable operational

LJses of high-resolutIon SAR systems.

These operational

uses will be found

increasingly In both reconnaissance and change-detection missions.
Therefore, since radar Image simulation is a potentially important advanced
tool

to support these missions, development of a SAR simulation model
is deemed necessary.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
AGC

Automatic Gain Control

ASF

Area Spatial Filtering Radar Image Simulation Model

CRT

Cathode Ray Tube

DMA

Defense Mapping Agency

DOS

Disk Operating System

ETL

Engineer Topographic Laboratories,
Virginiaa

FM

Frequency Modulation

IDECS

Image Oiscrimination,
Sampling

I/0

Input/Output

IR

Infra-Red (Images)

PDP-15

Mini-Computer Manufacturud by the Digital Equipment
Corporation, Massachusetts

PIXEL

Picture Element

PPI

Plan-Position Indicator

PSM

Point Scattering Radar Image Simulation Model

RF

Radio Frequency

RSL

Remote Sensinq Laboratory,
Lawrence, Kansas

SAR

Synthetic Aperture

0o

Differential Scattering Cross-Section (Backscatter
Per Unit Area)

SLAR-REAL

Side-Looking

SLAR-SAR

SIde-Looking Airborne Radar - Synthetic Aperture

USGS

United States Geological Service

UTH

Universal Transverse Mercator (Mapping ProJe':tion)

Enhancement,

U. S. Army,

Furt Belvoir,

Combination,

and

University of Kansas,

Radar

Airborne Radar - Real Apbrture
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